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Abstract  

This thesis offers a comprehensive study that analyses the relationship between polyimide 

(PI) organic solvent nanofiltration (OSN) membrane formation parameters, membrane 

structure, and membrane functional performance. The dissertation starts by addressing the 

structure-related problem of macrovoid formation, which arises when more open membranes 

are prepared. Incorporation of TiO2 nanofillers into the membrane matrix results in 

macrovoid-free, organic/inorganic PI/TiO2 mixed matrix membranes without compromising 

rejection. Subsequently, a detailed analysis of the membrane formation process, considering 

the dope solution composition, evaporation step, and structural properties of polyimides, was 

conducted. The effect of the choice of polymer/solvent/co-solvent/non-solvent was found to 

be very profound and qualitatively predictable through introduction of a complex solubility 

parameter. Increasing value of complex solubility parameter can predict higher rejections. 

The study of the evaporation in PI OSN membrane formation has shown that this optional 

step is undesirable, as its presence results in unaltered rejection and significantly lower flux. 

Nevertheless,  the  presence  of  a  co-solvent,  regardless  of  whether  it  is  volatile  or  not,  was  

found to be required as it promotes formation of a dense membrane top layer. We have also 

studied sensitivity of PI OSN membranes to small perturbations in polymer characteristics, 

such as: molecular weight, alternating diisocyanates to form the PI chain, and co-

polymerisation method (block vs random).  Finally, we proposed a less hazardous route for 

the PI OSN membrane formation process, which would reduce environmental impact without 

compromising the separation performance of the existing membranes. 
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PS  polystyrene oligomers 

PSf  polysulfone 

RO   reverse osmosis 

S  solvent 

SPPO  sulfonated poly(2,6-dimethyl-1,4-phenylene oxide) 

STEL  Short Term Exposure Limit 

TDI   toluene-2,4-diisocyanate 

TFC   thin film composite 

ThCOD Theoretical Chemical Oxygen Demand 

THF   tetrahydrofuran 

TWA   8-hour Time Weighted Averages 

UT   Ultem 1000 
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Nomenclature 
A  membrane area [m2] 

A  porosity [%] 

c,  concentration [mol L-1]  

d  diameter [m] 

Di,j  diffusion coefficient of i in j [m2 s-1] 

D   bulk diffusion coefficient [m2 s-1] 

DF  flux decrease [%] 

E  energy of evaporation [J] 

V   volume increase [%] 

G   Gibbs free energy [J] 

H   entalphy [J] 

J  flux [L m 2 h 1] 

k  diffusion constant [m s-1] 

Kd  solute hindrance factor for diffusion 

Kc                   solute hindrance factor for convection  

L                     length [m]   

logKo/w  water/octanol partition coefficient  

Mn  number average molecular weight [g] 

Mw  weight average molecular weight [g] 

n  ratio of solvent out-diffusion to water in-diffusion 

P  pressure [bar] 

r  radius [m] 

Ri   rejection of solute i [%] 

S   entropy [J] 

t   time [h] 

T  temperature [ C] 
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Tg  glass transition temperature [ C]  

V  volume [L] 

x  mole fraction 

x   thickness [m] 

 

Greek letters 

  solubility parameter [MPa1/2] 

  viscosity [cP] 

  ratio of a solute radius to pore radius 

  volume fraction 

  mass density [kg m-3] 

  steric partition coefficient 
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CHAPTER 1. 

 

1. Literature review 

1.1 Membrane and membrane processes 

A membrane can be defined as a barrier enabling selective transport between two phases. In 

membrane processes, a feed stream is divided into two streams, i.e. a retentate stream, which 

is retained by the membrane, and a permeate stream, which passes through the membrane. 

Either of these streams can be a product of a process (Figure 1.1). 

 

Figure 1.1 Diagram of membrane separation process. 

 

Membranes can be classified in many different ways. Figure 1.2 shows membrane 

classification based on origin, material, structure and preparation. The circled part denotes 

that this work is focused on that particular type of membranes.  
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Figure 1.2 Membrane classification.[1] 

 

Membrane processes are characterized by low energy consumption, ready integration with 

other processes, and straightforward up scaling. Benefits derived from applying membrane 

processes are widely known and now membrane technologies have been established at an 

impressively large scale.[2]  

1.2 Nanofiltration and organic solvent nanofiltration 

Nanofiltration (NF) is a pressure-driven membrane process where low to moderately high 

pressure  (ranging  from  5  to  60  bar)  is  applied.   NF  is  used  when  low  molecular  weight  

solutes, such as inorganic salts or small organic molecules, have to be separated. Membranes 

applied in reverse osmosis (RO)/NF are mostly asymmetric with a dense, highly rejecting top 

layer (thickness  1 m) supported by a more open, porous sublayer (thickness  50- 500 

m).  Both  integral  (when top  layer  and  supporting  layer  are  made  of  the  same material)  or  

composite (when top layer and supporting layer are made of different materials) membranes 

are used. The asymmetric structure of the NF membranes significantly decreases the pressure 
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required to accomplish filtration. NF has been widely applied to filtration of aqueous liquids. 

However, due to the lack of suitable membranes, the application of NF in organic solvents is 

still limited. Recently, development of membranes suitable for organic solvent nanofiltration 

(OSN) has opened up a wide range of potential applications of NF for non-aqueous 

solutions.[3] OSN has a range of advantages over conventional separation processes, such as 

distillation or liquid chromatography.  

1.2.1 OSN applications 

OSN membranes having a good stability and performance in organic solvents can be used in 

pressure driven membrane separations to: 

a) purify organic solvents in order to reuse them. The separated solute is of insignificant 

interest, 

b) separate a molecule (or molecules) from a mixture, 

c) recover products, inhibitors or catalysts from reaction media, 

d) exchange solvents, 

e) combine a, b, c, or d.[4] 

Some of examples of OSN applications are listed below: 

a) homogenous catalysts separation (separation of homogeneous transition metal 

complexes from the reaction products and solvents)[5-9], 

b) edible oil processing (removal of phospholipids and pigments (“degumming”), 

extraction solvent recovery and deacidification of the oil)[10-13], 

c) processes in the petrochemical industry (dewaxing process, production of high quality 

aromatics, removal of sulphur)[14-17], 
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d) processes in the pharmaceutical industry (concentration of antibiotics or 

pharmaceutical intermediates out of organic solvents, recovery of solvents used in 

preparative HPLC, solvent exchange in pharmaceutical synthesis chains).[18;19] 

The MAX-DEWAXTM membrane process installed at Exxon Mobil’s Beaumont refinery is a 

first example of  a large scale application of OSN.[15] 

1.2.2 OSN membranes 

In OSN both polymeric and ceramic membranes stable in organic solvents can be used. As 

this work focuses on polymeric membranes only, these will be discussed in more detail. 

Polymeric membranes suitable for OSN are generally asymmetric membranes. Either 

integrally skinned (IS) or thin film composite (TFC) membranes are used. In IS type of 

membranes (which is a focus area of this work) both, the separation-determining, tight top 

layer, as well as a more open, porous bottom layer, are made in one step from the same 

material.  On  the  other  hand,  in  TFCs,  a  top  layer  and  a  supporting  layer  are  made  from  

different materials and are prepared in separate steps. To achieve this, either dip-coating or 

interfacial polymerisation techniques are utilised. Commercially available polymeric OSN 

membranes are shown in Table 1.1.  
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Table 1.1 Commercially available polymeric membranes for OSN.[20-22] 

Membrane Supplier MWCO Material Type 
Starmem TM120 W.R. Grace&Co. 200 PI Integrally skinned 
Starmem TM122 W.R. Grace&Co. 220 PI Integrally skinned 
Starmem TM228 W.R. Grace&Co. 280 PI Integrally skinned 
Starmem TM240 W.R. Grace&Co. 400 PI Integrally skinned 
DuraMemTM 150 Evonik 150 PI Integrally skinned 
DuraMemTM 200 Evonik 200 PI Integrally skinned 
DuraMemTM 300 Evonik 300 PI Integrally skinned 
DuraMemTM 500 Evonik 500 PI Integrally skinned 
DuraMemTM 900 Evonik 900 PI Integrally skinned 
MPF-44 Koch Membranes 250 PDMS-

PAN 
Composite 

MPF-50a Koch Membranes 700 PDMS-
PAN 

Composite 

MPF-60a Koch Membranes 400 PDMS-
PAN 

Composite 

Solsep 3360 Solsep Unknown PDMS-
Unknown 

Composite 

Solsep 0303, 
030306, 169 

Solsep Unknown Unknown Unknown 

a- no longer available 

The choice of a suitable membrane for a given separation process might be restricted by the 

limited range of commercially available polymeric OSN membranes. Therefore, there is a 

need to understand the reasons behind this limited membrane availability, which creates 

barriers for extending membrane applications.    

1.2.3 Polymers for IS OSN membranes. Polyimides 

Polymers suitable for IS OSN membranes have to possess special characteristics, such as 

solubility in solvents allowing preparation of a polymer dope solution, film-forming 

properties and chemical stability in various filtration solvents (sometimes achieved only after 

membrane crosslinking). Generally, factors promoting chemical stability are: 

a) aromatic and heterocyclic structures in a polymer backbone- presence of resonance 

structures, 

b) absence of reactive groups, such as –OH groups, free –NH groups, 
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c) presence of strong chemical bonds, such as C-F, C-Si, 

d) multiple bonds- atoms are bound to the polymer chain with more than one bond, for 

example in ladder polymers and crosslinked polymers.[23]  

Apart from the factors discussed above, a suitable polymer has to give membranes with a 

useful selectivity and flux. Only limited number of polymers has been shown to be suitable 

for IS OSN membrane fabrication, i.e. polyimides[4;24-26;26;27], polyetherimides[28], 

polyaniline[29], polysulfones[30] and polybenzimidazoles[31]. Among those polymers, 

polyimides have been the most extensively studied.  

Polyimides  

Polyimides (PI) belong to an important class of organic materials known as “high 

performance” polymers because of their exceptionally high thermo-oxidative stability. The 

structural composition of aromatic polyimides consists of heterocyclic imide and aryl groups, 

which are linked sequentially by simple atoms or groups, as shown in the repeat unit below 

[32]: 

N

O

O

N

O

O

Ar
R

n

 

Figure 1.3 Aromatic polyimide repeatable unit.[32] 

 

The comparatively rigid structure of PIs provides high glass transition temperatures (Tg > 

300 C) and imparts good mechanical strength. Additionally, the morphology of long, linear 

ordered chains imparts solvent resistance to the aromatic polyimides.[32] There is a limited 

number of commercially available PIs, i.e. P84 (HP Polymers), HT P84 (HP Polymers), 
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Matrimid 5218(Huntsman), Ultem 1000 (General Electric), Torlon 4000TF (Solvay), Kapton 

(DuPont) and Sixef-44 (Hoechst Celanese). The first five have been previously explored as a 

material  for  OSN  membranes.  P84  co-polyimide  is  obtained  in  a  condensation  reaction  of  

3,3’4,4’-benzophenone tetracarboxylic dianhydride (BTDA) with 20 mol % 4,4’-

methylenebis (phenyl isocyanate) (MDI), and 80 mol % 2-methyl-m-phenylene diisocyanate 

(TDI).[33;34] P84 has been reported to provide a good performance when formed into OSN 

membranes.[24-26] HT P84 (HT) polyimide is also a co-polyimide produced from  60 % 

BTDA, and 40 % PMDA (pyromellitic dianhydride) and 100 % TDI.[33;34] HT P84 was 

reported as a membrane material for membranes applicable in recovery of aromatic 

solvents.[26] Matrimid 5218 (MAT) is an indan bulky group-containing polyimide.[35] 

Matrimid 5218 has found applications mainly in gas separation.[35-37]  It has also become 

attractive for preparation of OSN membranes.[4;27] Polyetherimide - Ultem 1000 (UT) is a 

high performance, amorphous thermoplastic in which the presence of the ether linkage 

provides enhanced flexibility.[38;39] Ultem 1000 is an attractive polymer for pervaporation 

and gas separation membranes.[38;40;41] It has also been reported as a suitable polymer for 

preparation of asymmetric nanofiltration membranes by the wet phase inversion method  for 

applications in aqueous solutions and in OSN.[42;43] However, in OSN, low flux and 

rejection were observed.[42] Torlon 4000TF is a polyamide-imide made from trimellitic 

anhydride chloride and a mixture of aromatic diamine. Its suitability for PI OSN membrane 

formation was shown by Vanherck et al.[44] in a study focused on membrane crosslinking.  
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1.3 Polymeric membrane fabrication 

Among different membrane fabrication methods, i.e. sintering, stretching, track-etching, sol-

gel process, solution coating, interfacial polymerisation, phase inversion is the most 

commonly chosen for flat sheet and hollow fibre asymmetric membranes. Hence, it is 

described below in more detail. 

1.3.1 Phase inversion 

Phase inversion in a process where a liquid polymer solution is transformed in a controlled 

manner into a solid state. The solidification process is often preceded by liquid-liquid (L-L) 

demixing, i.e. a transition from one liquid to two liquids. One of the liquid phases, i.e. a 

polymer  poor  phase,  gives  rise  to  pores  of  the  membranes,  whereas  the  second,  a  polymer  

rich phase, forms the membrane matrix. The concept of phase inversion is used in many 

membrane formation techniques, i.e.: 

a) precipitation by solvent evaporation, 

b) precipitation from the vapour phase, 

c) precipitation by controlled evaporation, 

d) thermal precipitation, 

e) immersion precipitation (wet phase inversion).[45] 

Immersion precipitation, first introduced by Loeb and Sourirajan for RO membrane 

preparation from cellulose acetate (CA)/acetone/water system[46], is the most often chosen 

technique.[4;43;47-49] 

1.3.1.1 Immersion precipitation 

Figure 1.4 represents schematically the principle of the immersion precipitation technique 

(for flat sheet membranes). First, a polymer is dissolved in an appropriate solvent or a 
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mixture of a solvent and a co-solvent. The solution (usually referred to as a dope solution or 

casting solution) is then cast upon a supporting layer, providing enhanced mechanical 

stability, by means of a casting knife. The casting thickness varies from 50 to 500 m. Partial 

solvent or co-solvent evaporation might be allowed prior to the immersion step. The polymer 

film is subsequently immersed into a coagulation bath consisting of a non-solvent (usually 

water), which initiates an exchange between the solvent and the non-solvent causing polymer 

precipitation.  

 

Figure 1.4 Immersion precipitation technique scheme. 

 

The thermodynamic behaviour of the polymer solution, which is subjected to phase 

separation, can be explained by means of a ternary phase diagram (Figure 1.5). 
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Figure 1.5 Schematic phase diagram of a ternary polymer/solvent/non-solvent system. 

 

The ternary phase diagram has the shape of an equilateral triangle. The corners of the phase 

diagram represent the pure components, i.e. polymer, solvent and nonsolvent.[50] In this 

diagram, the initial polymer solution (A) is situated on a solvent- polymer axis in a stable, 

one-phase region (I), also denoted as a miscibility gap. The area between binodal and 

spinodal represents a metastable region (II) in which the polymer solution “phase separates” 

into a polymer-poor and a polymer-rich phase. Region III represents an unstable, two-phase 

region. During membrane formation the system composition changes from point A, which 

represents the initial casting solution, to point D, which represents the final membrane. The 

process begins when the cast polymer film is immersed into a non-solvent bath. Out-diffusion 

of the solvent and in-diffusion of the non-solvent initiate the phase separation process. When 
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point B is reached, the polymer solution phase separates into the polymer-rich and polymer-

poor phase. At point C, where the composition crosses the solidification boundary 

(sometimes denoted as gelation boundary), the membrane structure becomes fixed. The 

phase-separation takes place according to the “nucleation and growth” mechanism, in which 

nuclei  of  polymer-lean  phase  are  formed  and  grow  until  solidification  of  the  polymer  wall  

sets in. A so called “spinodal decomposition” (as opposed to the binodal decomposition 

described before) is the second and less frequent mechanism, which occurs when the polymer 

solution moves directly to the thermodynamically unstable zone III by crossing a critical 

point (Figure 5), where binodal and spinodal meet. Thus, there is no metastable region. In this 

case, instead of developing well-defined nuclei, two continuous phases are formed.[51] A 

clearer picture of the membrane formation requires consideration of not only thermodynamic, 

but also kinetic aspects of the phase inversion. The moment at which the polymer dope 

solution reaches the binodal influences membrane structure significantly.[51] The 

composition path of a cast polymer film (1 – top of film, 2 – middle, 3 – bottom) in a phase 

diagram at a specific time t, directly after immersion in coagulation bath, is shown in Figure 

1.6. 

 

Figure 1.6 Instantaneous (A) and delayed (B) L-L demixing, adopted from.[51] 
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In Figure 1.6 A, binodal is crossed at time t<1 sec and “instantaneous demixing” takes place. 

As a result, a fine porous membrane structure is obtained. On the contrary, in Figure 1.6 B, at 

time t<1 sec, the polymer film is still situated in the thermodynamically stable region. L-L 

demixing will only start after some time when more non-solvent will replace the solvent 

across the polymer film.[51] The presence of delayed L-L demixing is often linked with 

formation of denser membranes having higher rejection.  

1.3.1.1.1 Structures in membranes prepared via immersion precipitation 

Asymmetric membranes consist of a thin top layer supported by a porous sublayer. In the 

sublayer different morphologies can be distinguished, i.e. a sponge-like structure or a finger-

like structure (macrovoids). The pores in the sponge structures are the grown-out nuclei of 

the polymer-poor phase which became fixed once solidification boundary was achieved.[52] 

Very common structural features in immersion precipitation asymmetric membranes are large 

voids, i.e. macrovoids.  The presence of macrovoids is generally not favourable because they 

may lead to weak spots in the membrane and enhance compaction under pressure, which 

leads to permeate flux decrease over time.[53;54] This was however found for ultra and 

microfiltration membranes.  Macrovoid formation requires that both solvent and non-solvent 

can rapidly and consecutively diffuse into a younger pore before the solidification of the pore 

wall sets in.[52;55] Hence, in a system with a large driving force for non-solvents and 

solvents, only a small amount of a new non-solvent entering a pore is sufficient to introduce 

more solvent being depleted from the polymer solution surrounding the pore, in order to 

maintain the equilibrium request of the polymer-poor phase. A nucleus can grow freely only 

if a stable composition is in front of it, i.e. no new nuclei are formed. In such a case, the void 

growth continues until the polymer concentration reaches its upper limit and the pore wall 

solidifies.[55;56;56] The instantaneous L-L demixing provides the conditions required for 
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macrovoid growth. Another commonly observed structure within ultra and nanofiltration 

membranes are nodules. These are spherical beads having diameters of approximately 25-200 

nm which can be observed under scanning electron microscope (SEM) in the membrane top 

layer. There is still a dispute about the origin of nodules. Some researchers claim that nodules 

are already present in the form of polymer aggregates in the polymer dope solution. 

Kesting[57], Panar et al.[58] and Kunst et al.[59] suggested that nodular elements are built up 

from these aggregates found in the polymer dope solution. Due to the rapid solvent-non-

solvent exchange in the top layer during the immersion into a non-solvent bath, the nodules 

become immobilised in the membrane top layer. The problem with this theory is that the 

nodules are also commonly observed in membranes prepared from polymer solutions in good 

solvents where polymer aggregation is low. Another theory behind nodule formation is that 

the nodules are the result of liquid-liquid demixing by nucleation and growth of polymer rich 

phase. The main criticism of this theory is that nucleation and growth of polymer rich phase 

is possible only when the polymer solution enters binodal below the critical point. Based on 

the equation for the polymer concentration at the critical point it can be calculated that the 

maximum polymer concentration enabling nucleation and growth of polymer rich phase for 

typical commercial polymers is 15 %.[60;61] Yet, the polymer dope solutions used for 

membrane casting are frequently at higher concentration. There are also authors suggesting 

that the nodular structures are formed by spinodal demixing. Nevertheless, there is a lot of 

criticism to this theory, as the occurrence of spionodal decomposition happens only under 

very exceptional conditions when the solution crosses the critical point. Moreover, in normal 

diffusion processes, spinodal demixing is not possible because diffusion coefficients become 

zero as the composition reaches the spinodal curve.[62]  At present, it appears that there is no 

experimental evidence available to confirm or disapprove the proposed theories on the origin 

of the nodular structures.  
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1.3.1.1.2 Skin layer formation. Membrane asymmetry 

The presence of a dense skin layer and more open, porous sublayers in Loeb and Sourirajan 

type of membrane can be understood by considering the concentration profiles of polymer, 

solvent and non-solvent during the course of phase inversion.[63] At the moment of 

immersion of a cast polymer film, at the polymer film/non- solvent bath interface, very steep 

concentration and activity gradients of all components are obtained. At the skin layer, where 

the film is in direct contact with non-solvent, the polymer concentration increases due to high 

supersaturation.[64] Moreover, as the solvent leaves the film into the non-solvent bath and 

non-solvent  enters  the  film,  the  polymer  concentration  in  the  outermost  surface  quickly  

reaches the value resulting in phase separation and subsequently polymer solidification. As 

this process is very fast, fine structures are formed; there is not enough time for nuclei 

growth. In fact, it is still an open question whether the skin layer is porous or dense. In the 

sublayers  however,  the  composition  is  richer  in  solvent,  and  non-solvent  has  to  diffuse  

through the already formed skin layer. These factors slow down the phase inversion process, 

giving enough time for nucleation and growth of ever bigger pores for more bottom layers. 

As polymer solidification occurs in the direction from the top to the bottom, a membrane is 

formed with a dense top layer and increasingly larger pore sizes as the distance to the surface 

increases. 

1.3.2 Effect of formation parameters on IS membrane morphology and performance 

The IS membrane formation process requires the following steps:  

a) polymer dissolution in a solvent mixture (solvent/co-solvent) to obtain polymer dope 

solution, 

b) casting of polymer film,  

c) co-solvent evaporation from the cast polymer film (ranging from seconds to minutes), 
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d) immersion of the cast polymer film in a non-solvent bath (typically water), 

e) post-treatment (crosslinking, conditioning), 

f) air-drying of the membrane. 

The multi-stage process of PI OSN membrane preparation involves a significant number of 

formation parameters. Here we will discuss in more detail the most important, and the most 

studied parameters. 

 

Polymer concentration  

The polymer concentration in the polymer dope solution has a significant impact on the 

membrane performance. The higher initial polymer concentration leads to a much higher 

polymer concentration at the film/non-solvent interface.[45] Hence, as the polymer volume 

fraction increases, porosity decreases and a membrane with a denser and thicker skin layer is 

formed.[45] These structural changes influence the ultimate membrane performance, i.e. 

membrane rejection increases whereas flux decreases.[24] The polymer concentration affects 

the morphology of sublayers as well. An increase in the polymer concentration is known to 

suppress macrovoid formation. This can be a consequence of increasing polymer solution 

viscosity or a change in the kinetics of phase inversion.  

 

Solvents and volatile co-solvents 

A polymer dope solution is obtained by dissolving a polymer in an organic solvent, 

commonly N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP), N,N-

dimethylacetamide  (DMAc)  or  dimethyl  sulfoxide  (DMSO).  The  choice  of  a  solvent  is  

dependent on polymer and non-solvent as a good polymer-solvent and solvent-non-solvent 

solubility is required. In order to obtain IS asymmetric nanofiltration membranes, a co-

solvent is added to the polymer dope solution. The presence of a co-solvent lowers molecular 
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weight cut-off (MWCO)1. In PI OSN membrane preparation, typically volatile 1,4-dioxane or 

tetrahydrofuran are chosen as a co-solvent. As stated before, it is a common practice to allow 

partial solvent evaporation (the evaporation step) from the cast polymer film prior to the 

immersion into the non-solvent bath. It has been widely claimed that the  evaporation of the 

volatile co-solvent causes a polymer increase in the top layer, which in turn leads to the 

formation of a skin layer with elevated PI concentration.[24;26;51;65] See-Toh et al.[66] 

reported no change in rejection and a permeate flux decrease for PI OSN membranes 

(DMF/1,4-dioxane were used to prepare dope solution) prepared with varying evaporation 

times from 10 to 70 s. Nevertheless, it has also been reported that high-rejecting NF 

membranes can be prepared without any volatile co-solvent. [67-69] 

Polymer dope solution additives 

The presence of additives, such as pore forming agents, non-solvent additives or inorganic 

fillers, can greatly influence structure and performance of IS membranes. Pore forming 

agents in the form of inorganic salts, for instance, LiCl or LiNO3, can enhance porosity and 

permeability without compromising selectivity, as shown in the example of poly(amide 

hydra-zide) (PAH) membranes.[70] The salts tend to concentrate at the polymer film surface. 

Upon immersion in a non-solvent, salts get washed away which results in improved 

porosity.[70] Alternatively, organic pore forming agents, such as poly(ethylene glycol) and 

poly(vinylpyrrolidone), can be added to a polymer  dope solution to enhance porosity and 

permeability.[51] For PI membranes prepared from NMP and coagulated in water, addition of 

increasing amounts of poly(vinylpyrrolidone) resulted in gradual suppression of 

macrovoids.[71] Bowen et al.[72] have shown that the addition of sulfonated poly(ether ether 

ketone) to polysulfone/NMP dope solution increases membrane permeability as well as salt 

                                                
1 MWCO is obtained by interpolation of a plot of rejection versus molecular weight of solutes. The molecular 
weight corresponding to a rejection of 90 % is the MWCO. 
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rejection due to induction of a membrane surface charge. Non-solvent, weak non-solvent or 

co-solvent additives are often present in the polymer dope solution as they significantly alter 

both structure and performance of IS membranes. The effect of such additives is greatly 

dependent on the characteristics of a given polymer/solvent/non-solvent system. The non-

solvent (or weak, or co-solvent) additives have been utilized to influence porosity, rejection 

and membrane matrix morphology.[51] The introduction of diethylene glycol dimethyl ether 

(DGDE) as an additive to NMP decreased the pore size of sulfonated PI IS membranes.[73] 

This pore size reducing effect was a consequence of weakened solvent-polymer interactions 

leading to the formation of polymer aggregates. Therefore, the solvent mixture could readily 

diffuse into a coagulation bath resulting in the formation of a denser skin layer. Moreover, 

low water-DGDE affinity slowed down water intrusion into the polymer film, which again 

favours the formation of a denser membrane. Preparation of PI membranes from emulsified 

dope solution, where water and surfactant were added, was shown by Gevers [4] as a new 

way of controlling membrane porosity. A very promising approach to improve the 

performance and structure of IS membranes is the formation of organic-inorganic mixed 

matrix membranes. Such membranes can be prepared by mixing the membrane casting 

solution with either inorganic particles or with hydrolysable molecular precursors which are 

in situ transferred to the metal oxides.[53] This idea was followed by Yang et at.[74] who 

reported that adding TiO2 to polysulfone (PSf) polymer solution greatly affected 

morphologies and properties of the resulting membranes. The organic-inorganic PSf 

membranes were characterised by enhanced mechanical stability and hydrophilicity as well 

as macrovoid-free structure. One has to however bear in mind that the effect of a given 

additive is very different for different polymer and solvent systems. 
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Coagulation bath 

The coagulation bath, i.e. the bath into which a cast polymer film is immersed to induce 

phase inversion, comprises a non-solvent and optionally additives, such as solvents, salts or 

polymers. One method of changing coagulation bath properties is by adding a solvent, 

usually the same as that which is used to form the polymer dope solution. The addition of a 

solvent to a non-solvent bath can have two opposing effects: on the one hand it shifts phase 

inversion in the direction of delayed demixing (being associated with formation of denser 

membranes), on the other- it decreases the polymer concentration at the interface (leading to 

less dense top layer).[45] Young and Chen[75] took another approach in analysing the effect 

of solvent addition to the coagulation bath. Their calculations, based on the change of 

chemical potential for water and DMSO (DMSO being the solvent added to water in the 

coagulation bath) with increasing DMSO content in the coagulation bath, showed that DMSO 

outflow from the polymer film decreases more rapidly than the decreasing water inflow. This 

should lead to a more porous polymer structure in the resulting membrane with increasing 

DMSO concentration in the water coagulation bath. The experimental results were in fact in 

agreement with the theoretical predictions- water flux increased for ethylene vinyl alcohol 

membranes with increasing DMSO content in the coagulation bath. Vandezande et al.[76] 

studied the effect of 2-propanol content in a water bath on PI nanofiltration membrane 

performance. It was found that flux showed an optimum between 40 and 60 vol. % 2-

propanol,  while  an  opposite  trend  was  observed  for  rejection,  i.e. the  lowest  rejection  was  

observed for that composition.  
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Crosslinking  

The chemical stability of IS membranes can be significantly improved by crosslinking. It can 

be achieved by any of the known methods, such as chemical crosslinking, plasma, 

temperature or photo-induced crosslinking. Although PI OSN membranes show stability in a 

range of organic solvents, i.e. toluene, methanol, isopropanol, ethyl acetate etc., they are 

unstable  in  some  amines  and  polar  aprotic  solvents  such  as  DMF,  NMP,  DMSO,  N,N-

dimethylacetamide (DMAc), or methylene chloride (DCM).[77] This limitation was partially 

overcome by See-Toh et al.[77] who proposed aliphatic diamines to chemically crosslink PI 

OSN membranes. The reaction of chemical crosslinking of P84 PI is shown in Figure 1.7.  
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Figure 1.7 Structure of P84 polyimide chemically crosslinked with hexamethylenediamine 
(HDA).  
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Thermal annealing 

Thermal annealing was successfully used to enhance selectivity of PI membranes for gas 

separation and pervaporation.[78;79] Changes in membrane performance were attributed to 

the membrane structure densification caused by a charge transfer complex (CTC) formation. 

CTC is a transfer of one electron charge from the donor to the acceptor molecules. CTC 

formation is likely in aromatic PIs as they contain an alternating sequence of electron donor  

and electron  acceptor molecules.[78]  See-Toh et al.[77] have studied the effect of thermal 

annealing on the PI OSN membrane performance. It was found that while the increasing 

temperature (100, 150 and 2000C, respectively) resulted in appreciable toluene flux decrease, 

only a minor effect on rejection was observed. SEM images revealed that nodule structure 

present in membranes without annealing was replaced with a continuous non-porous dense 

layer interspersed with nodules.  

Conditioning 

A common problem affecting porous polymeric membranes is that the porous structure caves 

in irreversibly upon drying. This leads to a drastic flux decrease. The pore collapse is caused 

by strong capillary forces present inside the liquid filled pores. To address this challenge, 

different approaches have been taken, for instance, exchange of the pore filling water 

originating from the coagulation bath with liquids of decreasing surface tension[80;81], or 

impregnation of the membrane with non-volatile substances.[82] The latter method is the 

most commonly used. Impregnation agents are typically lube oils, glycerol, poly(ethylene 

glycol)  or  long  chain  hydrocarbons.  Those  actions  preventing  pore  collapse  are  denoted  as  

membrane conditioning. 

Indisputably, phase inversion and formation parameters greatly influence structure and 

performance of IS membranes.  The following sections provide an appraisal of experimental 
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and modelling tools developed to study the effect of phase inversion course and formation 

parameters on membrane performance. To begin with, experimental methods are revised.  

1.3.2.1 Membrane formation parameters-experimental studies 

One of commonly used techniques for membrane formation investigation is a light 

transmission measurement. This technique, where light transmittance through a polymer film 

immersed in a non-solvent is measured, provides information about a time interval (delay 

time) between immersion of polymer film into a non-solvent bath and the onset of phase 

inversion (indicated by a sharp decrease of light transmittance through membrane when the 

polymer precipitation starts). Elongated delay time (delayed L-L demixing process), 

indicating a bigger miscibility region, is linked with a formation of tighter membranes. Kim 

et al.[43] have shown that by increasing the amount of 1,4-dioxane in polyetherimide/DMF/ 

solution, the polymer solution system is shifted from instantaneous to a delayed demixing 

process (longer delay time). This was explained by a lower affinity of 1,4-dioxane for water. 

In order to experimentally obtain binodal positions, cloud-point measurements can be 

conducted. In this method a non-solvent is added step-wise into a polymer dope solution, 

until non-homogeneity is observed. Higher non-solvent tolerance indicates that the binodal is 

located closer to the polymer-non-solvent axis (bigger miscibility region), and a shift from 

instantaneous to delayed demixing is expected. However, both those methods, i.e. light 

transmission measurements and cloud-point curve determination provide very limited 

information about the systems studied, as the size of the miscibility region is only one of 

many parameters characterising phase inversion. Additional information can be obtained 

from solidification time, i.e. time interval between the onset of liquid-liquid demixing and 

polymer solidification. An experimental procedure for solidification time measurements was 

reported by Wang et. al.[83] The proposed method is based on the fact that the increase of 
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mechanical strength of the forming membrane indicates the solidification moment. The 

experimental set-up is shown in Figure 1.8. 

 

Figure 1.8 Experimental set-up for light transmission and solidification time 
measurements.[83] 

 

Solidification time can be found by monitoring the change in the mechanical strength of the 

forming membrane. The method is however very time-consuming.  Optical microscope 

studies, also known as two slide experiments, allow observations of non-solvent induced 

phase inversion. In this technique, a drop of polymer solution is placed between two 

microscope slides and a drop of non-solvent is subsequently introduced.[84] The two-slides 

experiments enable kinetic studies focused on macrovoid formation. However, nanopore 

formation cannot be visualised. The presence of macrovoids does not impact membrane 

rejection and moreover, linking flux decline with macrovoid-induced membrane compaction 

is also questionable.[25;85] Hence, optical microscope studies are not useful in studies 

focused on membrane nanostructure formation and predictions of membrane performance in 

terms of rejection and flux.  

Another membrane formation parameter studied experimentally is the evaporation time, 

which is often assumed to be responsible for skin layer formation.[24;26;51;65]  Kunst and 

Sourirajan[86]  have shown an evaporation curve for CA/acetone/water/magnesium 

perchlorate film. The curve was linear in the early stages of the process. This could be due to 
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the fact that the solvent loss from the film surfaces is compensated by the diffusion from 

underneath. The shape of the desolvation curve of a binary system CA/acetone studied by 

Ataka and Sasaki[87] was characterised by a transition after 2 minutes from a faster 

evaporation rate, linear region to a second region with significantly slower evaporation rate. 

The evaporation rate was strongly dependent on casting thickness and initial acetone weight. 

It was suggested that the evaporation was not governed by the solvent amount evaporable per 

unit time at the surface, but by the rate at which acetone is supplied to the surface by 

diffusion from the bulk of the evaporating film. Manjikian et al.[88] introduced a solvent 

mixture, comprising acetone and formamide, which did not require evaporation to yield a 

defect-free desalinating membrane. Following this, it has been shown with many casting 

solutions, that the evaporation step can be eliminated and that its absence can even improve 

salt-rejection properties of CA membrane.[67-69]  More recently, Kools [89] has reported an 

evaporation study of polysulfone (PSf) membranes. In the study, it was shown that in the first 

drying region of the PSf-DMAc-THF ternary system and PSf-THF binary system, mass loss 

is totally determined by diffusion and not by the mass transfer coefficient form solution to the 

surrounding gaseous atmosphere.[89] 

It is noticeable that the available experimental techniques for real-time phase inversion 

investigation studies are still very scarce, complicated to conduct and limited in the 

information they can provide. These techniques enable studies of one given parameter, such 

as delayed time, solidification time, or the kinetics of evaporation. They lack a provision of a 

comprehensive analysis able to show the bigger picture of membrane formation linking 

formation parameters with membrane functional performance. Moreover, there are still 

unexplained, contradictory findings, i.e. some researchers claim that evaporation is a key for 

skin layer formation, while the others disagree with its importance. 
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1.3.2.2 Membrane formation parameters-theoretical approach 

In  parallel  to  experimental  studies,  researchers  have  tried  to  provide  a  theoretical  

understanding of phase inversion and the effect of different formation parameters. Modelling 

of membrane formation requires consideration of both thermodynamic and kinetic aspects of 

the system studied. We will begin with the appraisal of thermodynamic studies.  

A ternary phase diagram is very useful in the description of a three-component system 

comprising polymer, solvent and non-solvent, which is typically used in membrane 

fabrication by the immersion precipitation. Calculations of thermodynamic properties of a 

polymer solution can be carried out based on Flory-Huggins solution theory. The position of 

the binodal, being a function of formation parameters, can be found for different 

polymer/solvent/non-solvent systems. Wei et al.[90] have calculated that increasing 

solvent/polymer and non-solvent/polymer interaction parameters decrease the size of the 

miscibility region. On the contrary, increasing non-solvent/solvent interaction parameters 

result in an increasing miscibility region.  However, until now, a methodology to describe 

thermodynamic characteristics of quaternary polymer solutions comprising polymer and three 

low molecular weight components has not been developed. Quaternary polymer solutions are 

required for description of integrally skinned membranes prepared by immersion 

precipitation where the polymer is dissolved in a mixture of a solvent and a co-solvent, and a 

non-solvent induces phase separation.  

Kinetic aspects of membrane formation have been modelled as well. Here, one can 

distinguish between evaporation and immersion step models. Most studies have focused on 

the optional evaporation step, assuming that the formation of the skin layer occurs prior to the 

immersion step. The evaporation models are mostly based on the CA/acetone/water system 

(presumably because the required model parameters are available in the literature), and aim to 

predict concentration-distance profiles inside the evaporating polymer film.[91-94] Shojaie et 
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al.[95] have employed experimental techniques to validate the proposed evaporation model 

for dry casting membrane formation. The combination of the coupled instantaneous 

gravimetric/inframetric technique with simultaneous light transmission measurements could 

provide information on the mass loss from the evaporating polymer film, surface cooling, and 

the onset and duration of the phase inversion process.[95] Concentration paths for the 

membrane formation process have been generated by superimposing the solution 

concentrations as a function of time on the ternary phase diagrams constructed based on the 

Flory-Huggins solution theory.[96] The model has been proven to predict mass loss from 

evaporating film, surface temperature as a function of time as well as the membrane 

morphologies (presence of asymmetry, formation of a dense film). The model predictions on 

formation  of  dense  or  porous,  symmetric  or  asymmetric  structures  were  validated  by  SEM  

studies of cross-sections of prepared membranes. Nevertheless, the usefulness of the 

evaporation models for the wet phase inversion process is questionable, as stated by Yilmaz 

and McHugh[97]. This is because studies have shown that asymmetric integrally skinned 

membranes can be obtained without an evaporation period [67-69] and moreover, the 

immersion conditions such as non-solvent choice or temperature have been proven to 

strongly affect membrane skin layer characteristics.[45;76;98-100] Therefore, when 

characterising wet phased inversion membranes, evaporation models, rather than describing 

skin formation, should be used instead to determine the initial conditions for phase 

inversion.[97]  

The second group of kinetic models focuses on the immersion step. Calculations for ternary 

systems proposed by Yilmaz and McHugh[97]  can yield concentration profiles which can be 

plotted on ternary phase diagrams; additionally the compositions can be plotted as functions 

of time and distance. This can give information about the membrane morphology in terms of 

the presence of asymmetry and/or porous vs dense structures. Nevertheless, the model lacks 
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experimental validation and the calculations are restricted to short times and distances from 

the interface. Moreover, until now no satisfactory results were obtained from attempts to 

calculate composition paths in the first moments of immersion in quaternary systems which 

are often required for fabrication of integrally skinned membranes. 

1.4 Transport in nanofiltration membranes 

The ultimate driving force for transport of species through membrane is a gradient in their 

chemical potential. The chemical potential gradient is a result of a pressure, temperature, 

concentration difference or an electromotive force. The mathematical description of this 

permeation process is  based upon two different mass transfer models: a pore flow model 

developed by Sourirajan and Matsuura[101] and a solution diffusion model proposed by 

Lonsdale et al.[102], modified later by Wijmans and Baker[103]. Both models differ in the 

way the chemical potential gradient in the membrane phase is expressed:  

a) the solution-diffusion model assumes that the pressure within a membrane is uniform 

and that the chemical potential gradient across the membrane is expressed only as a 

concentration gradient, 

b) the pore-flow model assumes that the concentrations of solvent and solute within a 

membrane are uniform and that the chemical potential gradient across the membrane 

is expressed only as a pressure gradient.[103] 

Figure 1.9 illustrates the consequences of the above assumptions. 
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Figure 1.9 Pressure-driven permeation of a one-component solution through a membrane 
according to solution-diffusion and pore-flow transport models.[104] 

 

Although the transport in NF has been studied for several decades, understanding of its 

mechanism remains challenging.  While some studies support the use of pore-flow models, 

others are in favour of using a solution-diffusion approach. 

1.5 Challenges in OSN 

Challenges in OSN membrane research include improvement in terms of:  

a) performance (improvement in flux and selectivity),  

b) stability (elimination of compaction problem, improvement of chemical stability in 

different organic solvents),  

c) structure (elimination of macrovoids), 

d) manufacturability and safety (substitution of highly toxic solvents with more 

environmentally friendly ones), 

e) understanding of membrane formation processes (elucidating a relationship between 

formation parameters, nanostructure, and membrane functional performance). 

In  terms  of  selectivity,  the  problem  currently  faced  is  the  limited  availability  of  

commercial OSN membranes with variable MWCO within the NF range. Indisputably, 
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this may hinder the use of this membrane technology in some potential separation 

processes. Furthermore, the existing membranes often have flat rejection curves. This 

means that the membranes are unable to accomplish a good separation between 

compounds having relatively similar Mw (Figure 1.10). Consider that there is a mixture of 

two molecules A and B having Mw of 300 and 600 g mol-1, respectively. If the rejection 

performance of the NF OSN membrane is as represented by the blue curve, the rejection 

of  molecule  A is  expected  to  be  30  % whereas  rejection  of  molecule  B is  80  %.  In  the  

ideal situation, the membrane (illustrated by the red curve) is able to let all molecules A 

pass through the membrane and reject all molecules B. The additional condition of a 

successful separation is a reasonably high permeate flux. Often, an inverse relationship 

between rejection and flux is observed, meaning that there is a trade-off between highly 

selective membranes (having low MWCO) and high permeate flux. 
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Figure 1.10 A comparison between the separation characteristics of a typical NF OSN 
membrane and an ideal membrane. 
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As we have already addressed point c from the OSN challenges list discussing crosslinking 

and conditioning, let us now concentrate on point d. It refers to the need to use a considerable 

amount of solvents in a multi-stage process of OSN membrane formation. Moreover, solvents 

widely used for polymer solution preparation, such as DMF, NMP, 1,4-dioxane and THF, are 

considered highly toxic. This imposes an increased risk to people exposed to them as well as 

to the environment. Finally, a big challenge is to understand the actual membrane formation 

process, and the relationship between formation parameters, nanostructure and functional 

properties of membranes (point e).  

1.6 Summary of the literature review and research motivation 

Currently there are only a few processes, such as distillation or liquid chromatography, 

available to yield purified product from mixtures of molecules in organic solvents. However, 

both have limitations. Therefore, the development of innovative technologies and processes 

characterized by higher selectivity, stability and lower energy consumption is required. 

Recently, membranes have gained an important place in chemical technology. Membrane 

technology has a range of advantages compared to traditional separation methods such as low 

energy consumption, ease of integration with other processes, and straightforward up scaling. 

Benefits derived from applying membrane processes are widely known and membrane 

technologies have been appreciated in a variety of industrial applications. Nanofiltration, a 

membrane process which can be applied to the separation of species within the 200 – 2000 g 

mol-1 molecular weight range, has been widely used for filtration of aqueous liquids. 

However, due to the lack of suitable membranes, the application of nanofiltration in organic 

solvents is still limited. Recently, development of membranes suitable for organic solvent 

nanofiltration has opened up a wide range of potential applications of nanofiltration for non-

aqueous solutions. The progress in research focused on polymeric OSN membrane 
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development has enabled the formation of numerous membranes with different 

characteristics. Problems such as chemical instability, swelling and molecular weight cut off 

variation have been successfully addressed.  

Polyimides have been shown to be very promising polymers for OSN membrane fabrication 

due to the following characteristics. They have good film forming properties, good 

mechanical stability and are generally chemically stable. PI membranes have also been 

shown to be easily chemically crosslinkable, which extends even further the range of organic 

solvents in which the PI OSN membranes can be used. These features, together with the 

versatility of the PI chemistry, easy synthesis and modifications, make this group of polymers 

very interesting for OSN membrane fabrication. The current PI OSN membrane formation 

process requires the following steps:  

- polymer dissolution in a solvent mixture (solvent/volatile co-solvent) to obtain a 

polymer dope solution, 

- casting of polymer film,  

- co-solvent evaporation from the cast polymer film (ranging from seconds to minutes), 

- immersion of the cast polymer film in a non-solvent bath (typically water), 

- post-treatment (crosslinking, annealing, conditioning). 

A polymer dope solution is obtained by dissolving a PI in a mixture of solvent and a co-

solvent.  Various  additives  might  also  be  added.  Prior  to  immersion  of  a  cast  polymer  film  

into a non-solvent bath, partial evaporation of the volatile co-solvent is allowed as it is widely 

claimed that a co-solvent loss enables formation of the membrane top layer with elevated 

polymer concentration. During immersion into a non-solvent bath, solvent out-diffusion and 

non-solvent in-diffusion into the polymer film causes polymer precipitation and solid 

membrane formation. Subsequent to membrane formation, various post-treatment methods, 

such as crosslinking, annealing and conditioning, are available to fine-tune membrane 
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structure and performance. Although some practical knowledge enables manipulation of 

membrane performance (for example, it is known that an increase of volatile co-solvent 

fraction in the polymer dope solution results in a formation of membranes having better 

solute rejection and lower flux) is available, understanding of the underlying reasons for the 

observed performance differences is not always there. Often one can encounter contradictory 

opinions  on  what  determines  membrane  performance,  or  what  is  the  actual  role  of  a  given  

formation parameter. There are also unexplored areas, such as the effect of the molecular 

weight of the polymer on membrane performance, or exploring less hazardous chemicals for 

membrane fabrication. And so, still today, 50 years after the invention of phase inversion 

membranes, studying their structure and formation remains very interesting. This work aims 

to contribute to this exciting area of membrane research.  
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CHAPTER 2. 

 

2. Research strategy and scope of the thesis 

This  thesis  offers  a  comprehensive  study  that  analyses  the  relationship  between  PI  OSN  

membrane formation parameters (such as presence of additives, composition of dope 

solution, the evaporation time, and chemical properties of the polymer), membrane structure, 

and membrane functional performance. Moreover, it proposes a less hazardous route for the 

formation of PI OSN membranes having a minimum environmental impact. The strategy 

outlined below was adopted to accomplish this work.  

Following on from previous work in the research group supervised by Prof. A. Livingston, 

where it was found that more open PI OSN membranes suffer from macrovoid formation, a 

method for their elimination was researched (chapter 3). I have developed novel, macrovoid-

free, organic/inorganic PI/TiO2 mixed matrix membranes without compromising rejection. 

This was achieved by incorporation of TiO2 nanofillers into the polymeric membrane matrix. 

Next, a detailed analysis of the membrane formation process, with the focus on the dope 

solution composition, evaporation step, and structural properties of polyimides (chemical 

structure and molecular weight), was undertaken (chapters 4, 5, 6). In chapter 4, the effect of 

the  choice  of  the  polymer  and  the  solvent  on  PI  OSN  membrane  performance  was  

investigated. The membrane filtration performance, together with the outcome of mutual 

solubility parameter calculations and implications of the chemical structures of the different 

polymers used in the membrane formation, were brought together to develop a conceptual 

model  of  membrane  transport.  A  complex  solubility  parameter  was  introduced  as  a  simple  
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predictive tool for the membrane rejection performance. As P84 PI was shown to exhibit the 

best performance amid the four PIs studied, it was chosen for further studies in the following 

chapters. In chapter 5, a closer look was taken at the role of the evaporation step in the 

membrane formation process. The commonly believed theory about evaporation-induced skin 

layer formation was examined. Furthermore, through the study of different solvents, both 

volatile and non-volatile, the ultimate role of a co-solvent in membrane formation was 

elucidated. In chapter 4 I have shown that gross changes in chemical structure between the 

four commercially available PIs studied have a big effect on membrane performance. The 

work  presented  in  chapter  6  focused  on  the  investigation  of  the  sensitivity  of  PI  OSN  

membranes to small perturbations in polymer characteristics, such as Mw and alternated 

diisocyanate part of the PI chain, and co-polymerisation method (block vs random). Finally, 

in chapter 7 a less hazardous route for the PI based OSN membrane formation process, which 

would have minimum environmental impact without compromising the separation 

performance of the existing membranes, was proposed. DMF and 1,4-dioxane, used to 

prepare polymer dope solution, were successfully replaced with DMSO and acetone. 

Moreover,  the  amount  of  IPA required  was  reduced  by  60  vol.  % via  the  introduction  of  a  

water-based membrane crosslinking process.  
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CHAPTER 3. 

 

3. Development of novel macrovoid free TiO2/PI OSN 

membranes. Study of the impact of nanofillers on 

membrane performance 

Abstract 

In  this  chapter  I  report  my  findings  on  the  effect  of  nanofillers  on  PI  OSN  membrane  

morphology and filtration performance. The structure of PI OSN membranes was altered by 

introduction of TiO2 nanofillers. Hence, novel mixed matrix organic/inorganic membranes 

were developed. The impact of TiO2 on the resulting PI membranes was investigated using 

SEM, TGA, water contact angle, dope viscosity measurements and mechanical strength. 

SEM pictures of the cross-section of the PI/TiO2 membranes showed dramatically changed 

morphology compared to reference membranes with no TiO2 addition. Macrovoids present in 

reference membranes were suppressed by increasing loading of TiO2 nanoparticles, and 

eventually disappeared completely at a TiO2 loading above 3 wt. %. Decreasing water contact 

angle and an increase in ethanol flux indicated that hydrophilicity increased as nanoparticle 

loading increased. Incorporation of TiO2 enhanced mechanical strength of the membranes. 

Perhaps surprisingly, the presence of TiO2 left rejection and steady flux almost unaltered. The 

commonly believed link between presence of macrovoids and membrane compaction has 

been proven questionable. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Integrally skinned PI asymmetric membranes can be prepared by a wide range of techniques. 

Nevertheless, the most commonly applied is immersion precipitation, in which a dope 

solution is used to cast a viscous film, which is then immersed into a coagulation bath.[45;63] 

This technique was chosen for PI OSN membrane preparation for the work in this thesis. 

Literature  reports  that  control  over  molecular  weight  cut  off  (MWCO)  of  PI  nanofiltration  

membranes can be achieved by varying the ratio of the solvent to the volatile co-solvent (in 

this work, predominantly, DMF and 1,4-dioxane were used as the solvent and the co-solvent, 

respectively) in the dope solution.[24] Increasing DMF concentration in the dope solution 

yields membranes with increasing MWCO and enhanced permeability, but with the drawback 

of an increasing number of finger-like structures (macrovoids) in the supporting layer.[24] 

The mechanical stability of these polymer membranes depends on the material characteristics 

(Young’s modulus) and the bulk porosity.[53] Persson et al.[54] showed that a sponge-like 

structure is less affected by compaction than a structure with macrovoids. Compaction 

preferentially occurs in the support layer where most of the pore volume, i.e. large pores and 

macrovoids, is situated.[105] A promising approach to reduce void formation and improve 

the mechanical strength of polymer membranes is preparation of organic-inorganic composite 

membranes. These membranes can be prepared by mixing the dope solution with either 

inorganic particles or hydrolysable molecular precursors which are in-situ transferred to the 

metal oxides.[53]  The composite organic-inorganic membranes are reported in the literature 

to have attractive characteristics such as fouling resistance, increased hydrophilicity, high 

permselectivity, and void-free structure.[53;74;106-109] Literature reports the influence of 

TiO2 on membrane structure, macrovoid suppression, ultrafiltration, and gas separation 

properties. The performance of polymer membranes containing TiO2 for organic solvent 

nanofiltration has not yet been reported with respect to rejection and flux. In this chapter, the 
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effect of TiO2 nanoparticles dispersed in PI nanofiltration membranes on the membrane 

matrix structure, rejection, permeate flux, compaction behaviour, hydrophilicity, and 

mechanical strength was investigated. The aims were to investigate the interdependence 

between matrix morphology and nanofiltration properties, and to obtain macrovoid-free 

membranes with improved performance.  

3.2 Experimental 

3.2.1 Materials and methods 

3.2.1.1 Chemicals  

P84 polyimide was purchased from HP Polymer GmbH (Austria) and used without any pre-

treatment. Organic solvents (all obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, UK) used to prepare 

membranes were N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), 1,4-dioxane, and isopropanol. The 

crosslinker applied in this work was 1,6-hexanediamine (HDA) purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich (UK). Titanium dioxide (nominal diameter = 5 nm) was obtained from American 

Elements (USA). 

3.2.1.2 Membrane preparation 

TiO2 nanoparticles at loadings of 0, 1, 3, 5, and 10 wt. % based on the final dope composition 

were added to mixtures of DMF and 1,4-dioxane. PI was dissolved at room temperature in 

the above mixture to form polymer dope solutions of varying PI concentration. After 

complete polymer dissolution, dope solutions were placed in an ultrasonic bath for 5 h to 

prevent agglomeration of the nanoparticles, and then left overnight to disengage air bubbles 

before membrane casting. The dope solutions were then used to cast 300 m thick viscous 

films on (i) a glass plate; or (ii) a polypropylene (PP) non-woven backing material (Viledon, 

Germany), using an adjustable casting knife (Elcometer 3700) on a bench casting machine 

(Braive  Instruments).  An  evaporation  period  of  20  s  was  allowed  before  immersion  into  a  
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water coagulation bath (20 C). The membranes were subsequently placed in an isopropanol 

solvent exchange bath to remove any residual water. The membranes to be crosslinked were 

transferred from isopropanol to the crosslinking solution (HDA in isopropanol). Following 

this, the membranes were rinsed with isopropanol to remove residual HDA. Both crosslinked 

and non-crosslinked membranes were finally subjected to the conditioning step in which 

membranes were kept overnight in a conditioning solution composed of polyethylene glycol 

400/isopropanol (60/40 wt. %, respectively). Pieces of membranes to be used for wettability 

tests were not subjected to the conditioning step. The membranes were then air dried to 

remove solvent from the pores. Table 3.1 summarises the conditions under which the 

membranes utilized in this study were prepared. 

Table 3.1 Membrane preparation conditions. 

Membrane 

Polymer 
concentration 

in dope 
[wt. %] 

DMF/1,4-
dioxane 

ratio 

TiO2 
concentration 

in dope 
[wt. %] 

Backing 
Material Crosslinking 

M1 18 2/1 0 PP + 
M2 18 2/1 10 PP + 
M3 20 2/1 0 PP + 
M4 20 2/1 10 PP + 
M5 22 2/1 0 PP + 
M6 22 2/1 1 PP + 
M7 22 2/1 3 PP + 
M8 22 2/1 5 PP + 
M9 22 2/1 5 PP + 
M10 22 2/1 5 PP + 
M11 22 2/1 10 PP + 
M12 22 2/1 0 - - 
M13 22 2/1 10 - - 
M14 22 3/1 5 PP + 
M15 22 1/1 5 PP + 
M16 24 2/1 0 PP + 
M17 24 2/1 1 PP + 
M18 24 2/1 3 PP + 
M19 24 2/1 5 PP + 
M20 24 2/1 0 - + 
M21 24 2/1 1 - + 
M22 24 2/1 3 - + 
M23 24 2/1 5 - + 
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3.2.1.3 Membrane characterization 

Viscosity test 

Viscosities  of  dope  solutions  with  varying  concentrations  of  TiO2 nanoparticles were 

investigated using a Cannon Instrument Company (Model 2020) viscometer at 20 C, at 

varying rotational speeds of the LV2 spindle. 

WAXS analysis 

Wide angle X-ray scattering measurements for the PI/TiO2 membranes without the backing 

material, and TiO2 nanopowder were performed on PAnalytical X’Pert Pro Multi Purpose 

Diffractometer with Cu  radiation ( =5418 Å) at 40 kV and 40 mA. 

Combustion test 

A combustion test was performed in order to evaluate whether TiO2 is retained in the 

membrane during the immersion precipitation process.  A PI/TiO2 membrane, without the 

backing material, was dried to a steady mass at 120 C to remove any residual liquids. This 

was followed by combustion in a Carbolite ELF furnace at 900 C until all polymer was 

burned off and a steady mass of TiO2 was recorded. 

Porosity test 

Porosity tests were conducted to compare volume of the pores of PI and PI/TiO2 membranes 

with  no  backing  material.  Measurements  of  the  dimensions  of  square  sections  of  the  

membrane were made to calculate volume of the section followed by drying until constant 

mass  was  obtained.  Dry  samples  were  then  weighed.  The  volume  of  the  PI  and  PI/TiO2 

mixture corresponding to the mass of the dry PI and PI/TiO2 membranes was calculated using 

densities given by the manufacturer, i.e. 1.34 g cm-3 and 4.23 g cm-3 for  P84  and  TiO2, 

respectively.  The difference between the volume of the membrane samples and the volume 
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of  the  corresponding  amount  of  PI  and  the  PI/TiO2 mixture was calculated to yield the 

volume  of  the  pores  of  the  PI  or  PI/TiO2 membranes. The percentage porosity of the 

membranes (A) was calculated according to the following equation: 

%,100
t

p

V
V

A                  Equation 3.1 

where Vp is volume of pores; Vt is total volume of membrane. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

SEM (Leo 1525 field emission scanning electron microscope, FESEM) was used to obtain 

images of cross-sectional areas of the tested membranes. After removing the backing 

material, membranes were snapped in liquid nitrogen, mounted onto SEM stubs, and coated 

with chromium using a chromium sputter coater (Emitech K575X). Applied SEM conditions 

were: a 7 mm working distance, and an inlens detector with an excitation voltage of 5 kV. 

Nanofiltration experiments and hydrophilicity evaluation 

All nanofiltration experiments were carried out in a METcell cross-flow system (Membrane 

Extraction Technology, UK; Figure 3.1), at 30 105 Pa  with  DMF  or  ethanol  (EtOH)  as  a  

solvent and at 20 C. Permeate samples for flux measurements were collected at intervals of 1 

h, and samples for rejection evaluation were taken after steady permeate flux was achieved. 

MWCO curves were obtained by using a standard test solution composed of a homologous 

series of styrene oligomers dissolved in DMF (EtOH was used only for measurement of pure 

solvent flux for the hydrophilicity comparison test).[110]  The styrene oligomer mixture 

contained 1 g L-1 each of PS 580 and PS 1050 (Polymer Labs, UK), and 0.01 g L-1 of  -

methylstyrene dimer (Sigma-Aldrich, UK). Concentrations of styrene oligomers in permeate 

samples  were  analysed  using  an  Agilent  HPLC  system  with  a  UV/Vis  detector  set  at  a  

wavelength of 264 nm. Separation was accomplished using an ACE 5-C18-300 column 
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(Advanced Chromatography Technologies, ACT, UK). A mobile phase comprising 35 vol % 

analytical grade water and 65 vol % tetrahydrofuran with 0.1 vol % trifluoroacetic acid was 

used. 

Solvent flux (J) was determined by measuring the volume of permeate (V) per unit area (A) 

per unit time (t) according to the following equation: 

,
tA

VJ                   Equation 3.2 

Flux decrease of the membranes (DF) was calculated according to the following equation: 

%,100)(
i

si
F J

JJ
D                            Equation 3.3 

where Ji is initial flux; Js is flux at steady state (achieved when two flux measurements within 

a 1 hour interval showed the same value within ± 2 L m-2 h-1). 

Rejection (Ri) of styrene oligomers was evaluated by applying equation (3) in which CP,i and 

CF,i correspond to styrene oligomers concentration in permeate and in feed solution, 

respectively. 

%,100)1(
,

,

iF

iP
i C

C
R                 Equation 3.4 

The corresponding molecular weight cut off curves were obtained from a plot of the rejection 

of styrene oligomers versus their molecular weight. 
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Figure 3.1 METcell cross-flow testing apparatus.[111] 

 

The wettability of PI/TiO2 composite membranes was determined via sessile drop contact 

angle measurements using a Krüss drop shape analyser (DSA 10, Krüss GmbH, Hamburg, 

Germany). In order to remove any residual oily contamination, membranes were washed in 

hexane and then dried at 70 C in an oven for 4 h, followed by vacuum drying for 1 h prior to 

the tests. 

The static (equilibrium) contact angles of de-ionised water were measured in open air at 

ambient conditions (T = 20 ± 2 C), with at least 5 contact angle measurements taken for each 

membrane and then averaged. The droplets were monitored with a CCD camera and analysed 

by Drop Shape Analysis software (DSA version 1.0, Krüss). As stated earlier, the membranes 

to be tested were not impregnated with PEG conditioning solution.  
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The  ethanol  flux  of  PI/TiO2 membranes, and reference membranes without TiO2 was 

measured in the METcell cross-flow testing apparatus after a steady flux was reached, at 30 

bar, and 20 C.  

TGA analysis 

Thermogravimetric analysis scans (TGA Q500 V6.7 Build 203) were performed at a heating 

rate of 20 C per min-1 up to 800 C, with helium as the purge gas. The membranes for TGA 

analysis were prepared without the backing material.  

Mechanical strength test 

Tensile strength was measured using an Instron 4466, Instron Corporation, with 5 kN load 

and a deformation speed of 5 mm per min-1. Five membranes of each type were tested to 

calculate the average tensile strength. The membranes were prepared without the backing 

material.  

3.2.2 Results and discussion 

3.2.2.1 Viscosity test 

Viscosity of the dope solution is an important parameter. Increasing viscosity of dope 

solution is known to suppress macrovoid formation.[63] As shown in Table 3.2, the viscosity 

of dope solutions increases with higher TiO2 loading. Higher rotational speed resulted in a 

viscosity  decrease,  and  thus  it  can  be  concluded  that  PI/TiO2 solutions behave as non-

Newtonian fluids. Depending on the TiO2 concentration, rotational speed of the spindle of 0.5 

RPM (3 and 5 wt. % TiO2) or 0.6 RPM (0 and 1 wt.% TiO2) corresponded to the lowest limit 

of sheer rate and 3, 4, and 6 RPM corresponded the upper sheer rate limit for 5, 3, and 1, 0 

wt. % TiO2, respectively. 
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Table 3.2 Viscosity of 22 wt. % PI (DMF:1,4-dioxane ratio: 2/1) dope solutions at 20  C. 

RPM 
TiO2 loading [wt.%] 

0 1 3 5 
Viscosity [cP] 

0.5   7380 9180 
0.6 5050 5100 7050 8850 
1 4860 4890 6870 8760 
2 4710 4860 6740 8660 
3 4670 4850 6700 8630 
4 4643 4838 6668  
5 4638 4830   
6 4610 4815   

 

3.2.2.2 WAXS analysis 

Figure 3.2 shows peaks of PI/TiO2 membranes and TiO2 powder in the crystalline region 

which is characteristic for TiO2 (25.32 ).[112] The presence of this peak in WAXS patterns 

of PI/TiO2 membranes proves that nanoparticles are incorporated into the membrane matrix. 

Increasing intensity of the peak corresponds to higher filler loading. The location of the 

characteristic TiO2 peak  in  the  PI/TiO2 pattern is slightly shifted compared with the TiO2 

nanoparticle peak. This may imply that there are some interactions between polymer and 

filler particles. However, as the shift is only 1 %, the presence of PI-TiO2 interactions is not 

indisputable. The PI-TiO2 interactions were reported in the literature and confirmed by Tg 

measurements by DSC.[113] The strong interactions existing between PI and TiO2 were 

assumed to result in the restriction of molecular motions of PI.[113] The interactions are most 

likely hydrogen bonding between surface hydroxyl groups of TiO2 and PI carbonyl groups, 

similar to interactions between polyamide and TiO2.[114] Yang et al.[74] reported an 

analogous shift in WAXD pattern of polysulfone/TiO2 membranes compared with the TiO2 

pattern, and explained the occurrence of the shift by the existence of possible interactions 

between polymers and TiO2 nanoparticles. 
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Figure 3.2 WAXS pattern of PI/TiO2 and TiO2 powder in a characteristic region for TiO2. 

 

3.2.2.3 Combustion test 

In this experiment membrane M13 was used, in which TiO2 should constitute 31.25 wt. % of 

the mass of the dry membrane, according to the composition of the dope solution. The results 

after combustion showed that the dry membrane contained 29.06 wt. % of TiO2. This implies 

that there is an insignificant loss of TiO2 during the immersion of the membrane in the 

coagulation bath, i.e. TiO2 stays predominantly in the polymer rich phase during immersion 

precipitation.   

3.2.2.4 Porosity test 

Results from the porosity test are given in Table 3.3.  
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Table 3.3 Porosity of PI and PI/TiO2 membranes. 

Measured characteristic Membrane M12  
0 wt. % TiO2 

Membrane M13 
10 wt. % of TiO2 

Entry No 1 2 1 2 
Percentage of the thickness loss upon drying [%] 13 16 9 10 

Porosity [%] 76 76 69 69 
 

Based on the porosity test results it can be concluded that the porosity of PI/TiO2 membranes 

is diminished compared to reference PI membranes with no TiO2, which may affect the flux. 

The porosity test revealed in addition that the presence of TiO2 influences the behaviour of 

membranes in the drying process. The percentage of the thickness loss upon drying is lower 

for the membrane with TiO2. This implies that TiO2 stabilizes  the  porous  structure  of  the  

membrane. Negligible variation between entries 1 & 2 shows that the differences in thickness 

loss upon drying and in porosities between membranes with and without TiO2 are significant, 

and do not result from imprecision of the measurement system or experimental error. P 

values from analysis of variance (Anova) calculated in Minitab for thickness loss and 

porosity as a function of TiO2 concentration gave values < 0.05, indicating at 95 % 

confidence that there is a significant difference between 0 and 10 wt. % of TiO2 when 

thickness loss and porosity are concerned. 

The combustion test confirms that the TiO2 present in the dope ends up inside the membrane. 

The loading of the TiO2 in the final membrane is significantly higher compared to the 

concentration in the dope solution where solvents are present (DMF and 1,4-dioxane 

constitute 78, 77, 75, 73 and 68 wt. % of dope solutions with 0, 1, 3, 5, and 10 wt. % of TiO2, 

respectively). Table 3.4 shows concentration of TiO2 in  22  wt.  %  PI  membranes  with  the  

respect to different initial loading of TiO2 in the dope solutions. The calculated TiO2 

concentration in the final membrane shows that TiO2 fraction in PI/TiO2 membranes reaches 

as high as 31 %, and so intuitively I expect it will impact on membrane performance.  
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Table 3.4 Calculation of TiO2 in the final 22 wt. % PI membranes with the respect to TiO2 
loading in the dope solutions. 

TiO2 concentration in the 
dope solution 

[wt. %] 

Polymer concentration 
in the final membrane 

[wt. %] 

TiO2 concentration 
in the final membrane 

[wt. %] 
0 100 0 
1 96 4 
3 88 12 
5 82 19 

10 69 31 
 

3.2.2.5 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

PI membranes prepared from a DMF:1,4-dioxane solvent mixture, especially with a higher 

ratio of DMF to 1,4-dioxane,  have macrovoids present within the matrix, as is reported in 

literature.[24;43] Formation and growth of macrovoids has been related to the kinetics of 

phase inversion. Instantaneous liquid-liquid demixing is thought to provide conditions for 

macrovoid formation.[55;115] DMF has a high affinity towards water (water/octanol 

partition coefficient logKo/w = - 1.01) which results in instantaneous liquid-liquid demixing. 

Addition of a co-solvent such as 1,4-dioxane, with lower affinity toward water (water/octanol 

partition coefficient logKo/w = - 0.27), shifts the liquid-liquid demixing process from 

instantaneous to delayed. Two sets of membranes prepared from 22 wt. % and 24 wt. % 

polyimide dope solution were investigated in order to evaluate the impact of the polymer 

concentration  on  the  membrane  structure.  SEM  pictures  of  cross-sections  of  PI/TiO2 

membranes showed dramatically changed morphology compared to reference membranes 

with no TiO2 addition. Macrovoids present in reference membranes (Figure 3.3 A and Figure 

3.4 A) were suppressed by increasing loadings of TiO2 nanoparticles, and eventually 

disappeared completely at higher TiO2 concentration (Figure 3.3 A- D and Figure 3.4 A- D).  

TiO2 nanoparticles significantly enhanced viscosities of TiO2 containing dope solutions due 

to their high specific area and high surface energy.[116] It has been shown that increasing 
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viscosity may work as a void-suppressing factor, as it slows the exchange rate of solvent/non-

solvent thus shifting the path of phase inversion from instantaneous into delayed liquid-liquid 

demixing.[116;117] TiO2 nanoparticles may also, similarly to zeolite, act as a nucleating 

agent.[118] When a critical concentration of zeolite is used, the formation of multiple nuclei 

could suppress macrovoid formation due to allowing additional nuclei to form rapidly in front 

of prior formed nuclei, which prevents the existing nuclei from growing macrovoids.[55;118]  

Increasing polymer concentration in dope solution will have a similar void-suppressing 

effect.[63] A comparison between Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 shows that higher PI 

concentration resulted in a decreased number of macrovoids at the same TiO2 loading. 

 

Figure 3.3 SEM pictures of cross-sectional area of 22 wt. % PI/TiO2 composite membranes; 
A) M5 (0 wt. % TiO2 in dope), B) M6 (1 wt. % TiO2 in dope), C) M7 (3 wt. % TiO2 in dope), 

D) M8 (5 wt. % TiO2 in dope). 
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Figure 3.4 SEM pictures of cross-sectional area of 24 wt. % PI/TiO2 composite membranes; 
A) M16 (0 wt. % TiO2 in dope), B) M17 (1 wt. % TiO2 in dope), C) M18 (3 wt. % TiO2 in 

dope), D) M19 (5 wt. % TiO2 in dope). 

 

In order to investigate the influence of the applied pressure during a nanofiltration experiment 

(described in detail in the next section) on the macrovoids, SEM images of a membrane with 

no TiO2 before and after filtration were taken (Figure 3.5). A comparison between Figure 3.5 

A and Figure 3.5 B shows that an applied pressure of 30 bar during the filtration experiment 

does not cause macrovoids collapse. The thickness of dry 22 wt. % PI membranes with 0 

(M5) and 10 wt. % TiO2 (M11), before and after nanofiltration under 30 bar, was measured 

with a micrometer. The results showed that membrane with no TiO2 has initial thickness of 

285 µm, decreasing to 238 µm after filtration compared to 271 µm decreasing to 247 µm, 

respectively, for a membrane with 10 wt. % TiO2. This gives a thickness decrease of 16 % 

and 9 % for M5 and M11, respectively. 
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Figure 3.5 SEM pictures of cross-sectional area of 22 wt. % PI membranes; 

A) M5 before nanofiltration experiment, B) M5 after nanofiltration experiment. 
 

3.2.2.6 Nanofiltration experiments and hydrophilicity evaluation 

Cross-flow filtration was used to evaluate nanofiltration properties of PI/TiO2 membranes. 

Rejections of a homologous series of styrene oligomers were plotted versus respective 

molecular weight to determine the MWCO curve.  

Prior  to  evaluation  of  the  effect  of  TiO2 loading on nanofiltration properties of PI/TiO2 

membranes, I established the reproducibility of the membrane formation process and the tests 

for flux and rejection. In Figure 3.6 and Table 3.5 (M8-10), performance of three membranes 

prepared from three independent polymer dope solutions of the same composition is 

presented. Variation in flux and rejection between membranes M8-10 is acceptable for 

coupon tests of membranes independently prepared on a bench scale casting machine, and 

shows coefficients of variation of 0.13 and 0.16 for flux and MWCO, respectively. 
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Figure 3.6 Reproducibility test of PI/TiO2 membranes: 5 wt. % TiO2; in DMF at 30 bar. 

 

The impact of incorporating TiO2 nanoparticles  on  the  rejection  of  PI/TiO2 membranes is 

shown in Figure 3.7. Selectivity of the PI membranes was not significantly altered due to the 

presence of TiO2, especially when the reproducibility of the membrane performance is taken 

into account (Figure 3.6).  
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Figure 3.7 Performance of PI/TiO2 membranes with respect to TiO2 loading and polymer 

concentration; A) 22 wt. % of polymer, B) 24 wt. % of polymer; in DMF at 30 bar. 
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The influence of TiO2 addition on flux and compaction resistance was also investigated 

(Figure 3.8). Table 3.5 (M5-8, M11; M16-19) shows values of steady permeate flux, and flux 

decrease with respect to TiO2 loading. The influence of TiO2 on the initial flux is noticeable 

for 22 wt. % membrane with 10 wt. % of TiO2, and 24 wt. % membranes with 3 and 5 wt. % 

of TiO2, for which flux appears to be diminished.  This might be due to the lower porosity, 

although considering the coefficient of variation of flux for M8-M10, (Table 3.5, M8-10), the 

significance of the variation in fluxes is questionable.  
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Figure 3.8 Permeate flux of PI/TiO2 membranes with respect to TiO2 loading, A) 22 wt. % of 
polymer, B) 24 wt. % of polymer; DMF; in DMF at 30 bar. 

 

An additional filtration test was conducted for membranes with lower PI concentration, 

namely 18 and 20 wt. % each with 0 and 10 wt. % of TiO2 (Figure 3.9 and Table 3.5, M1-4)). 

The  results  obtained  showed  that,  similarly  to  tests  with  22  wt.  %  PI  membranes,  TiO2 

improves membrane compaction resistance (lower Df)  but  has  a  negligible  influence  on  

rejection. High TiO2 concentration (10 wt. %) results in lower flux.   

Comparison between membranes with the same TiO2 loading and DMF to 1,4- dioxane ratio, 

and varying polymer concentration i.e. M1-M3-M5-M16 (18, 20, 22 and 24 wt. % PI, 

respectively), M2-M4-M11 (18, 20 and 22 wt. %, respectively), M6-M17, M7-M18, and M8-

M19 (22 and 24 wt. % PI, respectively), shows that an increase of polymer concentration 

results in decreased flux and lower MWCO. 
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Figure 3.9 Performance of PI/TiO2 membranes with respect to TiO2 loading and polymer 
concentration; A) rejection curves, B) permeate flux; in DMF at 30 bar. 
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A comparison between flux decline for membranes with increasing TiO2 loading shows that 

the presence of nanoparticles provides improved compaction resistance (lower DF). The 

macrovoids of the membrane with no TiO2 do not disappear with the applied filtration 

pressure (Figure 3.5). The membrane thickness decrease resulting from applied pressure is 

greater for M5 compared to M11. I conclude that a compression/collapse of the pores in the 

top layer and pores of the spongy areas of sublayer, rather than macrovoid collapse, causes 

the compaction and flux decrease.  

The presence of TiO2 does have an impact on the properties of the membrane sheet, i.e. - due 

to the presence of TiO2 fewer defects are noticeable and the membranes do not curl as much 

as those without TiO2. However, it is worth noticing that although the concentration of TiO2 

in the final membrane varies from 0 to 31 % (Table 3.4), the differences in flux/rejection 

(Table 3.5) are surprisingly not significant for the resulting membranes. 

See-Toh et al.[24] reported recently that the MWCO of integrally skinned asymmetric PI 

membranes could be manipulated through controlled variation of the DMF/1,4-dioxane ratio 

in the dope solution. This potentially allowed engineering of the MWCO to suit specific 

applications. It is of interest to evaluate whether this technique can also be utilized to vary 

MWCO of membranes incorporating TiO2. Membranes prepared from 22 wt. % polymer 

solution with 5 wt. % TiO2 loading were used in experiments to test this concept. Results in 

Figure 3.10 showed that varying DMF/1,4-dioxane ratio achieves a shift in MWCO similar to 

these observed by See-Toh for membranes without TiO2. An increasing concentration of 

DMF in the dope solution results in less sharp rejection curves, and an increase of the 

permeate flux which is explained by formation of a more open membranes (Figure 3.10, 

Table 3.5; M8, M14, M15) with increasing mean pore size as reported by See-Toh.[24] 
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Figure 3.10 Performance of PI/TiO2 membranes- effect of DMF/1,4-dioxane ratio on 
rejection; 5 wt. % TiO2; in DMF at 30 bar. 

 

Surface hydrophilicity is an important property of membranes, as it affects their flux and anti-

fouling properties. PI membranes are hydrophobic, which in some applications may be a 

disadvantage. Hydrophobicity can result in severe membrane fouling, and lower fluxes of 

polar solvents such as alcohols. Modification of PI membranes by means of incorporating 

hydrophilic TiO2 is expected to enhance hydrophilicity. Hydrophilicity was evaluated by 

water contact angle measurements as shown in Table 3.5. Water contact angle values 

decreased with increasing loading of TiO2. The increasing hydrophiliciy of PI/TiO2 

composite membranes can be explained by the presence of TiO2 nanoparticles in the 

membrane surface layer. Ethanol flux measurement under cross-flow filtration test (Table 

3.5) showed that TiO2 nanoparticles increase fluxes of polar solvents, such as ethanol, i.e. 
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ethanol flux is higher for M10 membrane with 5 % TiO2 content compared to M5 reference 

membrane with no TiO2.  

Table 3.5 Performance of PI/TiO2 membranes. 

Membrane 
TiO2 

loading 
[wt.%] 

MWCO 
[g mol-1] 

DMF 
steady 
flux Fs 

[Lm-2h-1] 

DMF 
flux 

decrease 
Df [%] 

Water 
contact 
angle  

] 

 
EtOH 
initial 
flux Fi 

[Lm-2h-1] 
 

EtOH 
steady 
flux Fs 

[Lm-2h1] 

Tensile 
strength 
[MPa] 

M1 0 600 167 53     
M2 10 500 124 34     
M3 0 400 94 46     
M4 10 400 73 29     
M5 0 300 86 38  172 98  
M6 1 300 90 25     
M7 3 300 90 30     
M8 5 300 84 25     
M9 5 400 86 26     
M10 5 400 105 30  180 128  
M11 10 300 62 21     
M14 5 400 112 53     
M15 5 300 47 22     
M16 0 300 64 44 81    
M17 1 240 64 23 75    
M18 3 300 47 31 71    
M19 5 300 54 26 54    
M20 0       10 
M21 1       11 
M22 3       12 
M23 5       13 

 

3.2.2.7 TGA analysis 

Thermal  stability  of  the  PI  and  PI/TiO2 membranes can be evaluated by means of TGA 

analysis. The TGA curves (Figure 3.11) show that PI/TiO2 membranes did not lose any 

significant mass, other than due to loss of moisture, until 413 C, 461 C and 470 C for 

membranes with 0 wt. %, 3 wt. % and 5 wt. %  of TiO2, respectively. After heating to 800 C 

samples with 0 wt. %, 3 wt. % and 5 wt. % of TiO2 loading retained 61 %, 64 % and 65 % of 

their initial mass, respectively. When the mass loss is calculated with the respect to the 
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polymer mass only, i.e. after  subtraction  of  the  TiO2 mass, negligible differences between 

membranes can be noticed which implies that TiO2 has an insignificant influence on thermal 

stability of PI membranes.  
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Figure 3.11 TGA curves of PI/TiO2 membranes with respect to TiO2 loading. 

 

3.2.2.8 Mechanical strength test 

The results from mechanical strength test are shown in Table 3.5. From the data it is clear 

that the increase of TiO2 content yields membranes with enhanced tensile strength.  

3.3 Conclusions 

Composite organic-inorganic crosslinked polyimide membranes useful for organic solvent 

nanofiltration were successfully prepared. Data demonstrated that TiO2 addition affected both 

the  structure  and  performance  of  the  resulting  membranes.  SEM pictures  revealed  dramatic  

changes in structure. Macrovoids present across the sublayer of reference membranes with no 

TiO2 addition disappeared completely when higher TiO2 loading ( 3 wt. %) was used. The 
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disappearance  of  macroviods  can  be  explained  either  by  the  change  of  the  kintetics  of  the  

liquid-liquid demixing from instantaneous to delayed, by acting of TiO2 nanoparticles as a 

nucleating agent or a change in hydrophilicity.  

The presence of TiO2 resulted in decreased porosity of the membranes. Enhanced compaction 

resistance during DMF nanofiltration experiments showed that TiO2 nanoparticles are helpful 

in preventing the porous structure from collapsing and therefore, reduce flux decline. 

Incorporation of TiO2 nanoparticles into the membranes enhanced hydrophilicity and 

mechanical strength of the membranes, proved by water contact angle, ethanol flux 

measurements and mechanical strength tests. TGA analysis showed that outstanding thermal 

stability of PI membranes was sustained for PI/TiO2 membranes. However, while the 

structure of the sublayer changed and became a void-free, the impact of TiO2 on solute 

rejection and flux was not significant. 
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CHAPTER 4.  

 

4. Understanding a multi-component system in PI OSN 

membrane formation - choice of polymer and solvent 

system 

Abstract 

In chapter 3 I have shown how the matrix of PI OSN membranes can be altered by the 

incorporation of TiO2 nanofillers. In the following chapters I will investigate how the 

functional properties of PI OSN membranes, i.e. rejection and flux, depend on the formation 

parameters.  In this chapter, I have focused on understanding the effect of the choice of 

polymer and solvent system. Four commercially available polyimides were chosen for the 

study. The reasons for performance differences observed between membranes prepared from 

the four different polyimides and different solvent mixtures were explained. I introduced a 

simple tool based on mutual solubility parameters to qualitatively predict the effect of the 

polymer and the solvent composition used in the dope solution on membrane performance. I 

have also emphasised the importance of the polymer chemical structure-membrane 

performance relationship. As P84 PI was shown to exhibit the best performance from among 

the four PIs studied, it was chosen for further studies in the following parts of this work. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Organic solvent nanofiltration is continuously gaining more attention and new studies and 

applications are being reported. However, understanding of the actual membrane formation 

mechanism, and its implications as well as the structure-performance relationship, remains a 

challenge. Asymmetric polymeric membranes for OSN are predominantly prepared via phase 

inversion using the immersion precipitation technique. And yet, after fifty years of phase 

inverted membranes, their structure formation is not fully understood. The solvent to co-

solvent ratio as well as the choice of polymer, and its concentration, have been found to 

strongly influence the molecular weight cut-of and flux of PI OSN membranes.[24;76] 

Immersion precipitation was first used for the fabrication of cellulose-acetate (CA) reverse 

osmosis (RO) membranes. Many variables were shown to influence the resulting membrane 

structure and properties. Sourirajan[119] and Keilen[120] studied various parameters 

involved in RO membrane formation. The conclusions from their work as well as from a 

statistical  study  of  Fahey  and  Grethlein[121]  were  that  it  is  the  composition  of  the  casting  

solution and the precipitation media that are decisive in membrane performance 

determination. Review of the existing experimental as well as modelling tools (see 1.3.2.1 

and 1.3.2.2) shows that until now, accurate, quantitative predictions of the PI OSN membrane 

performance in terms of flux and rejection are not possible. Yet it is known that even small 

changes in composition or formation method may have a profound effect on membrane 

formation, which cannot be accurately predicted. Hence, as part of this dissertation, I offer a 

comprehensive study on the effect of the PI OSN membrane formation parameters, such as 

polymer dope solution composition, evaporation time, polyimide molecular weight and its 

chemical structure. The two latter factors, to my best knowledge, have not yet been studied. 

In  this  chapter  I  will  focus  on  the  effect  of  polymer  and  solvent  composition  on  PI  OSN  

membrane performance. I considered four different polymers (Figure 4.1), i.e. P84, HT P84, 
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Matrimid 5218 and Ultem 1000.  A more detail description of these polymers can be found in 

section 1.2.3. 
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Figure 4.1 Chemical structures of polyimides: A) P84, B) HT, C) MAT, D) UT. 
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As nanofiltration membranes are located between dense reverse osmosis and porous 

ultrafiltration membranes, it can be assumed that membrane performance will be dependent 

not only on the nanostructure of the membrane (pore size) but also on the ultimate membrane 

material characteristics (chemical structure of polymer), as solute-polymer and solvent-

polymer interactions are likely to happen. Consequently, in order to develop suitable 

membranes, two strategies should be adopted. One is control over the nanostructure of the 

membrane, which is greatly affected by thermodynamics and kinetics of phase separation, 

while the second is molecular-level material design, which depends on the choice of PI. 

Structure-property relationship of PIs have been extensively researched for gas separation 

and pervaporation membranes.[122] It has been reported that the major factors contributing 

to gas permeability and permselectivity are bulkiness, inter-segmental space, torsional 

mobility, hydrogen-bonding and polarity.[123;124] Additionally, the formation of charge 

transfer complexes (CTC)s has significant effects for polyimides. In general, CTCs are 

formed between electron-rich donors and electron-deficient acceptors. CTCs are often formed 

between benzene rings (either in the dianhydride or diamine) and imide rings if the rings are 

able to approach each other closely enough to allow transfer of p-electrons.[125] Formation 

of CTCs is also one of the explanations for the high Tg of polyimides. CTCs increase inter-

chain attractive forces, restricting mobility of molecules, which as a result reduces inter-

segmental space. The effect of CTC depends on chain packing, presence of bulky groups, 

electron withdrawing substituents and thermal history.[124]  

Polymer constitutes only one element of a three component (in the least complicated case) 

dope solution used to form PI OSN membranes studied in this work. Hence, let us now 

consider the thermodynamics of this multi-component system. 

Thermodynamics of polymer dope solution. Solubility parameter 
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The three elements constituting polymer dope solution used to fabricate PI OSN membranes, 

namely polymer, solvent and non-solvent, determine both the activity coefficient of the 

polymer in the solvent-non-solvent mixture and the concentration of polymer at the point of 

precipitation and solidification. Unfortunately, values for the activity coefficient of polymer, 

solvent, or non-solvent as well as the dependence of these activity coefficients on the 

composition, are generally not experimentally readily obtained.[63] Nevertheless, the 

polymer-solvent, polymer-non-solvent and solvent-non-solvent interactions can be 

approximately determined in terms of their mutual solubility parameter.[63] These mutual 

interactions are known to impact polymer behaviour in the dope solution, as well as the 

course of phase inversion.[24;43;48;56;61;90;126]  The starting point for the analysis of 

membrane formation from the perspective of the thermodynamics of the dope solution, 

mutual solubility parameters, and course of phase inversion is a fundamental thermodynamic 

equation relating the Gibbs free energy function G to the enthalpy H and entropy, S, i.e. 

STHG                   Equation 4.1 

A polymer is soluble in a solvent when the free energy of mixing is negative.[127] 

For polymeric systems the entropy of mixing is small, which means that the solubility is 

determined by the sign and magnitude of the enthalpy of mixing. Hildebrandt derived the 

following expression for Hm: 

ji
j

j

i

i
mm vv

V
E

V
EVH

22/12/1

               Equation 4.2 

where vi and vj are the volume fractions of the two components, Vm,  Vi,  Vj,  are  the  molar  

volumes  of  the  solution  and  the  components,  respectively,  and  E is  the  energy  of  
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vaporisation. The term 
V

E is called the cohesive energy density and its square root is the 

solubility parameter . Hm can be now expressed as: 

jijimm vvVH 2)(                 Equation 4.3 

The Hildebrand solubility parameter is a measure of the intermolecular energy.[128] It can be 

readily calculated for liquids from the enthalpy of vaporization. Polymers however, degrade 

prior to vaporization and their experimentally derived solubility parameters values are 

determined indirectly- one must resort to comparative techniques such as finding the solvent 

which produces maximum swelling of a polymer network[129], or they can be calculated 

theoretically. However, Hildebrand solubility parameters have their limitations. They can 

only be applied to non-polar compounds where the attraction forces are non-specific, e.g. 

when hydrogen bonds are absent.[128;129]  

A more detailed approach which recognizes the fact that interactions are of different kinds 

was proposed by Hansen.[130] He split the solubility parameter into three partial solubility 

parameters given as d, p, h. Using  these  components,  the  overall  solubility  parameter  ( t) 

can be calculated: 

2
,

2
,

2
,

2
,, ihipidit                  Equation 4.4 

where d,i is the solubility parameter due to dispersion forces, p,i is the solubility parameter 

due to polar forces, h,i is the solubility parameter due to hydrogen bonding for a component 

i.  The difference between solubility parameters of two components, i,j  (Equation 4.5) can 

be a measure of their affinity in terms of thermodynamic similarities. For polymer-solvent 

pairs, low i,j  ensures solubility.  

jiji ,                   Equation 4.5 
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In the ternary polymer/solvent/non-solvent system, three mutual interactions are relevant: 

polymer/solvent, solvent/non-solvent and polymer/non-solvent, in short: P/S, S/NS and P/NS, 

respectively. Vandezande et al.[76] used solubility parameter analysis to explain differences 

in performance of various Matrimid based membranes. Membranes prepared from DMF were 

shown to exhibit the highest flux, and lower rejection as compared to membranes prepared 

from DMAc (N,N-dimethylacetamide) and NMP. This was explained by higher water-DMF 

affinity being shown in lower S/NS. However, the information which can be derived from 

this study is limited since membrane performance, in terms of rejection, was characterised by 

reporting the rejection of a single dye molecule having Mw of 1017 Da. No information on 

the shape of the MWCO curves was provided. 

4.2 Experimental 

4.2.1 Materials and methods 

4.2.1.1 Chemicals  

P84 and HT P84 polyimides were purchased from HP Polymer GmbH (Austria). Ultem 1000 

was purchased from General Electric and Matrimid 5218 was purchased from Huntsman. All 

polymers were used without any pre-treatment.  DMF, 1,4-dioxane, and tetrahydrofuran were 

obtained from Rathburn Chemicals, UK. Isopropanol and polyethylene glycol (Mw – 400) 

were purchased from VWR international. 1,6-Hexanediamine (HDA) was obtained from 

Sigma-Aldrich, UK. Polystyrene markers for MWCO evaluation were purchased from Varian 

Ltd, UK.  

4.2.1.2 Membrane preparation 

Membrane preparation is described in detail in chapter 3. The polymers (four polymers 

studied were P84, HT P84, MAT and UT) were dissolved at room temperature in a solvent 

mixture of varying composition to form 22 wt. % polymer dope solutions. Membranes were 
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cast on polypropylene (PP) non-woven backing material (membranes for porosity tests were 

cast  on  a  glass  plate)  and  crosslinked  with  HDA  (membranes  for  porosity  tests  were  non-

crosslinked).  

4.2.1.3 Characterisation tests 

FTIR 

In order to confirm successful polyimide crosslinking, a Perkin-Elmer Spectrum One FT-IR 

spectrometer with a MIRacleTM attenuated total reflection (ATR—Pike Technologies) 

attachment was used.  

Nanofiltration experiments  

Please  refer  to  chapter  3  for  detailed  description.  All  tests  were  done  in  PS  DMF  solution  

under 30 bar.  

Porosity tests 

Porosity tests were conducted to compare total pore volume of different PI membranes. 

Measurements of the dimensions of square sections of the membranes were made to calculate 

the volume of the sections followed by drying until constant mass was obtained. Dry samples 

were then weighed. The volumes of the PIs corresponding to the mass of the PI in the 

membranes were calculated from densities of the studied PIs.  The difference between the 

volume of the membrane sample and the volume of the corresponding amount of PI was 

calculated to yield the volume of the pores in the PI membrane. The percentage porosity of 

the membrane (Ae) was calculated according to the following equation: 

100
2

1

V
VAe %                             Equation 4.6 

where V1 is the volume of pores; V2  is the volume of the membrane. 
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Molecular weight determination using GPC  

Weight average molecular weight (Mw), number average molecular weight (Mn) and 

polydispersity (P) of the commercial polyimides were determined by WatersTM
 GPC 

equipped with Waters Styragel® HT4 Column. The mobile phase was 0.03 M LiBr in NMP.  

Viscosity test 

Viscosities of 22 wt. % polymer dope solutions prepared from different polymers having 

DMF/1,4-dioxane ratio: 1/1 were investigated using a Cannon Instrument Company (Model 

2020) viscometer at 20 C,  S16 spindle. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

SEM (TM-1000 Tabletop Microscope, Hitachi High-Technologies) was used to obtain 

images of cross-sections of the tested membranes. After removing the backing material, the 

membranes were snapped in liquid nitrogen and mounted onto SEM stubs. Applied SEM 

conditions were: a 5640µm working distance, Lensmode, an accelerating voltage: 15000V, 

an emission current: 91.9 mA and a magnification of 300 times.  

4.2.1.4 Theoretical analysis of results - pore size and porosity estimations 

Hydrodynamic models of transport in nanofiltration membranes have been further developed 

in a series of papers by Bowen et al.[131;132] Assuming that NF membranes are porous, for 

uncharged solutes, only the diffusive and convective flows affect the transport of solutes 

inside the membrane. Thus the uncharged solute transport can be expressed as:[133]   

,pc
p

CcK
D
J

dx
dc                   Equation 4.7

   

,DKD dp                                     Equation 4.8 
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where c and x are the solute concentration and position within the pore, J  is the solvent flux, 

Dp is the solute pore diffusion coefficient, Cp is the solute bulk permeate concentration, Kd and 

Kc are the solute hindrance factor for diffusion and convection, respectively, and D  is the 

bulk diffusion coefficient of solute. In this model, membrane is assumed to have a bundle of 

uniform, cylindrical pores. The hindered nature of diffusion and convection of solutes inside 
 

the membrane is accounted by the terms Kc and Kd.[131;134] For purely steric interactions 

between the solute and the pore wall, Kc and Kd are expressed by:
 

),441.0988.0054.01)(2( 32
cK              Equation 4.9 

,224.0154.13.21 32
dK              Equation 4.10  

where the solute steric partition coefficient  is expressed as: 

,)1( 2                 Equation 4.11  

and  is equal to solute radius divided by pore radius:   

 = rs/rp                Equation 4.12 

By rearranging and integrating Equation 4.7 across the thickness of the membrane (0<x< x) 

with  the  boundary  conditions  where  ci,x=0 Cf and  ci,x= x Cp (neglecting concentration 

polarisation), the following relation is obtained:
 

,
exp11 PeK

K
C
C

c

c

f

p              Equation 4.13  

where Cf  is the bulk feed concentration and  

,
8 0

2

p

pc

D
PrK

Pe                Equation 4.14 

where P is the effective pressure and 0 is the solvent bulk viscosity. 

The solute rejection (Rcal) can thus be calculated: 
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Equation 4.15 

Bowen and Welfoot[132] assessed that bulk solvent viscosity ( 0) may not be valid within 

nanopores. Instead, they suggest calculating the viscosity in pores using: 

,9181
2

0 pp r
d

r
d                     Equation 4.16  

where  is the viscosity in nanopore, d is the solvent diameter. 

The estimation of the average pr
_

 for each membrane was obtained by fitting the calculated 

rejections for each solute i to the experimentally determined values (only rejection values less 

than 100 % were used) for each membrane (the least square objective function) where there 

are n solutes: 

1

2
,exp,1

n
RR

S icalci
ni

i
y ,              Equation 4.17 

where  Rexp,i is the experimental and Rcalc,i is the calculated rejection of solute i. 

This model has its important limitations, namely, it does not take into consideration 

differences arising from membrane material. This means that membranes prepared from 

different polymers (or having different structure in terms of thickness of skin layer, presence 

of nodules or macrovoids) will be predicted to have the same rejection if the pore size is the 

same.  

Once the membrane pore size is calculated, the membrane porosity (Ac) can be determined 

applying the Hagen-Poiseuille equation: 

       Equation 4.18 
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where x is the thickness of the membrane top layer. In my calculations I assumed a 25 nm 

thick skin layer. 

4.2.2 Results and discussion 

4.2.2.1 Membrane characterisation 

FTIR 

FTIR  results  were  used  to  assess  the  effectiveness  of  chemical  crosslinking  of  the  studied  

polymers. Figure 4.2 shows that, compared with the non-crosslinked membranes, for all four 

studied polymers, the signal intensity of imide bands at 1780, 1718 and 1351 cm 1 were 

signi cantly attenuated upon crosslinking, indicating reduction in the imide bonds. 

Concomitantly, the amide bands at 1648 and 1534 cm 1 were observed to increase which 

further confirms successful crosslinking reactions. The chemistry of the polyimide 

crosslinking with amines is outlined in the literature.[135] 
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 C)       D) 

Figure 4.2 FTIR spectra of crosslinked membranes; A) P84, B) MAT, C) UT, D) HT. 

 

Filtration test 

The  effect  of  the  polyimide  structure  and  solvent/co-solvent  ratio  on  performance  of  the  PI  

OSN membranes was evaluated in cross-flow filtration tests. As shown in Figure 4.3, Figure 

4.4 and Figure 4.5, increasing the relative amount of 1,4-dioxane results in formation of 

tighter  membranes  for  P84 and  HT.  However,  this  trend  is  not  observed  for  MAT and UT.  

Membranes prepared from P84 and HT are characterised by higher rejection as compared to 

MAT and UT, which is valid for all three DMF/1,4-dioxane ratios studied. UT flux, for all 
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three  DMF/1,4-dioxane  ratios  were  found  to  be  surprisingly  low  as  was  the  MAT  flux  for  

DMF/1,4-dioxane ratios: 1/1 and 1/2. In the following sections, the reasons for the 

performance differences between the membranes studied will be analysed in detail. 
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Figure 4.3 Performance (rejection curves and permeate steady flux) of 22 wt. % P84 OSN 
membranes prepared from varying ratios of DMF/1,4-dioxane solvent mixture; in DMF at 30 

bar. 
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Figure 4.4 Performance (rejection curves and permeate steady flux) of 22 wt. % MAT OSN 
membranes prepared from varying ratios of DMF/1,4-dioxane solvent mixture; in DMF at 30 

bar. 
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Figure 4.5 Performance (rejection curves and permeate steady flux) of 22 wt. % UT OSN 
membranes prepared from varying ratios of DMF/1,4-dioxane solvent mixture; in DMF at 30 

bar. 
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Figure 4.6 Performance (rejection curves and permeate steady flux) of 22 wt. % HT OSN 
membranes prepared from varying ratios of DMF/1,4-dioxane solvent mixture; in DMF at 30 

bar. 

4.2.2.2 Membrane formation and mutual solubility parameters. 

Strikingly different performance observed for the four studied polymers urged us to look in 

more detail into the characteristics of polymer/solvent/non-solvent system with a special 

focus  on  the  analysis  of  mutual  solubility  parameters.  In  the  studied  ternary  systems,  three  

mutual solubility parameters are relevant: S/NS, P/S and  P/NS. The first one, S/NS 

influences solvent/non-solvent exchange rate during the immersion step. The presence of a 

solvent with low water affinity (higher value of S/NS) will slow down water diffusion into 

the polymer film (more precisely, lower affinity creates a smaller dc/dx).[48;67] Increasing 

P/S and S/NS will increase the diffusion ratio (solvent diffusion into non-solvent bath to 

non-solvent diffusion into polymer film) n: 

The diffusion rate (n = JS /JNS) of solvent to non-solvent is crucial for skin layer 

formation.[56;136] The formation of either open, porous top layer or dense skin layer 
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depends on n. Increasing n indicates that solvent to non-solvent diffusion rate increases and 

thus, tighter skin layer is formed. 

The second i,j describing the system, namely, P/S is a representation of the polymer-

solvent affinity. In a thermodynamically “good” solvent, polymer-solvent contact is highly 

favoured, and polymer chains are relatively extended. In a “poor” solvent the degree of 

polymer chain aggregation is higher (Figure 4.7), [126] and the polymer dope solution 

becomes less stable. Therefore, during immersion into a non-solvent bath, the solvent located 

between polymer aggregates can leave the film faster leading to n value increase, and denser 

top layer formation [48].   

   

 

Figure 4.7 Polymer chains in a good and a poor solvent. The solvent can leave the polymer 
film more rapidly in case B 

 

The third one, P/NS, is related with the size of miscibility gab. High P/NS implies that the 

size of the misibility region is significantly decreased as the affinity between the polymer and 

non-solvent is low. [61;90] Decreasing size of the miscibility gap has been shown to favour 

instantaneous liquid-liquid demixing and thus a formation of more open membranes.[24;43] 
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Solubility parameters for the polymers used in this study were calculated using the group 

contribution method which is based on the contribution of the functional groups to cohesion 

energy F and molar volume V. These components can be predicted from group contribution 

methods according to Van Krevelen.[137] The calculations on the example of MAT are 

shown in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Solubility parameter component group contributions[127;137] 

Structural group Group 
No. 

Fd,i  
[cal1/2cm3/2mol-1] 

Fp,i  
[cal1/2cm3/2mol-1] 

Eh,i 
[cal mol-1] 

Vg,i 
[cm3 mol-1] 

 
4 2796 216 0 290.8 

CH3  3 615 0 0 71.7 

H2
C  

1 132 0 0 15.9 

C

O

 
5 710 1880 2390 67 

N
 

2 20 782 2388 13.4 

C

 

2 -68 0 0 9.2 

 SUM 4205 2878 4778 468 

i

id
id V

F ,
,   = 18.3 MPa1/2          

i

ip

V
F

ip

2
,

,
 = 12.5 MPa1/2  
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i

ih
ih V

E ,
,  = 6.5 MPa1/2 

2
,

2
,

2
,

2
, ihipidit  = 23.1 MPa1/2 

In order to determine the solubility parameter of solvent mixtures used in this study, the 

following equation  was employed: [76] 

S,i,j = ,
)(

)(

1

1
ni

i ii

ni

i iii

VX

VX
                Equation 4.19 

where Xi, Vi and  i denote the mole fraction, molar volume and solubility parameter of a 

specific component i in the mixture, respectively. The result of the calculations is shown in 

Table 4.2. 

Mutual solubility parameters were calculated according to the equations: 

P/NS = | NS – P|,                Equation 4.20 

P/S = | P – S|,               Equation 4.21 

S/NS = | NS – S|,                 Equation 4.22 

 

The solubility parameters for DMF and 1,4-dioxane, and for water were found in the 

literature.[130]  

4.2.2.3 Introduction of the complex solubility parameter ( c). 

The implications coming from the analysis of the mutual solubility parameters for the 

membrane formation led us to the introduction of a complex solubility parameter ( c) 

combining all three mutual solubility parameters describing polymer/solvent/non-solvent 

system (Equation 4.23). It can be expected that an increase of P/NS and  S/NS and  a  

decrease of P/NS result in a formation of a tighter membrane (having higher solute 
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rejection). Therefore, increasing c can be expected to be linked with a tighter membrane 

formation as compared with lower c. 

,
/

//

NSP

NSSSP
c

              
Equation 4.23 

Table 4.2 gathers solubility parameters describing the studied polymer/solvent/non-solvent 

systems. 

Table 4.2 Calculated solubility parameters for NS = 47.9 MPa1/2[130] 

PI P 
[MPa1/2] 

S 
[MPa1/2] 

P/NS 
[MPa1/2] 

P/S 
[MPa1/2] 

S/NS 
[MPa1/2] 

C 
[MPa1/2] 

DMF/dioxane 
ratio 

DMF/dioxane 
ratio 

DMF/dioxane 
ratio 

3/1 1/1 1/2 3/1 1/1 1/2 3/1 1/1 1/2 3/1 1/1 1/2 
P84 27.0 23.8 22.7 22.0 20.9 3.21 4.27 5.00 24.1 25.2 25.9 3.70 5.14 6.20 

MAT 23.1 23.8 22.7 22.0 24.8 0.69 0.37 1.10 24.1 25.2 25.9 0.67 0.38 1.15 
UT 20.9 23.8 22.7 22.0 27.0 2.89 1.83 1.10 24.1 25.2 25.9 2.58 1.71 1.06 
HT 28.0 23.8 22.7 22.0 19.9 4.21 5.27 6.00 24.1 25.2 25.9 5.10 6.67 7.81 

 

Having the values of the solubility parameters calculated one is in a position to correlate the 

values  with  the  PI  OSN  membrane  performance.  To  begin  with,  the  effect  of  PI  can  be  

analysed. For all three DMF/1,4-dioxane ratios, namely 3/1, 1/1 and 1/2, the complex 

solubility parameters are significantly higher for P84 and HT as compared to MAT and UT 

based membranes. This is reflected in higher rejections for P84 and HT. Addition of 1,4-

dioxane  in  case  of  P84  and  HT  results  in  formation  of  tighter  membranes  with  higher  

rejections. This is again reflected in the increasing c. However, as observed in the filtration 

tests,  this  trend  is  not  valid  for  MAT  and  UT.  The  values  of  c for these two polymers 

indeed do not increase with higher 1,4-dioxane fraction.  

In the next step, the usefulness of the complex solubility parameter tool for the prediction of 

membrane performance was examined. I have calculated the c for  NMP/THF  (ratio  3/1)  

solvent system for the four studied polyimides. The results are gathered in Table 4.3.  
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Table 4.3 Calculated solubility parameters for NMP/THF (ratio 3/1) solvent composition for 
NS = 47.9 MPa1/2[130] 

PI P 
[MPa1/2] 

S 
[MPa1/2] 

P/NS 
[MPa1/2] 

P/S 
[MPa1/2] 

S/NS 
[MPa1/2] 

C 
[MPa1/2] 

P84 27.0 21.9 20.9 5.07 26.0 6.30 
MAT 23.1 21.9 24.8 1.17 26.0 1.23 
UT 20.9 21.9 27.0 1.03 26.0 0.99 
HT 28.0 21.9 19.9 6.07 26.0 7.92 

 

Based on the outcome of the calculations one can expect that the use of NMP/THF (ratio 3/1) 

solvent system in 22 wt. % PI OSN membrane fabrication (Table 4.3), as compared to the 

analogous DMF/1,4-dioxane (ratio 3/1) solvent system (Table 4.2), should result in 

noticeably better rejections for P84 and HT. On the other hand, for UT, improvement in 

rejection is not to be expected. For MAT there is a small increase in C for NMP/THF system 

which may not be enough to result in significantly higher rejections. In order to evaluate the 

robustness of this prediction, membranes were prepared and tested in filtration experiment. 

The results are shown in Figure 4.8.  
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Figure 4.8 Performance (rejection curves and permeate steady flux) of 22 wt. % PI 
membranes prepared from NMP/THF solvent mixture in a ratio 3/1; in DMF at 30 bar. 

 

A comparison between the filtration results for the membranes prepared from DMF/1,4-

dioxane and NMP/THF solvent systems were consistent with the predictions obtained from 

the calculated c values. 

4.2.2.4 Flux reduction and membrane porous structure characterisation. 

Until now, I have only considered rejection as a parameter reflecting membrane performance. 

The flux seems not to follow the intuitively expected trend where tighter membranes are 

having lower flux. MAT and UT based membranes have been shown to be characterised by 

significantly lower DMF fluxes as compared to P84 and HT membranes and this observation 

is  valid  regardless  the  DMF/1,4-  dioxane  ratio  with  the  exception  of  MAT  with  DMF/1,4-

dioxane ratio 3/1. The decreased flux for MAT and UT membranes could be attributed to 

lower porosity.   
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In Table 4.4 pore size and porosity (Ac) calulated based on the Equations 4.7-4.18, as well as 

experimentally obtained bulk porosity (Ae),  of  the  studied  22  wt.  %  PI  membranes  can  be  

found. 

Table 4.4 Calculated values of membrane average pore radius and porosity, and experimental 
bulk porosity for 22 wt. % PI membranes. 

Polymer 

rp [nm] 
Calculated 25 nm 
thick skin layer 

porosity (Ac) [%] 

Experimental bulk 
porosity (Ae) [%] 

DMF/1,4-dioxane 
ratio 

DMF/1,4-dioxane 
ratio 

DMF/1,4-dioxane 
ratio 

3/1 1/1 1/2 3/1 1/1 1/2 1/3* 
P84 0.33 0.28 0.26 17 10 2 68 

MAT 0.41 0.60 0.39 11 0.5 0.1 49 
UT 0.58 1.06 0.74 0.1 0.02 0.02 61 
HT 0.32 0.26 0.24 17 7 2 Not soluble 

 *1/3 ratio was chosen to eliminate macrovoids 

The calculated average pore sizes for MAT and UT based membranes are significantly higher 

as  compared  to  P84 and  HT based  membranes,  whereas  the  porosity  has  an  opposite  trend  

(Table 4.4). Nevertheless, one has to bear in mind the applied theoretical model’s limitations 

(see section 4.2.1.4), such as, for instance, lack of consideration of the membrane material, 

which is a crucial element in this study. For these reason, the calculated values gathered in 

Table 4.4 should be only considered as an approximation allowing for comparison between 

the studied membranes rather than the ultimate membrane characteristics. Nonetheless, based 

on the above presented calculations, it seems that the thermodynamic and kinetic 

characteristics of UT/DMF/1,4-dioxane/water and MAT/DMF/1,4-dioxane/water systems 

lead to formation of bigger pores, which can be indicated by the decreasing value of c, and 

simultaneously  lower  porosity  which  can  account  for  lower  UT and  MAT flux.  I  have  also  

conducted experimental bulk porosity (Ae) measurements. P84 was again found to have 

higher porosity as compared to UT and MAT membranes. However, it is known that it is the 

skin layer, rather than the whole membrane matrix, that controls the flux, and also, 
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connectivity of the pores, which cannot be tested easily, may play an important role. Another 

important factor is the actual thickness of the skin layer, which however, cannot be easily 

determined. Solvent flux is also known to be dependent on the solvent-membrane 

interactions. Here, important parameters influencing flux is solvent polarity, affinity to 

membrane material and its size.[138;139] Further considerations of low UT and MAT flux 

will  be  presented  in  the  following  sections.  An  attempt  to  correlate  flux  or  MWCO  of  the  

studied membranes with molecular weight of polymers is shown in  

Figure 4.9, Table 4.5. No correlation could be noticed.  

Table 4.5 Polyimides molecular weight and viscosity of 

viscosity of 22 wt. % polyimide dope solutions at 200C 

Polymer Mw Mn P 
Viscosity [cP] at 10 RPM 
DMF/1,4-dioxane ratio: 

3/1 1/1 1/2 
P84 72000 48000 1.50 2380 2876 4610 

MAT 107000 67000 1.60 4990 5450 6520 
UT 68000 49000 1.40 1700 2660 2560 
HT 57000 41000 1.39 1040 1218 9550 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Effect of molecular weight of polymer on MWCO and flux of membrane in DMF 
at 30 bar. 
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4.2.2.5 Chemical structure-performance relationship and PI OSN membrane transport 

conceptual model. 

So far, I have considered mutual solubility parameters of the studied polymer/solvent/non-

solvent systems and their impact on the average pore size. The complex solubility parameter 

can qualitatively predict membrane rejection properties- its higher value is very-well 

correlated with increasing rejection. And so, higher c could suggest the presence of smaller 

maximum pore size which excludes permeation of the bigger-size solutes. However, the 

reasons for the lack of the well-known inverse relationship between flux and rejection for 

some of the studied membranes, and different fluxes observed, are not easily explainable. I 

saw that MAT and UT membranes have lower porosity, which could explain low flux. 

Nevertheless, the underlying reasons for this decreased porosity remain unclear. In order to 

explain that behaviour, a membrane transport conceptual model is required. Nanofiltration 

membranes are located between dense reverse osmosis and porous ultrafiltration membranes. 

The calculated average pore radius for the studied PI OSN membranes is often less than 0.5 

nm. This implies that if we assume a porosity distribution, some share of pores will be 

impenetrable for the solutes. The smallest pores might be even seen as some inter-polymer 

chain spaces which are indeed not permeable for solutes but may still be permeable for 

solvent (Figure 4.10). During filtration solute molecules (in my study- styrene oligomers with 

radius ranging from 0.190 to 0.490 nm) and solvent molecules having significantly lower 

radius (for DMF 0.210 nm) are permeating through the membrane.  The bigger pores may 

allow permeation of both solutes and solvent. However, their availability for solvent 

molecules might be diminished when bigger solute molecules are permeating through. 

Nevertheless  the  smaller  pores  are  still  available  for  solvent  molecules.  If  the  number  of  

bigger pores is low and they are getting clogged up by the permeating solute molecules, a 

significant amount of solvent will be actually passing through the smaller pores (Figure 4.10). 
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As the smallest pores might be actually simply inter polymer chain spaces, the chemical 

structure of the polymer may have a significant impact on the membrane flux (as only the 

solvent molecules may be able to permeate through these small pores) whereas the maximum 

pore size and pore size distribution, which are shaped mainly by phase inversion, influence 

both rejection and flux.  

 

Figure 4.10 Presentation of membrane sites available for solvent/solute transport. 

 

In order to be in a position to verify this model, a closer insight into the four studied polymers 

chemical structures is crucial. The filtration experiments have shown that P84 and HT yield 

membranes with good rejection and relatively good fluxes as compared to UT and MAT 

which, on the contrary, yield membranes with worse rejection and lower flux. In the 

following section, I attempt to explain this behaviour within a frame of the proposed 

conceptual model and polymer chemical structure-membrane performance relationship.  

4.2.2.6 Polymer chemical structure-membrane performance relationship. 

In this section, I will focus on the implications for membrane performance arising from the 

different chemical structures of the four tested polymers. The analysis will cover the possible 
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consequences of the chemical structure characteristics such as chain mobility, rigidity, 

presence of bulky groups, orientation, and CTC. Table 4.6 gathers the basic characteristics of 

all studied polymers; their respective chemical structures are shown in Figure 4.1. 

Table 4.6 Polymer molecule characteristics. 

Molecule 
characteristics 

Polymer 

P84 MAT UT HT 

Co-polymer + Homopolymer Homopolymer + 

Presence of 
bridging groups 
and stiffness of 
the molecule 

Contains -CH2- 
in MDA 

diisocyanate 
group; BTDA is 
less rigid than 

PMDA 

No flexible 
linkages; BTDA 
is less rigid than 

PMDA 

Two flexible -O- 
ether linkages in 
dianhydride part; 

very flexible 
molecule due to the 

presence of two ether 
linkages in 

dianhydride part 

No flexible 
linkages; 
PMDA is 
more rigid 

than BTDA  

Presence of 
bulky groups - 

Bulky indan 
group in 

diisocyanate 
part 

- - 

Others  Evidence of 
CTC formation 

Ether groups are 
polar- possible 
formation of 

hydrogen bonds 

 

 

P84 and HT 

Aromatic polyimides characterised by the absence of flexible linkages, such as -CO-, -CH2-, -

S-, and -O- are regarded as rigid. Rigidity greatly affects Tg of polymers. More rigid PMDA-

MDA structure has higher Tg than less rigid BTDA-MDA (3900C and 2900C, respectively). 

Likewise, the diamine flexibility influences rigidity and consequently, Tg.  If  the  rigid  

dianhydride- PMDA is reacted with rigid diamine, for instance, p-phenlyenediamine (p-PDA) 

Tg soars up to 7020C.[140] The torsional motion around single bond linkage of 4,4’-

oxydianiline (ODA) and MDA weakens chain rigidity increasing d-space and free volume as 

compared to rigid m-PDA. It was found that, with the same dianhydride, different diamines 
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led to the increase of free volume and gas permeativity for more flexible ODA and MDA as 

compared to rigid m-PDA having no bridging groups.[141] The presence of the bridging 

group, -CH2-,  in  diisocyanate  (MDI)  as  well  as  higher  mobility  of  BTDA  as  compared  to  

PMDA, may account for higher flux in P84 as compared to HT P84. Similar rejection is 

expected since comparable c were obtained for those polymers. 

UT 

UT has been shown to give rise to membranes having low rejections and, surprisingly, very 

low fluxes (Figures 4-6). Polyetherimide gas separation membranes prepared from UT have 

been  shown  to  have  very  high  selectivity  to  He  relative  to  N2, however, very low 

permeability of the membrane has been indicated as a possible restriction of the use of this 

polymer in membrane separation processes for industrial applications.[142] Shi et al.[143]  

have shown that H2 permeation is lower for polyimide having two ether bonds in one 

segment (HQDPA-DMMDA) as compared to polyimide having only one ether bond (ODPA-

DMMDA). The softer molecular chains of HQDPA-DMMDA resulted in smaller d-spacing 

and fraction of free volume.[143] Matsumoto and Xu[144] have also found that polyimides 

containing an -O- group in the dianhydride part of polymer chain showed low permselectivity 

and low permeability for CO2/CH4. Moreover, polymers with longer diamine chains with 

increasing number of -O- bonds also showed a decreased permselectivity and permeability. 

Those structural effects on gas permeability and permselectivity were explained by charge 

transfer effects, interchain interactions and intrachain interactions.[144] Jacobson[145] has 

indicated through molecular modelling studies, that free volume in glassy polymers is of 

different types, and the diffusion mechanism in glassy membranes depends on the nature of 

free  volume  and  the  polymer  backbone  flexibility.  If  polymer  backbone  bond  rotations  are  

not  thermally  allowed,  as  in  the  case  of  poly(tert-butylacetylene)-cis  (PTBA),  helical  
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structures are formed which pack as if the helices were rigid rods. Hence, the interstitial 

space between adjacent helices constitutes polymer free volume, and gas transport occurs via 

continuous diffusion through the resulting channel-like free volume. If on the other hand, a 

polymer has a flexible backbone, as in case of 6FDA-4APF (product of condenstation of 4,4’-

hexafluoro-isopropylidene bis(phthalic anhydride) and 2,2’-bis(4 aminophenyl) 

hexafluoropropane)), irregular voids are created. Transport, closely coupled to polymer 

backbone motion, occurs only by hopping to an adjacent void, or by void diffusion. This 

transport mechanism might occur in UT as the molecule is very flexible. Walch et al.[146] 

have shown that introduction of diamines moieties with ether linkage resulted in water flux 

decline by a factor of 10 for PMDA-based hyperfiltration polyimide membranes. It seems 

that the above discussed implications of the chemical properties of UT may account for the 

low flux, assuming that solvent transport is possible through the dense polymer regions, as 

proposed in the PI OSN membrane transport conceptual model.  

MAT 

MAT is an example of a polyimide with a bulky indan group present in the rigid (no flexible 

bridging groups, connected aromatic and cyclic structures) polymer chain. Rigidity increases 

Tg whereas bulkiness decreases it. Tg of MAT (ranging from 305 to 333)[147;148] is similar 

to  Tg reported for P84 (ranging from 315 to 316)[148;149]. The presence of more bulky 

diamine moieties in polyimides with the same dianhydride leads to  an increased free volume 

and hence increased gas permeability as well as increased chain rigidity.[142;150;151] 

Higher gas permeability for MAT as compared to P84 was reported.[148;149] The chemical 

structure of MAT contains alternating electron donors and electron acceptors, which 

correspond to the phenylene group and aromatic imide group, respectively. It has been 

reported that when enough mobility is obtained, for instance, through heat treatment, the 

aromatic imide group and phenylene group in different polymer chains may approach each 
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other closely enough to allow p-electron interaction, which leads to the formation of CTC. 

Consequently, packing density of the polymer chains increases, leading to lower 

permeabilities in MAT-based gas separation membranes (Figure 4.11).[147;152] 

 

Figure 4.11 Possible inter- and intra-chain charge transfer complexes in MAT.[147] 

 

Those two factors- presence of the bulky group and CTC formation are expected to have 

opposing effects on flux. The first one is positive as the presence of bulky groups may 

prevent dense polymer packing, while the latter is negative. MAT-based PI OSN membranes 

have shown DMF flux comparable to P84 membranes when DMF/1,4-dioxane ratio was 3/1. 

However, increasing 1,4-dioxane ratio caused a higher flux decrease than compared with 

P84. This implies that the flux decrease for higher 1,4-dioxane concentrations may not be 

related to the chemical structure of the polymer, but rather the consequences of phase 

separation process- related phenomenon arising from increasing 1,4-dioxane fraction. Pore 

connectivity may be also an important factor. 

The above analysis shows additionally the complexity of the different aspects of a polymer 

chemical structure; for example, if chain flexibility is taken into consideration, opposite 
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consequences were observed for P84 and UT. As described above, P84 contains -CH2- 

bridging group in the diisocanate part (MDI), which is expected to loosen the chains packing 

and consequently, account for the increase in solvent flux (as compared to HT where no 

flexible linkages are present). However, UT, having two flexible ether groups in dianhydride 

part yields surprisingly very low flux. Low UT permeability has been also observed for gases 

and  water.  These  opposite  effects  of  the  presence  of  flexible  linkages  may  be  due  to  their  

relative share in a molecule and their chemical nature. Flexible linkages in the dianhydride 

part constitute a much bigger share of the whole molecule as compared to diisocyanate, 

especially in case of co-polyimides (-CH2- in P84 is present only in diisocyanate part and 

only in MDI). There might be some flexibility required to induce sufficient flux (as -CH2- 

present in P84), however, too flexible structure, as in case of UT, especially in a conjunction 

with the polarity of the bridging group (enabling inter-or intra-chain hydrogen bonds 

formation) may lead to very high chain packing resulting in lower solvent flux. Moreover, as 

described before, a different free volume and diffusion mechanism is expected for polymers 

having different flexibility.[145] 

I believe that the conceptual PI OSN membrane transport model and the implications arising 

from polymer structure provide a good basis for explaining the different membrane 

performance observed for the four studied polymers. This approach may in the future enable 

a further membrane performance improvement.  

 

4.2.2.7 Membrane morphology characterization 

To characterise matrix morphology, membrane cross-sections were examined under an SEM 

(Figure 4.12, Figure 4.13,Figure 4.14). 
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Figure 4.12 SEM of 22 wt%  PI membranes: A) P84, B) MAT, C) UT, D) HT; 

DMF/1,4-dioxane ratio: 3/1 

 

 

Figure 4.13 SEM of 22 wt%  PI membranes: A) P84, B) MAT, C) UT, D) HT; 

DMF/1,4-dioxane ratio: 1/1 
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Figure 4.14 SEM of 22 wt%  PI membranes: A) P84, B) MAT, C) UT, D) HT; 

DMF/1,4-dioxane ratio: 1/2 

 

The analysis of Figure 4.12, Figure 4.13, Figure 4.14 indicates that increasing 1,4-dioxane 

ratio depresses the macrovoid formation for the all four studied polyimides. This behaviour 

can be explained by the shift from instantaneous to delayed demixing, resulting from 

decreasing solvent/non-solvent affinity (increasing S/NS). Perhaps surprisingly, a comparison 

between the membrane matrix for different polyimides at all three studied DMF/1,4-dioxane 

ratio shows that the membranes prepared from P84 and HT are affected more by macrovoid 

formation. As stated earlier, the mutual solubility parameter P/NS is related to the size of the 

miscibility gap, and an increasing value implies that the size of the miscibility region 

decreases. MAT and UT have higher P/NS as compared to P84 and HT. Consequently, 

MAT and UT based membranes could be expected to be more affected by macrovoid 

formation. Nevertheless, one has to bear in mind that there are many factors affecting 
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macrovoid formation, and the debate around this topic is still ongoing. Macrovoids grow 

from the nuclei of the polymer-lean phase. They can grow as long as no new nuclei are 

formed in their surroundings, and no polymer solidification takes place as this would freeze 

the void walls. One factor influencing macrovoid formation is polymer dope solution 

viscosity. If higher viscosity is a macrovoid-suppressor, as suggested in some literature,[63] a 

macrovoid-free matrix for MAT could be explained (Table 4.5). However, UT would be 

expected to be more affected by macrovoids as compared to, for instance, P84, which has 

higher  viscosity  for  all  DMF:1,4-dioxane  ratios.  Yet  the  results  indicate  that  UT  based  

membranes are actually much less prone to macrovoid formation as compared to P84, 

suggesting that the viscosity explanation is unconvincing. Another possible phenomena 

taking place in the MAT and UT system is a quick solidification process. This means that 

once the binodal is crossed, the structure formed freezes quickly, there is not enough time for 

growth of macrovoids, and  a sponge-like matrix is formed.[83;153] 

4.3 Conclusions 

Membrane performance was proven to be influenced both by the characteristics of the 

nanoscale membrane morphology (expressed in the pore size and porosity) as well as by the 

molecular-level characteristics of the membrane polymer material. The choice of polymer 

and solvent system has been proven to strongly influence PI OSN membrane performance. 

The effect of polymer and solvent can be qualitatively predicted by the introduction of the 

complex solubility parameter. Higher value of this parameter is very well correlated with 

increasing rejection. Moreover, the importance of the implications of polymer chemical 

structure has been emphasised. Differences in flux of the PI OSN membranes studied can be 

explained from the perspective of the proposed PI OSN membrane transport conceptual 

model and differences in porosity. An attempt to correlate membrane rejection with polymer 
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molecular weight as well as solubility parameters with a tendency to grow macrovoids was 

taken. However, no clear correlation was found. 
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CHAPTER 5. 

 

5. Understanding  the  ultimate  role  of  a  co-solvent  in  PI  

OSN membrane formation. Is evaporation necessary? 

Abstract 

In the previous chapter I have focused on the investigation of the effect of the choice of 

polyimide and solvent system on PI OSN membrane performance. I learned that the impact 

of these parameters on rejection can be qualitatively predicted by the introduction of the 

complex solubility parameter. In this chapter, a closer examination is made of the importance 

of the evaporation step and at the ultimate role of co-solvent in PI OSN membrane formation. 

It is commonly believed that the partial evaporation of a volatile co-solvent prior to 

immersion into a non-solvent bath is necessary to form a high-rejecting skin layer of 

integrally skinned asymmetric polyimide nanofiltration membranes. However, I consider this 

claim disputable, as I have found that nanofiltration membranes can be successfully formed 

when no evaporation was allowed, as well as when no volatile co-solvent was present in the 

dope solution. Moreover, the evaporation step is to be avoided as its presence worsened the 

flux while having no effect on rejection. The presence of a co-solvent, regardless if it is 

volatile or not, was found to be crucial for tight skin layer formation, as it increases a solvent 

to non-solvent diffusion rate during the immersion step.  
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Calculations conducted in Matlab 7.10 in order to derive differential equations were 

performed by Dr. Fabian Spill from the Department of Physics, Imperial College London. 

5.1 Introduction 

A polymer dope solution used to cast PI OSN membranes is obtained by dissolving a PI in an 

organic solvent, commonly N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP) or 

N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMAc). In order to obtain integrally skinned asymmetric PI 

nanofiltration membranes, a co-solvent is added to the polymer dope solution. The co-solvent 

is often a volatile solvent such as acetone, 1,4-dioxane or tetrahydrofuran (THF). It has been 

widely claimed that allowing partial evaporation of the volatile co-solvent prior to immersion 

into the coagulation bath is necessary for the formation of a top layer with elevated PI 

concentration.[24;26;51;65]  

The  role  of  the  evaporation  step  in  the  OSN  membrane  formation  process  from  PI  by  wet  

phase inversion is not yet well understood. Therefore, it is instructive to first consider the role 

of evaporation in the well studied cellulose acetate (CA) systems. 

To elucidate the role of the evaporation step, studies of mass loss from evaporating CA films 

have been undertaken. Kunst and Sourirajan[86]  have shown a typical evaporation curve for 

a CA/acetone/water/magnesium perchlorate film, which is linear in the early stages of the 

process. This was thought to be because the solvent loss from the film surfaces is 

compensated by the diffusion from underneath. The shape of a desolvation curve from a 

binary system CA/acetone studied by Ataka and Sasaki[87] was characterised by a transition 

after 0.5- 2 minutes from a faster evaporation rate, linear region to a second region with 

significantly slower evaporation rate. The evaporation rate was strongly dependent on casting 

thickness and initial acetone weight. It was suggested that evaporation was governed by the 

rate at which acetone is supplied to the surface by diffusion from bulk of the evaporating 
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film. In parallel to experimental studies, modelling of the evaporation step was undertaken. A 

review of these theoretical studies is given in section 1.3.2.2.  

Many studies have focused on the investigation of the effect of the evaporation time on the 

CA membrane functional performance. Strathmann et al.[154]   have found that the salt 

rejection for CA/acetone/formamide membrane drops after longer (more than 1 min) 

evaporation time. No comment on flux was provided. Kunst and Sourirajan[155]  and Pilon et  

a1.[156] concluded that higher flux in the membrane is a strong function of the rate of solvent 

evaporation from the cast film. Fahey and Grethlein[157] located optimum conditions for 

their system at 27.5% CA, 31.7% formamide, 40.8% acetone and at a short air evaporation 

period of 1-2 sec. Chian and Fangll[158] obtained an optimum for the evaporation period of 

3.62 sec. The performance of CA membranes has been found to be insensitive to variations in 

air exposure ranging from 1 to 7 sec.[155;158] On the other hand, extension of air 

evaporation to 12 sec strongly reduced flux without substantial change for rejection.[158] 

McCutchan and Johnson[159] demonstrated that the water flux in their membranes dropped 

suddenly beyond 30 sec of air evaporation time with only a minor increase in  salt rejection.  

Sirkar et al.[160] have shown that replacing some fraction of acetone with dioxane improves 

water flux without compromising salt rejection. This was due to less evaporation. Manjikian 

et al.[88] introduced a solvent mixture, comprising acetone and formamide, which did not 

require evaporation to yield a defect-free desalinating membrane. Following this, it has been 

shown with many casting solutions, that the evaporation step can be eliminated and that 

doing so may even improve salt-rejection properties of CA membrane.[67-69]  

In view of the above studies, the advantage of an evaporation step seems arguable.  The 

following review of the work on wet phase inversion for membranes formed from polymers 

other than CA brings us to the same conclusions.  Even though it is widely claimed, that 

evaporation prior to immersion into the coagulation bath causes formation of a top layer with 
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elevated polymer concentration,[24;26;51;65] many studies suggest it is not so. It has been 

reported that increasing evaporation time does not influence rejection of PI membranes, but 

rather has a negative effect on flux.[43;66] Variation of the evaporation time from 0 to 30 s 

for polyetherimide (PEI) membrane (DMF/1,4-dioxane was used to prepare the dope 

solution) showed no influence on membrane rejection.[43] Similarly, See-Toh et al.[66] 

reported no change in rejection of polyimide (PI) membranes (DMF/1,4-dioxane mixtures 

were used to prepare the dope solution) with variation of evaporation time from 10 to 70 s. 

Studies have shown that asymmetric nanofiltration (NF) PI membranes can be obtained 

without the presence of volatile co-solvent. Hachisuka et al.[47] reported preparation of 

asymmetric PI membranes for gas separation having hyper-thin top layers, which have hardly 

any defects and are 40-60 nm in thickness. To prepare the polymer dope solution, diethylene 

glycol dimethyl ether (DGDE), which is not volatile, was used as a co-solvent and NMP as a 

solvent. Kim et al.[48] prepared integrally skinned PEI asymmetric NF membranes from a 

casting solution containing NMP as a solvent, DGDE as an additive, and water as a 

coagulant. High performance NF membranes having moderate pure water flux and high 

poly(ethylene glycol) 600 rejection were obtained.[48] The composition of the coagulation 

bath has also been shown to influence PI OSN membrane performance, which proves that 

definition of skin layer properties is not completely accomplished during the evaporation 

step.[26;76] 

This chapter attempts to answer whether it is the evaporation step or thermodynamic and 

kinetic characteristics of the polymer system that have a greater influence on the performance 

of PI OSN membranes. I have studied the evaporation step and the ultimate role of a co-

solvent via the following analysis comprising: 

- a study of the effect of humidity on the evaporation rate from PI films, 
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- a study of a rate of mass loss from the evaporating polymer films composed of a PI 

dissolved in a solvent/co-solvent mixture, 

- a study of the effect of evaporation and humidity on PI OSN membrane performance, 

- a study of the effect of choice of a co-solvent (volatile vs non-volatile), 

- a study of the effect of a choice of non-solvent on the PI OSN membrane 

performance, 

- a study of the ultimate role of co-solvent. 

5.2 Experimental 

5.2.1 Materials and methods 

5.2.1.1 Chemicals 

P84 polyimide was purchased from HP Polymer GmbH (Austria) and used without any pre-

treatment. DMF, 1,4-dioxane and THF were obtained from Rathburn Chemicals, UK. 

Isopropanol (IPA) and polyethylene glycol (PEG) (Mw – 400 g mol-1) were purchased from 

VWR international. DGDE, dimethyl phthalate and 1,6-hexanediamine (HDA) were obtained 

from Sigma-Aldrich, UK. Polystyrene markers for evaluating membrane rejection were 

purchased from Varian Ltd, UK.  

5.2.1.2 Membrane preparation 

The general membrane preparation procedure is described in detail in chapter 3. The notation 

and preparation conditions of membranes used in this study are shown in Table 5.2. P84 was 

dissolved at room temperature in a solvent mixture of varying composition to form polymer 

dope solutions. Membranes were cast on polypropylene (PP) non-woven backing material 

(membranes  for  thickness  tests  were  cast  on  a  glass  plate)  and  crosslinked  with  HDA  

(membranes for thickness measurement tests were non-crosslinked). All membranes but M1, 
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M2 and M3 (Table 5.2, cast using an in-house built continuous casting machine) were cast on 

a bench casting machine.   

5.2.1.3 Gravimetric test 

An analytical balance (Sartorius CP324S) (purged with nitrogen to obtain low humidity 

conditions of  <20 %) was used to measure mass loss over time from 150 µm thick dope 

films cast on a glass plate using a bench casting machine.  

5.2.1.4 Diffusion model for the evaporation step 

A simplified diffusion model has been used to study the concentration distribution of the 

polymer in a cast polymer film exposed to free evaporation. The general assumptions for the 

model are: 

(i) Fickian diffusion, 

(ii) only 1,4-dioxane evaporates, 

(iii) constant diffusion coefficient in the polymer film, 

(iv) constant polymer film volume, 

(v) in the air phase, the diffusion coefficient (Dg) is significantly greater than the diffusion   

coefficient in the film (Df), 

(vi) isothermal process and negligible evaporation energy . 

Following these assumptions, the governing diffusion equation, initial conditions, and 

boundary conditions can be written as follows: 

2

2

x
D

t                   
Equation 5.1 
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where , D, t, x, L represent the mass density, the diffusion coefficient, time, position, and 

membrane thickness, respectively. To obtain the numerical solution with Matlab, we have 

solved the system in a closed box of length 50L. Then, x-values from 0 to L represent the 

film, and from L to 50L are considered to be air. The diffusion coefficient in air was taken to 

be 1 m2 s. The precise value is not important for our studies, as we are only interested in the 

mass distribution within the film. 

The model parameters are listed in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Model parameters for 18 wt. % P84 film, DMF/1,4-dioxane ratio: 3/1. 

Parameter Value Unit 
1,4-dioxane 696.0e02  kg m-3 

*D1,4-dioxane 2.38e-13  m2 s-1 
Film area A 0.01  m 

Film thickness L 1.5 e-04 m 
Viscosity  5.4  Pa s 

*calculated based on Stokes-Einstein equation 

5.2.1.5 Membrane characterization 

Nanofiltration experiments 

Please  refer  to  chapter  3  for  detailed  description.  All  tests  were  done  in  PS  DMF  solution  

under 30 bar.  
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Pore size and porosity calculations 

Please refer to chapter 4 for a detailed description. 

Thickness decrease upon membrane formation 

22  wt.  %  P84  films  were  cast  on  a  glass  plate  without  backing  material.  Upon  membrane  

formation, induced by immersion into a water non-solvent bath, thickness measurements 

were conducted. The membranes for the thickness measurements were non-crosslinked. 

5.2.2 Results and discussion 

5.2.2.1 Gravimetric tests 

I wanted to determine rates of mass change of cast polymer films prepared from the 

commonly used DMF/1,4-dioxane solvent mixture due to expected 1,4-dioxane evaporation. 

Prior to these tests, evaporation rates of 22 wt. % P84 films prepared from DMF only as well 

as DMF/dimethyl phthalate and DMSO/DGDE solvent mixtures were measured to confirm 

that these solvents and solvent mixtures can be considered non-volatile (Figure 5.1). 
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 Figure 5.1Cumulative mass change of 22 wt. % P84 polymer film in normal laboratory 
humidity conditions (60 %) and low humidity conditions (20 %). 

 

The mass change measurements indicated that under normal laboratory humidity conditions 

water vapour absorption on the evaporating film may lead to mass increase. After introducing 

low humidity conditions (20 %), mass of the films remained unchanged for all three studied 

solvents (Figure 5.1 shows the example of DMSO/DGDE: 3/1, the other systems showed 

identical behaviour), confirming that they can be considered non-volatile. Low humidity 

conditions (20 %) were maintained for all subsequent evaporation rate measurements. Figure 

5.2 shows evaporation rate measurements, represented by plotting the values of mass loss 

over unit of time ((mt - mt+i)/(t+i - t), where m is the mass of the film and t is time), to show 

how the evaporation rate changes with time. The test was done for 18 wt. % P84 dissolved in 

DMF/1,4-dioxane: 1/3. 
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Figure 5.2 Evaporation rate of 18 wt. % PI film (DMF:1,4-dioxane mass ratio: 1/3), mt is 
mass at time t, mt+i is mass at time t+i. Cumulative mass loss shows total mass loss in time. 

 

The results indicate that there is no sharp decrease in evaporation rate during the time of the 

experiment (5 min), which may indicate that solidification of polymer and thus skin layer 

formation did not occur. On the other hand, the decreasing rate of mass loss indicates that the 

rate of evaporation is decreasing. This can be due to formation of a skin layer or insufficient 

diffusion within the polymer film to replace the evaporated 1,4-dioxane. To elucidate this 

problem, I have studied a longer period evaporation (Figure 5.3), as well as the effect of skin 

layer formation, induced by a short exposure of the evaporating film to water vapours, on 

evaporation rate (Figure 5.4). 
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Figure 5.3 Long-term evaporation rate of 18 wt. % PI film (DMF/1,4-dioxane mass ratio: 
1/3), mt is mass at time t, mt+i is mass at time t+i. Cumulative mass loss shows total mass loss 

in time. 

 

The long-term evaporation test showed that the evaporation rate decreases continuously with 

time. The plot of rate of mass loss shows clearly that the evaporation rate decreases with 

time. In the next test I will investigate if the presence of a skin layer may be responsible for 

the decreasing evaporation rate (Figure 5.4).  
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Figure 5.4 Long-term evaporation rate of 18 wt. % PI film (DMF/1,4-dioxane mass ratio: 
1/3), mt is mass at time t, mt+i is mass at time t+i. time. Short exposure to water vapours 

induced skin layer formation. 

 

Formation of the skin layer (upon short exposure of evaporating film to water vapour) did not 

impose a barrier for 1,4-dioxane evaporation (Figure 5.4). This shows that one cannot rule 

out skin layer formation during the evaporation period based on the absence of a sharp 

decrease in evaporation rate. Consequently, the decreasing evaporation rate may be caused by 

insufficient diffusion rate of 1,4-dioxane within the polymer film and/or skin layer formation. 

The observed increase of the evaporation rate upon the skin layer formation (Figure 5.4) can 

be explained by additional heat energy coming from condensation of the water vapours. To 

put the findings from the evaporation study under a quantitative analysis, I have calculated 

evaporation mass transfer coefficient (kg) and diffusion mass transfer coefficient (ks) for 1,4-

dioxane in the PI dope solution. kg was obtained experimentally from evaporation rate 
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measurements, whereas ks was  calculated  based  on  the  Stokes-Einstein  equation.  The  kg/ks 

ratio was found to be 1.4x102, which suggest that the 1,4-dioxane diffusion from the bulk of 

evaporating film is not fast enough to replace solvent evaporated at the interface. Hence, a 

skin layer with an elevated polymer concentration will be formed during evaporation. The 

outcome of the solution of the simplified diffusion model confirmed that the evaporating 1,4-

dioxane and the low diffusion coefficient  within the evaporating PI film lead to 1,4-dioxane 

depletion from the very top film layer (Figure 5.5), and consequently, polymer concentration 

increase. As evaporation time increases, the thickness of that layer increases (Figure 5.5).  

 

Figure 5.5 The effect of the evaporation time and distance from the film/air interface on the 
1,4-dioxane mass density. The plot was generated in Matlab 7.10. 

 

Nevertheless, robustness of the model should be improved, as the 1,4-dioxane loss predicted 

was smaller than the actual mass loss obtained experimentally (Figure 5.6). 
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Figure 5.6 Measured vs theoretical cumulative loss of 1,4-dioxane mass loss from 
evaporating PI film. 

After a short time, the 1,4-dioxane concentration will drop steeply close to the boundary. In 

reality, this means that the film boundary will move such that the film gets thinner. The 

model does not take this into account. Instead, the location of the boundary of the film is 

fixed. Hence, in the model,  there will  be a small  layer of very low concentration within the 

film  close  to  the  boundary,  which  will  diminish  diffusion.  This  implies  that  once  this  thin  

layer is formed in the model, the flux out of the polymer film will be smaller than measured.  

In order to improve the accuracy of the model, moving boundary conditions should be 

imposed. Furthermore, the concentration dependence of the 1,4-dioxane diffusion coefficient 

as well as temperature dependence and the energy of evaporation should be taken into 

account in a future work. 

5.2.2.2 Nanofiltration tests.  

The results from the nanofiltration tests are divided into sections reporting the analysis of the 

impact of the following membrane formation parameters on the membrane performance: 
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evaporation time, humidity, choice of a co-solvent, and choice of non-solvent. The membrane 

notation and preparation conditions are shown in Table 5.2.  

 

Table 5.2 Membrane preparation conditions 

Membrane 
notation 

Polymer concentration 
in dope solution [wt.%] 

Solvent/co-
solvent 

(mass ratio) 

Evaporation 
time  
[s] 

Casting 
machine 

 
Coagulation 

medium 
 

M1 18 DMF/1,4-dioxane 
(1/3) 0 Continuous Water 

M2 18 DMF/1,4-dioxane 
(1/3) 10 Continuous Water 

M3 18 DMF/1,4-dioxane 
(1/3) 40 Continuous Water 

M4 22 DMF/1,4-dioxane 
(2/1) 15* Bench Water 

M5 22 DMF/1,4-dioxane 
(2/1) 15** Bench Water 

M6 22 DMSO/DGDE 
(2/1) 10 Bench Water 

M7 22 DMSO/DGDE 
(3/1) 10 Bench Water 

M8 22 DMSO 10 Bench Water 

M9 22 
DMF/dimethyl 

Phthalate 
(3/1) 

10 Bench Water 

M10 22 DMF/1,4-dioxane 
(3/1) 10 Bench Water 

M11 22 DMF 10 Bench Water 

M12 22 DMF/1,4-dioxane 
(2/1) 10 Bench Water 

M13 22 DMF/1,4-dioxane 
(2/1) 10 Bench MeOH 

M14 22 DMF/1,4-dioxane 
(2/1) 10 Bench DMF/H2O: 1/1 

* Standard humidity conditions, ** high humidity conditions. 

 

5.2.2.2.1 Influence of the evaporation time 

In this study, membranes M1-M3 were prepared using a continuous casting machine (Figure 

5.7). Evaporation time was varied via the height of water in the coagulation bath. For M1 the 

evaporation time was less than 0.1 s, so it was assigned 0 s.  
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1- Reel with non-woven material (membrane support), 2- Alignment reels, 3- Casting knife, 
4- Casting table, 5- Non-woven material for membrane support, 6- Reel with cast membrane, 
7- Motor, 8-.Non-solvent bath (water) 

Figure 5.7 Schematic drawing of the continuous casting machine. 

The effect of the evaporation time on rejection and DMF flux at 30 bar is shown in Figure 

5.8. Variation of the evaporation time between membranes M1 (0 s), M2 (10 s), and M3 (40 

s) resulted in unaltered rejection but a significant difference in flux.  It should be emphasised 

that clearly, evaporation time is not only unnecessary, but is unfavourable in PI OSN 

membrane fabrication.  
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Figure 5.8 Filtration performance of the PI OSN membranes with respect to evaporation time 
in DMF at 30 bar; A) rejection, B) DMF flux. 

 

Reproducibility of the curves for the example of M1 is presented in Figure 5.9. Analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) was used to determine a P value for the three MWCO groups (group 1: 0 

s evaporation time, group 2: 10 s evaporation time and group 3: 40 s evaporation time). For 

each group, three independently prepared membranes were tested. The calculated P value is > 

0.05. The null hypothesis (that the MWCOs of the three groups are not significantly different) 

is therefore accepted. Rejection performance expressed as MWCO value of the tested 

membranes is not affected by varying evaporation time. The observed flux decrease with 

increasing evaporation time will be addressed in section 5.2.2.3 
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Figure 5.9. Rejection and steady permeate flux of the PI OSN membranes - reproducibility of 
M1 in DMF at 30 bar. 

 

The calculated average pore size and porosity of 25 nm thick skin layer for membranes with 

varying evaporation time are given in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3 Calculated values of membrane pore radius and porosity. 

Membrane 
notation 

Evaporation 
time [s] rp [nm] Porosity (Ak) [%] 

M1 0 0.28 12.5 
M2 10 0.26 9.7 
M3 40 0.26 4.6 

 

The calculated average pore size for membranes with varying evaporation time is very 

similar, which is reflected in similar rejections. Porosity however, has been found to be 
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strongly dependent on evaporation time. Increasing evaporation time results in decreased 

porosity. 

5.2.2.2.2 Influence of humidity 

After finding that the evaporation time does not affect rejection and worsens the flux, the 

significance of humidity was investigated. A set of membranes cast under two different 

humidity conditions were compared. Membrane M4 was cast under standard laboratory 

humidity conditions (41 %), while membrane M5 was cast under high humidity conditions 

(>90 %). The results are shown in Figure 5.10. Increasing humidity seems to promote in this 

polymer/solvent/non-solvent system formation of more open membranes with significantly 

lower rejection and enhanced permeate flux. Hence humidity factor has to be considered to 

ensure reproducibility. 
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Figure 5.10 Rejection and steady permeate flux of the PI OSN membranes with respect to 
humidity in acetone at 30 bar. 
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5.2.2.2.3 Influence of a co-solvent 

The aim of this study was to investigate whether the presence of a volatile co-solvent in the 

dope solution is necessary to obtain asymmetric integrally skinned PI OSN membranes. Two 

sets of experiments were performed. In the first one, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was chosen 

as a solvent whereas DGDE was selected as a non-volatile co-solvent (vapour pressure 0.33 

kPa at 20o C). In the second case, DMF was chosen as a solvent and dimethyl phthalate 

(vapour pressur 0.13 kPa at 100o C) acted as a non-volatile co-solvent. Table 5.2 reports 

membrane preparation conditions.   

 

Figure 5.11 shows that the use of DGDE as a non-volatile co-solvent allowed for the PI OSN 

membranes to be obtained (M6 and M7). When only DMSO is used as a solvent (M8), the 

resulting membrane has a very poor rejection. A similar effect was observed in the case of the 

DMF/dimethyl phthalate system (Figure 5.12). The presence of non-volatile dimethyl 

phthalate enabled formation of nanofiltration membrane (M9). When only DMF was used 

with no co-solvent, rejection performance was very poor (M11). Additionally, a reference 

membrane with volatile 1,4-dioxane was prepared (M10). There is no significant difference 

in terms of rejection between M9 and M10. Clearly, the co-solvent does not have to be 

volatile, and evaporation of a volatile co-solvent is not necessary to obtain NF membranes. 
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Figure 5.11. Rejection and steady permeate flux of PI OSN membranes with respect to 
DGDE presence in DMF at 30 bar. 
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Figure 5.12. Rejection and steady permeate flux of PI OSN membranes with respect to dope 
solution solvent composition in DMF at 30 bar. 
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5.2.2.2.4 Influence of a coagulation bath 

The study of the effect of a choice of coagulation medium has shown that this parameter is 

important. Membrane M13 coagulated in MeOH has lower rejection and higher flux as 

compared to membrane M12 cast in water. Similarly, M14 cast in a mixture of DMF/H2O has 

lower rejection and higher flux as compared to M12 cast in H2O (Figure 5.13 and Figure 

5.14).  
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Figure 5.13 Rejection and steady permeate flux of PI OSN membranes with respect to choice 
of non-solvent in DMF at 30 bar. 
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Figure 5.14. Rejection and steady permeate flux of PI OSN membranes with respect to 
coagulation medium in DMF at 30 bar. 

 

5.2.2.3 Role of co-solvent in PI OSN membrane formation. 

Let us now summarise the findings from the conducted experiments:  

- the presence of a volatile co-solvent was proven not to be necessary to obtain 

nanofiltration membranes,  

- a co-solvent, regardless if volatile or non-volatile, has to be present in polymer dope 

solution to ensure rejection within nanofiltration range, 

- when a volatile co-solvent is used, longer evaporation time has negligible influence 

on rejection (average pore size), but causes significant flux decrease and porosity, 

- diffusion in PI solution is not fast enough to compensate evaporated 1,4-dioxane with 

dioxane diffusing from the bulk of the evaporating film, 

- PI concentration at the surface of the evaporating film increases, 
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- membrane performance can be affected by coagulation bath parameters. 

The above conclusions cannot clearly explain what is the actual role of a co-solvent and if 

the volatility is advantageous in any sense. Further investigation is required. To begin 

with, I will consider some physical and chemical properties of the studied solvents (DMF, 

NMP, DMSO) and co-solvents ((volatile: 1,4-dioxane, THF, acetone; non-volatile:  

DGDE, dimethyl phthalate), Table 5.4. 

Table 5.4 Physical properties of solvents used for polymer solution preparation. 

 
Solvents Co-solvents 

DMF NMP DMSO 1,4-
dioxane THF Acetone DGDE Dimethyl 

phthalate 
Vapour 
pressure 
[hPa] at 

200C 

 
3.60 

 

 
0.39 

 

 
0.55 

 

 
36 
 

 
217.3 

 

 
245.3 

 
3.3 1.3 

at 100o C 

Partition 
coefficient 

log Po/w 

 
-1.01 

 

 
-0.46 

 

 
-2.03 

 

 
-0.27 

 

 
0.46 

 

 
-0.24 

 
0.39 1.47 

P/S  
[MPa ½] 2.2 4.1 0.4 6.5 7.6 7.0 9.3 5.1 

S/NS 
[MPa ½] 23.1 25.0 21.3 27.4 28.4 27.9 30.2 26.0 

P/S - polymer/solvent solubility parameter, polymer: P84 
S/NS – solvent/non-solvent solubility parameter, non-solvent: water 

 

In chapter 4, I have presented a detailed study showing the correlation between mutual 

solubility parameters and the performance of PI OSN membranes. Let us take this approach 

at this point as well. The solvent and non-solvent solubility parameters used to calculate 

mutual solubility parameters, i.e. P/S and S/NS were found in the literature. The polymer 

solubility parameter was calculated applying the group contribution method based on the 

contribution of the functional groups to cohesion energy F and molar volume V. These 

components can be predicted from group contribution methods according to Van 

Krevelen.[137] The calculations for P84 are shown in Table 5.5 and Table 5.6. 
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Table 5.5 Solubility parameter component group contributions[127;137] for  BTDA-TDI part 
of P84 co-polyimide 

O

N

O

O

N

O

O

n

BTDA-TDA 80 %  

Structural group Group 
No. 

Fd,i  
[cal1/2cm3/2mol-1] 

Fp,i  
[cal1/2cm3/2mol-1] 

Eh,i 
[cal mol-1] 

Vg,i 
[cm3 mol-1] 

 
3 2097 162 0 218.1 

CH3  1 205 0 0 23.9 

C

O

 
5 710 1880 2390 67 

N
 

2 20 782 2388 13.4 

 SUM 3032 2824 4778 322.4 

i

id
id V

F ,
,   = 19.2 MPa1/2          

i

ip
iP V

F 2
,

,  = 17.9 MPa1/2  

i

ih
ih V

E ,
,  = 7.8 MPa1/2 

 

2
,

2
,

2
,

2
, ihipidit  = 27.4 MPa1/2 

Table 5.6. Solubility parameter component group contributions[127;137] for  BTDA-MDI 
part of P84 co-polyimide 
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O

N

O

O

N

O

O BTDA-MDA 20 %

H2
C n

 

Structural group Group 
No. 

Fd,i  
[cal1/2cm3/2mol-1] 
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From the data gathered in Table 5.4 one can see that all the co-solvents have a common 

characteristic, which is lower water affinity ( S/NS and log Po/w are higher than for the 
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solvents) and likewise, lower polymer affinity ( P/S has higher value than solvents) 

compared  to  the  solvents.   We  know  already,  that  in  a  thermodynamically  “good”  solvent,  

polymer-solvent contacts are highly favoured, and the polymer chains are relatively extended. 

In a “poor” solvent, polymer  chains tend to aggregate[126], and polymer dope solution 

becomes less stable. This means that during immersion into a non-solvent bath, solvent 

molecules located between polymer chains can diffuse out more readily.[48] Moreover, the 

presence of a co-solvent with low water affinity (higher value of S/NS, and logPo/w, Table 

5.4) slows down water in-diffusion into the polymer film.[56;136] 

 

Figure 5.15 Immersion precipitation process, S-solvent, NS-non-solvent.[56]  

 

The diffusion rate (n = JS /JN S) of solvent to non-solvent is crucial for skin layer formation 

(Figure 5.15).[56;136] The formation of either open, porous top layer or dense skin layer 

depends on n. Increasing n indicates that solvent to non-solvent diffusion rate increases and 

thus, tighter skin layer is formed. This leads to an obvious conclusion that membranes 

showing higher rejection (and thus higher n) should have lower final thickness. Table 5.7 

shows  the  final  thicknesses  of  22  wt.  %  P84  membranes  prepared  from  different  solvent  

mixtures. The initial thickness set on the casting knife was the same for all the samples. 
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Table 5.7 Cast P84 film thickness decrease upon membrane formation and calculated n 
values. 

Membrane 
notation 

Solvent/co-solvent 
(mass ratio) 

Final 
thickness 

[µm] 
n 

MA DMF/1,4-dioxane 
(3/1) 110.5 5.1 

MB DMF/1,4-dioxane 
(1/1) 97.1 6.4 

MC DMF/1,4-dioxane 
(1/3) 83.0 8.8 

MD 
DMF/dimethyl 

phthalate 
(3/1) 

95.2 7.5 

ME DMF 114.7 4.1 

MF DMSO/DGDE 
(2/1) 107.4 9.8 

MG DMSO 115.9 7.6 

 

The thickness measurements confirm what was to be expected, i.e. membranes prepared from 

dope solutions containing a co-solvent experience higher thickness decrease upon formation 

(MA, MB, MC and MD compared to ME, and MF compared to MG). Higher co-solvent 

fraction  in  dope  solution  corresponds  to  lower  final  thickness  and  higher  rejection  (see  

chapter 4). To further support the theory about the importance of the relative flow of a 

solvent to a non-solvent, I have conducted simple calculations based on the following 

equations: 

i
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Equation 5.4
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where J is diffusive flux, Di,j is  diffusion  coefficient  of  i in j, x is thickness, c is bulk 

concentration, kB is Boltzmann’s constant,  is viscosity, r is radius, S is solvent, NS is non-

solvent. 

The outcome of the calculations can be found in Table 5.7. The results clearly confirm that 

the presence of a co-solvent, regardless if volatile or not, increases n value  and  therefore,  

induces formation of denser skin layer. Nevertheless, it remains unclear why extended 

evaporation time reduces flux, while leaving rejection unaltered. Let us now consider the 

following. Given that the diffusion from the bulk of the film is negligible, during the 

evaporation step the surface of the PI evaporating film looses co-solvent. Consequently, PI 

concentration increases in the top layer (Figure 5.16).   

 

Figure 5.16. Evaporation process, A) co-solvent evaporation from the polymer film, B) 
surface layer with elevated polymer concentration and vacancies due to co-solvent loss. 

 

The longer the evaporation, the thicker is the top layer affected by evaporation. Assuming a 

negligible  effect  of  diffusion,  based  on  the  evaporation  results  for  18  wt.  %  P84  film  

(DMF/1,4-dioxane: 1/3), the PI concentration in the top layer may reach 47 % (after 

evaporation of all 1,4-dioxane from around 8 µm thick top layer that would take place after 
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40s of evaporation) . While the PI dope solution having 30 % concentration can be formed 

(tested  experimentally),  concentration  almost  as  high  as  50  %  may  be  enough  to  cross  the  

vitrification boundary. This means that for some PI/solvent/co-solvent compositions, during 

the evaporation step, solidification of the skin layer may take place via vitrification (rather 

than via liquid-liquid demixing during immersion step), Figure 5.17. The increasing 

evaporation time will then lead to the formation of thicker skin layer and thus, lower flux 

with no impact on rejection. This effect of the increasing skin layer (lower flux and no effect 

on rejection) is in line with the hydrodynamic NF model and Hagen-Poiseuille equation used 

in this work to calculate membrane pore size and porosity (section 4.2.1.4). 

Why however, the membrane prepared from dope solution containing a volatile co-solvent 

with no evaporation time has a similar rejection and higher flux as compared to the 

membranes where evaporation was allowed (Figure 5.8)? As I showed before, a co-solvent 

increases the diffusion rate n of a solvent to a non-solvent. Analogously to evaporation, 

during the immersion into a non-solvent bath, fast solvent depletion from the film top layer, 

and consequently, an increase in the surface polymer concentration may prevent the skin 

layer from undergoing a liquid-liquid demixing. The skin layer is likely to be formed via 

vitrification as in the case of membranes with elongated evaporation time [52;67;127;136], 

Figure 5.17. Consequently, as the membrane skin formation mechanism is the same, rejection 

is not sensitive to the evaporation time. Only its thickness is. The membranes, where the 

evaporation time was shortened to a minimum, due to the fast moving non-solvent front 

during the immersion step, develop thinner skin layers. For the film layers located deeper, it 

takes time to achieve solidification composition and there is enough time to undergo a liquid-

liquid demixing. This is because the composition is richer in solvent and also, the non-solvent 

has to diffuse through the already formed skin layer A polymer-poor phase giving rise to 

pores of the membrane will form (Figure 5.17)[67;127;136].  
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Figure 5.17 Diffusion paths for skin layer and sublayer on the phase diagram. 

 

As the distance to the surface increases, the separation of polymer-rich and polymer-poor 

phases becomes clearer and the size of the pores increases. In view of this study, it seems that 

evaporation step in PI OSN membrane formation is actually disadvantageous and should be 

shortened to a minimum, as it does not produce tighter, but only thicker skin layer. To further 

investigate this topic, accurate membrane characterisation techniques allowing precise 

analysis of the thickness and porosity of the skin layer are necessary.  

5.3 Conclusions 

The performance of PI OSN membranes have been shown to be strongly dependent on the 

evaporation time. Elongated evaporation time resulted in lower flux and unaltered rejection. 

However, high-rejecting PI OSN membranes could be also prepared from dope solutions 

containing no volatile co-solvents, proving that evaporation is not a necessary condition to 

obtain NF membranes. The insensitivity of PI OSN membrane rejection to the evaporation 
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time can be explained through the formation of the skin layer via vitrification, rather than 

liquid-liquid demixing, in case of both, membranes prepared with and without the 

evaporation step. Lower flux for membranes with elongated evaporation time is presumably 

due to higher thickness of the skin layer. 
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CHAPTER 6. 

 

6. Sensitivity of PI OSN membranes to small 

perturbations in polymer characteristics 

Abstract 

In chapter 4, I have shown that gross changes in chemical structure between the four studied 

commercially available PIs have a big effect on membrane performance. In this chapter I 

have  focused  on  the  investigation  of  the  sensitivity  of  PI  OSN  membranes  to  small  

perturbations in polymer characteristics, such as molecular weight (Mw) and alternated 

diisocyanate part of the PI chain, and co-polymerisation method (block vs random). PI co-

polymers were synthesised in polycondensation reactions. During a co-polymerisation 

reaction 3,3’4,4’-benzophenone tetracarboxylic dianhydride (BTDA) was reacted with 

various diisocyanates: 2-methyl-m-phenylene diisocyanate (TDI) and 4,4’-methylenebis 

(phenyl diisocyanate) (MDI) or 3,3’-dimetoxy-4,4’-biphenyl diisocyanate (DBPD) in order to 

synthesize the required polyimide. The polyimide powders were characterized using NMR, 

GPC  and  DSC  to  determine  the  diisocyanate  ratio,  molecular  weight  and  glass  transition  

temperature (Tg). PI OSN membranes were prepared via the immersion precipitation process 

from dope solutions containing PI/DMF/1,4-dioxane. The effect of the molecular weight, as 

well  as  the  chemical  structure  of  the  PI  on  the  performance  (flux  and  rejection)  of  the  

resulting membranes were evaluated in cross-flow filtration tests. It has been shown that the 

performance of PI OSN membranes is not influenced by the molecular weight of the 
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polyimide. However, there is a minimum molecular weight required to cast defect free 

membranes with good mechanical strength for OSN applications. Likewise, too high PI 

molecular weight results in too viscous dope solution which hinders membrane casting. 

Structural changes in the polyimide and the method of preparation of polyimide (block vs 

random) were found to affect both flux and rejection of the membranes. The implications 

arising from PI molecular structures as well as conclusions from solubility parameter 

calculations were brought together to explain PI OSN membrane performance differences 

within a frame work of the conceptual PI OSN membrane transport model introduced in 

chapter 4. 

A part of the experimental work, i.e. polyimide synthesis, conducted for this chapter was 

done with a significant assistance from Dr. Sairam Malladi from the Department of Chemical 

Engineering and Chemical Technology, Imperial College London. Some polymer batches 

were synthesised entirely by Dr. Sairam Malladi. 

6.1 Introduction 

Organic solvent nanofiltration has a wide range of potential applications for  molecular 

separations in non-aqueous solutions.[3] Special characteristics of PIs, such as stability in a 

wide range of solvents, good film-forming properties, and crosslinkability in the solid state, 

make this group of polymers a suitable material for OSN membrane fabrication. Most of the 

PI OSN membrane formation parameters, such as solvent/co-solvent ratio, the evaporation 

time,  additives or coagulation medium have been studied in detail.[4;25;51;66;75;100]  

However,  to  my  knowledge,  there  is  no  available  study  investigating  the  impact  of  the  

molecular weight of the PIs on the performance of PI OSN membranes. This is because only 

a few commercial PIs are available, each with a single molecular weight distribution, have so 

far been used to prepare membranes. The effect of the polymer molecular weight on gas 
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transport properties has also not been investigated in detail; only a few studies are available, 

and the conclusions vary between them. Some researchers claim that after attaining some 

critical polymer molecular weight, the permeation coefficient becomes constant.[161;162] 

However, other studies report different findings.[163] It is reported in the literature that the 

gas selectivities of asymmetric PI membranes increased with decreasing molecular 

weight.[164] Mikawa et al.[165]  have shown that the CO2 permeation  stability  of  

asymmetric PI membranes strongly depends on the molecular weight of 6FDA–6FAP (2,2 -

bis(3,4-dicarboxyphenyl)hexafluoropropane dianhydride - 2,2 -bis(4-

aminophenyl)hexafluoropropane). High molecular weight prevents motion of the side groups. 

As a result,  plasticization of the polymer segments was not observed.[165] For membranes 

prepared from poly(methyl methacrylate),  higher molecular weight resulted in higher O2/N2 

selectivity, higher permeability and less sensitivity to CO2 plasticization.[166]  

The  effect  of  the  polymer  molecular  weight  on  liquid  separations  has  been  studied  as  well.  

Membranes prepared from high molecular weight chitosan have been reported to have lower 

water permeability as well as higher tensile strength.[167] A study on acrylonitrile-maleic 

anhydride copolymer membranes has shown that the water flux decreases gradually with 

increasing polymer molecular weight. However, the rejection increased only when there was 

a very high increase in the molecular weight of the copolymer.[168] The mechanical strength 

of acrylonitrile-maleic anhydride copolymer membranes increases significantly only when 

the molecular weight reaches a certain value.[169] TFC membranes prepared from high 

molecular weight sulfonated poly(2,6-dimethyl-1,4-phenylene oxide) (SPPO) exhibited better 

salts rejection and lower water flux. Low molecular weight SPPO is more brittle, causing 

defect formation in the coated layer.[170] Polypropylene membranes prepared via thermal 

induced phase separation from higher molecular weight polymer have shown smaller 

interconnected structures whereas larger cellular pore structures were formed in the case of 
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the lower molecular weight polymer.[171] Loske et al.[172] have studied the relationship 

between the cellulose acetate (CA) molecular weight and membrane morphology. Lower 

molecular weight polymer yields membranes with denser structures and less interconnected 

pores, as compared to higher molecular weight.[172]  

In summary, it seems that the effect of polymer weight cannot be generalised and has to be 

studied for a given membrane and membrane separation. 

P84 is one of the most widely used commercial PI to prepare PI OSN membranes. P84 from 

HP Polymer is a co-polyimide of 3,3’4,4’-benzophenone tetracarboxylic dianhydride 

(BTDA) and 20 mol % 4,4’-methylenebis (phenyl diisocyanate) (MDI), and 80 mol % 2-

methyl-m-phenylene diisocyanate (TDI).[33;34] There are two isomers of TDI: 2,4-TDI and 

2,6-TDI. P84 contains 64 mol % 2,4-TDI and 16 mol % 2,6-TDI.[34] Figure 6.1 shows the 

molecular structures of the monomers and the P84 polyimide. 
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Figure 6.1 Chemical structures of A) BTDA, B) MDI, C) 2,6-TDI, D) 2,4-TDI, E) P84. 

 

Polyimides can be synthesised by the following routes: 

- the reaction of a diamine and a dianhydride in a polar solvent to form a polyamic 

acid, that on subsequent heating loses water and forms a polyimide,[173;174]  

- the reaction of a diester of a tetracarboxylic acid and an aromatic diisocyanate to 

provide a polyamic acid ester that forms a polyamide after heating with the loss of 

alcohol,[175]  

- the reaction of dianhydrides and/or tetracarboxylic acids with diisocyanates in a 

polar solvent.[174;176;177] 
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The last method was utilized in this study to synthesise BTDA-MDI/BTDA-TDI co-

polyimide. Meyers et al.[178] investigated diisocyanate-dianhydride reactions in polar 

solvents. The mechanism postulates the reaction mechanism which is shown in Figure 6.2  
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Figure 6.2 Condensation reaction of dianhydride with diisocyanate.[178] 

PIs are known to possess very good separation properties for gaseous and liquid mixtures. 

Structure-property relationship of PIs have been extensively researched for gas separation 

and pervaporation membranes.[122] It has been reported that the major factors contributing 

to gas permeability and permselectivity are bulkiness, inter-segmental spacing, torsional 

mobility, hydrogen-bonding and polarity.[123;124] A large effect on the PI properties is the 

charge transfer complex (CTC) which can be formed between benzene rings (either in the 

dianhydride or diamine) and imide rings if the rings are able to approach each other closely 

enough to allow transfer of p-electrons. [125] Nevertheless, the effect of the chemical 

structure of polyimide on PI OSN membrane performance has not yet been addressed in any 

detail.  
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6.2 Experimental 

6.2.1 Materials and methods 

6.2.1.1 Chemicals  

P84 PI powder was purchased from HP Polymer GmbH (Austria) and used without any pre-

treatment. Benzophenone-3,3 ,4,4 -tetracarboxylic dianhydride (BTDA) and methyl isobutyl 

ketone (MIBK) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, UK. Toluene-2,4-diisocyanate (80 % 

technical grade), (TDI), 4,4 -methylenebis(phenyl isocyanate), (MDI), 3,3’-dimethoxy-4,4’-

biphenyl diisocyanate (DBPD), and isophorone diisoyanate (IPDI) were obtained from 

Sigma-Aldrich,  UK  and  were  used  without  further  purification.  HPLC  grade  DMF  was  

obtained from Rathburn Chemicals. Tetrahydrofuran (THF), isopropanol, 1,4-dioxane and 

polyethylene glycol (Mw – 400) were purchased from VWR international. 1,6-

Hexanediamine (HDA) purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, UK was used to crosslink the PI 

membranes. For the synthesis of PI, dry NMP and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) purchased 

from Sigma-Aldrich were stored over 4 Å molecular sieves. Polystyrene markers for MWCO 

evaluation were purchased from Varian Ltd, UK. 

6.2.1.2 Purification of dianhydride   

Benzophenone-3,3 ,4,4 -tetracarboxylic dianhydride was purified from a mixture of 

MIBK/DMF. 50 g of BTDA was weighed into a 1 L round bottomed flask containing 500 mL 

of MIBK connected to reflux condenser. The mixture was kept in a silicone oil bath and 

heated to 1200C under stirring. After attaining the required temperature, 90 mL of DMF was 

added to the mixture when the BTDA completely dissolved. The mixture was removed from 

the oil bath and allowed to cool slowly. Fine crystals of BTDA deposited on the walls of the 

flask were recovered by filtration, washed with dichloromethane, and dried at 1200C under 

vacuum. 
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6.2.1.3 General procedure for the synthesis of polyimide  

Polyimide was synthesized according to previously reported procedures.[179-181] 20.1 g 

(0.0624 mol.) of dianhydride and 75 g of NMP were weighed into a 250-ml three-necked 

round-bottomed flask equipped with a thermometer, nitrogen gas inlet and outlet and a 

magnetic stirrer. The mixture was cooled to 00C and 8.7 g (0.0500 mol) of TDI dissolved in 

15 g NMP was added over a period of 15 min. The solution was stirred at 00C for 0.5 h, at 

room temperature for 0.5 h, and then temperature was slowly raised to 90°C over a period of 

4 h and finally stirred at that temperature for 12 h. The temperature of the reaction mixture 

was further raised to 120°C and stirred for 24 h. The reaction mixture was cooled to 25 0C 

and 3.1 g (0.0124 mol) MDI dissolved in 22.5 g of NMP was added over a period of 15 min. 

After 2 h, the temperature of the reaction mixture was raised to 35 0C  and  stirred  at  that  

temperature for 24 h. The polymer was precipitated by pouring into 1.5 L of acetone. The 

precipitated polymer was recovered by filtration, and again washed with 1.5 L of acetone. 

The polymer was placed in 1.5 L of acetone and heated at 500C for 4 h. Finally, the polymer 

was recovered by filtration, washed with fresh acetone and dried at 1950C under vacuum. The 

differences in the synthesis between the batches are summarized in  

Table 6.1. During the synthesis of L12 & L15, 11.1 g (0.05 mol) of isophorone diisocyanate 

and 3.1 g (0.0124 mol) of MDI were used. For synthesis of L17 and L18, 4.25 g (0.014 mol) 

of DBPD (Figure 6.3) was employed in addition to 8.7 g (0.05 mol) of TDI. L19 was 

synthesised with 1/1 ratio of BTDA and TDI in NMP.  
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Table 6.1 Summary of the conditions of PI synthesis. 

 

 

 

Batch No. Solvent TDI 
(wt.%) 

MDI 
(wt.%) 

IPDI 
(wt.%) 

DBPD 
(wt.%) 

 
Synthesis 

Temp. 
(0C) 

BTDA 
Solubility of 

polymer 
in DMF 

L1 DMSO 20 80 - - 100 
35 

Not 
purified Insoluble 

L2 DMSO 80 20 - - 100 
35 

Not 
purified Soluble 

L3 DMSO 80 20 - - 130 
90 

Not 
purified Soluble 

L5  DMSO 80 20 - - 130 
120 

Not 
purified Soluble 

L7 NMP 80 20 - - 130 
50 Purified Soluble 

L9 NMP 80 20 - - 100 
35 Purified Soluble 

L10  NMP 80 20 - - 120 
45 Purified Soluble 

L11& 

L20,L21 NMP 80 20 - - 84 Purified Soluble 

L12  NMP 
 

  -  
 

20 80 - 120 
35 Purified Insoluble 

L13  NMP 
 
- 
 

- - 80 - Purified Polymer 
precipitated 

L15  NMP 
 
-   
 

20 80 - 100 
35 Purified Polymer not 

formed 

L17 &18 NMP 80 
 
- 
 

- 20 
120 

 
40 

Purified Soluble 

L19 NMP 100 - - - 130 Purified Soluble 

Commercial 
P84  - 80 20 - - - Purified Soluble 
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Figure 6.3 Chemical structures of A) IPDI, B) DBPD. 

 

6.2.1.4 Membrane preparation 

The membrane preparation procedure is described in detail in chapter 3. All crosslinked 

membranes were cast on polypropylene non-woven backing material, whereas non-

crosslinked  membranes were prepared on polyester (Hollytex, USA) non-woven backing 

material. The membrane preparation conditions are summarised in Table 6.2. 
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Table 6.2 Preparation conditions of studied PI OSN membranes. 

PI 
batch name 

Membrane 
Notation 

Polymer 
conc. (wt.%) 

DMF/1,4-dioxane 
weight ratio  

in PI dope solution 
Crosslinking 

L3 M3 22 2/1 + 
L5 M5 22 2/1 + 
L7 M7 18* 2/1 + 
L9 M9 22 2/1 +/- 
L10 M10 22 2/1 +/- 
L11 M11 22 2/1 + 
L17 M17 22 2/1 + 
L18 M18 22 2/1 +/- 
L19 M19A 22 2/1 + 
L19 M19B 22 3/1 + 
L19 M19C 22 1/1 + 
L20 M20 22 2/1 + 
L21 M21 22 2/1 + 
P84 M22A 22 2/1 +/- 
P84 M22B 22 3/1 + 
P84 M22C 22 1/1 + 
P84 M22D 18* 2/1 + 

* For L7, 22 wt. % dope solution could not be used as the viscosity was too high. For this 

reason, PI concentration was lowered to 18 wt. % for L7 and the reference P84 membrane. 

+/- denotes that both crosslinked and non-crosslinked membranes were tested. 

6.2.1.5 Polyimide characterization 

Molecular weight determination using GPC 

Weight average molecular weight (Mw), number average molecular weight (Mn) and 

polydispersity (P) of the synthesised PIs were determined by WatersTM
 GPC equipped with 

Waters Styragel® HT4 Column. Mobile phase used was 0.03 M LiBr in NMP.  

Viscosity  

Viscosities of dope solutions prepared from different PI batches were investigated using a 

Cannon Instrument Company (Model 2020) viscometer at 20 C at varying S16 spindle 

rotational speeds. 
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Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

DSC thermograms were recorded using TA Instruments, module DSC Q200. Powder samples 

were heated up to 4000C at a ramp of 100C min-1. 

Diisocyanate ratio using 1H NMR 

1H NMR spectra were recorded on Brüker 250, 400 or 500MHz Fourier transform 

spectrometers using an internal deuterium lock. Monomer ratios in commercial and 

synthesised PIs were determined using the signal integration values of anhydride  appearing 

around 7.4 - 8.4 ppm, –CH3 of TDI appearing at around  - 2.2, 2.1 ppm and –CH2- of MDI 

appearing at around - 4.1 ppm.[182-185]  In the case of PI containing TDI and DBPD, –

OCH3 appeared around -3.89 ppm (6H, -OCH3). 

6.2.1.6 Membrane characterization 

FTIR 

In order to confirm formation of PIs during the condensation reactions and monitor the 

crosslinking, a Perkin-Elmer Spectrum One FT-IR spectrometer with a MIRacleTM 

attenuated total reflection (ATR—Pike Technologies) attachment was used. Typical PI bands 

at 1775 cm 1 (CO), 1722 cm 1 (CO) and 1377 cm 1 (CNC) and amide bands at 1650 cm 1 

(CO) and 1540 cm 1 (CN) were detected. 

Nanofiltration experiments 

Please refer to chapter 3 for detailed description. For crosslinked membranes, PS in DMF 

solution  was  used,  whereas  for  non-crosslinked,  PS  in  toluene  solution  was  used.  All  tests  

were conducted under 30 bar.  
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Average pore size and porosity calculations 

Please refer to chapter 4 for detailed description. 

Solubility parameter calculations 

Solubility parameters for the polymers used in this study were calculated as described in 

chapter 4. 

6.2.2 Results 

6.2.2.1 Polyimide powder characterization 

The conditions of the polymer synthesis and the characteristics of the synthesised PI powders 

are given in Table 6.1 and Table 6.3, respectively. Different batches of PIs were synthesised 

in order to evaluate the effect of the polymer molecular weight, parameters of the synthesis 

and the effect of the choice of diisocyanates on the molecular weight of the PI and the 

performance of the resulting PI OSN membranes. Batches L1-L5 were synthesised in DMSO 

and without purifying the dianhydride. L1 was synthesised with 80% of MDI and 20 % TDI 

according to procedures reported in the literature.[181] The resulting polymer is insoluble in 

solvents such as NMP, DMF and DMSO. For this reason, membrane preparation was not 

possible from the polymer prepared in batch L1. Low molecular weight PI was obtained in 

L2 & L3, synthesised with 80 % of TDI and 20 % of MDI using example 4 of the US patent 

3,708,458. Those PIs are soluble in solvents such as NMP, DMF and DMF. Low molecular 

weight  of  the  PI  resulted  in  formation  of  crack  lines  on  membranes  M2  and  M3  prepared  

from L2 and L3, respectively.. The high frequency of cracks on M2 made it impossible to cut 

a coupon for a filtration test. During the synthesis of L5, the mixture containing TDI/DMSO 

was cooled to +150C before addition of dianhydride. Cooling of the reaction mixture to 00C is 

not possible as DMSO freezes below 180C. However, the cooling step did not show any 
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effect  on  the  molecular  weight  of  the  PI  obtained.  Use  of  impure  dianhydride  may  be  

responsible for low molecular weight PI in batches L1-L5. Defects were also observed in 

membrane M5 prepared from L5. Membrane coupons for filtration experiments were cut 

from defect free regions for filtration experiments. Batches L7-L18 were synthesised with 

recrystalised dianhydride and NMP as solvent. NMP is favoured since it is possible to cool 

the anhydride/NMP mixture to 00C before adding the isocyanate. During the synthesis of L7, 

the reaction mixture was finally heated at 1300C after adding TDI and at 500C after the 

addition of MDI. L7 and L9 produced high molecular weight PI. Slightly lower temperatures 

were used for the synthesis of L9 than for L7. The random co-polymers (BTDA-TDI/MDI, 

batches L11, L20 and L21) were synthesised according to the procedure mentioned in 

example 7 of the reference patent,[181] without the use of dry carbon dioxide. L12 and L15 

synthesised with 80 % of IPDI (Figure 6.3) and 20 % MDI were insoluble. Polymer 

precipitated from the reaction mixture when L13 was synthesised with 80% of 3,3’-

dimethoxy-4,4’-biphenyl diisocyanate. Soluble PI was obtained from L17 and L18 with 80 % 

of TDI and 20 % of DBPD (Figure 6.3).  

Table 6.3 Characteristics of the synthesised PI powders and viscosity of PI dope solutions 

 

 

* DBPD /TDI ratio 

PI 
batch 
name 

 
MDI/TDI 
mol ratio 

 

Mw 
[g mol-1] 

Mn 
[g mol-1] P Tg 

[0C] 

 
 

[cP] 
 

L2 1/21.60 31,335 27,696 1.13 329 170 
L3 1/10.16 30,191 27,169 1.11 331 110 
L5 1/16.41 32,834 28,329 1.13 330 245 
L7 1/9.44 78,719 46,252 1.70 334 9890 
L9 1/6.37 64,936 43,218 1.50 332 13340 
L10 1/8.33 41,808 33,740 1.24 329 1370 
L11 1/4.10 49,558 35,540 1.39 336 3850 

L17* 1/4.15* 36,285 30,273 1.20 342 300 
L18* 1/4.11* 35,080 29,843 1.18 343 288 
L19 1/0.00 35,479 45,348 1.28 342 698 
L20 1/5.00 48,590 35,797 1.36 334 686 
L21 1/4.96 39,788 32,354 1.23 334 690 
P84 1/6.10 72,130 47,976 1.50 331 3400 
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In  Figure  6.4,  an  example  of  the  NMR  spectrum  used  to  calculate  MDI/TDI  ratio  of  the  

synthesised PI for L7, L19 and commercial P84 is shown.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.4 NMR spectrum of polymer batches: L19, L7 and P84. 
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6.2.2.2 Membrane characterization 

FTIR 

FTIR analysis of the non-crosslinked and crosslinked membranes was conducted in order to 

demonstrate the formation of the imide and the amide bonds characteristic of the non-

crosslinked and crosslinked PI membranes, respectively. Figure 6.5 shows characteristic 

peaks of the imides which indicate a successful PI synthesis. In Figure 6.6, formation of the 

amide bonds after membrane crosslinking with HDA is shown. 

 

Table 6.4 FTIR characteristic peaks for polyimide and polyamide. 

___________________________________________________________ 
Peak position                                                                          Assignment 

[cm-1] 
___________________________________________________________ 

 
1722       C=O (imide) 
1775       C=O (imide) 

 1377       C-N-C (imide) 
1540       C-N  (amide) 
1650       C=O (amide) 

_____________________________________________ 
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Figure 6.5 FTIR of the non-crosslinked PI OSN membranes- positions of the imide peaks. 

 

Figure 6.6 FTIR spectrum showing formation of amide bonds (1540 and 1650 cm-1) after 
membrane crosslinking (M10) with HDA. 
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Nanofiltration experiments 

In  order  to  determine  the  effect  of  molecular  weight  of  PI  on  membrane  performance,  

membranes prepared from PIs having different molecular weights were tested in the cross-

flow filtration. First, reproducibility of membranes was evaluated (Figure 6.7, on the example 

of M7). Three membrane coupons, each having the area of 0.0014 m2,  were  cut  from  the  

same membrane (M7) sheet of the dimensions of 20 cm2 x 30 cm2. The OSN performance of 

M7 shows good reproducibility in terms of MWCO and flux.  
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Figure 6.7 Results of reproducibility of M7 membranes for OSN applications in DMF at 30 
bar; A) rejection, B) DMF flux. 

 

The impact of the molecular weight of the polymer on the filtration performance of the 

resulting membranes is shown in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9. 
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Figure 6.8 Effect of polyimide molecular weight on PI OSN membrane rejection and steady 
permeate flux; 22 wt. % PI membranes were tested in DMF at 30 bar. 
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Figure 6.9 Effect of polyimide molecular weight on membrane rejection and steady permeate 
flux; 18 wt. % PI OSN membranes were tested in DMF at 30 bar.  
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Based on data presented in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9, selectivity and the permeate flux of the 

membranes did not vary significantly with molecular weight of polymer used in membrane 

formation, especially when the reproducibility of the membranes is taken into account. These 

findings are also presented in Figure 6.10 which shows no clear correlation between 

molecular  weight  of  the  polymer,  MWCO  and  flux  for  the  22  wt.  %  membranes.  The  

membranes cast from the dope solutions with PIs from batches L2, L3 and L5 were affected 

by crack formation. This indicates that there is a minimum Mw of PI required to prepare 

defect free membranes suitable for OSN applications. With too low Mw, there might be not 

enough entanglement between the polymer chains, which affects mechanical strength of the 

membrane and causes crack formation, and not enough adhesion to the backing material. The 

PI  obtained  from  batch  L7  has  high  Mw. Increasing molecular weight causes a decrease in 

entropy of the system which affects solubility. Moreover, viscosity increases significantly. 

For these reasons the polymer concentration for M7 had to be decreased to enable membrane 

casting.  Therefore,  18  wt.  % polymer  solution  (instead  of  22  wt.  % which  was  used  for  all  

other membranes) was used for the preparation of M7. The resulting membrane was 

compared with the reference membrane M22D prepared with 18 wt. % of commercial P84. 

The MWCO curves (Figure 6.9) indicated that the OSN performance of M7 is similar to that 

of M22D. Tg measurements have shown no significant differences between polymer batches 

with the same chemical structure but varying Mw (L2-L10, P84). Since it is the chemical 

structure rather than Mw which accounts for Tg (when a certain critical Mw is achieved), lack 

of Tg differentiation between batches L2-L10, P84 is not surprising.  

Figure 6.10 and Table 6.5 show the relationship between the membrane performance (in 

terms of the MWCO and flux) and Mw of the PIs used to prepare the membranes.  The data 

points in Figure 6.10 correspond to PI/membrane pairs: L3/M3, L5/M5, L9/M9, L10/M10 

and P84/M22A. All membranes were prepared from 22 wt. % PI solutions from block co-
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polymers of the same chemical structure. The results in Figure 6.10 and Table 6.5 indicate 

that the MWCO of the membranes prepared from various batches falls in the range of 250-

300 g mol-1 irrespective of the differences in Mw between the different batches of the 

polyimides.   
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Figure 6.10 MWCO and flux of the PI OSN membranes as a function of Mw. 

 

Table 6.5 MWCO and flux of the PI OSN membranes in a function of Mw. 

Membrane 
notation 

Mw 
[g mol-1] 

MWCO 
[g mol-1] 

Flux 
[Lm-2h-1] 

M3 40,836 280 75 
M5  31,485 300 82 
M9 64,936 300 120 
M10 41,808 290 98 

M22A 72,130 290 86 
 

We  have  also  studied  the  effect  of  the  co-polymer  configuration  on  PI  OSN  membranes  

performance. Batch L11 (random co-polymer) is compared with P84 (commercial block co-

polymer). The performance of the resulting membranes is presented in  
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Figure 6.11 A. M11 prepared from the random PI (L11) has significantly higher MWCO and 

flux as compared to M22A prepared from the block PI (P84). Additionally, batches L20 and 

L21 were synthesised (following the same synthesis procedure as for L11) to check 

reproducibility of the performance of the random PIs, Figure 6.11 B. M11, M20 and M21 

prepared from batches L11, L20 and L21, respectively, were found to show very similar 

rejection and comparable flux (flux variation is a common problem when working with lab-

prepared membranes). Consequently, co-polymerisation mode (random vs block) has been 

proven to be an important parameter influencing PI OSN membrane performance.  
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Figure 6.11 Performance of block vs random PIs; A) comparison between the performance of 
M11 (random) and M22A (block), B) reproducibility of random PIs; in DMF at 30 bar. 

 

In the next step, I have introduced changes in chemical structures of the studied PIs. In batch 

L17,  MDI  was  replaced  with  DBPD.  The  performance  of  the  resulting  M17  is  shown  in  

Figure 6.12. In order to test the reproducibility of the PI synthesis, batch L18 was 

subsequently synthesized.  Membranes M17 and M18 prepared from batches L17 and L18, 

respectively, were found to perform very similarly in the filtration test (Figure 6.12). A 

comparison between M17/M18 and M22A has shown that the substitution of MDI with 

DBPD results in a formation of the membrane with lower DMF flux and higher MWCO.  

B 
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Figure 6.12 Performance of BTDA-DBPD based membranes; A) comparison of OSN 
performance of M17 with M22A, B) performance of M18; in DMF at 30 bar. 
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The consequences of the structure-related differences between M17/M18 and M22A, arising 

from replacing MDI with DBPD, are not obvious. On the one hand, since DBPD is a bigger 

and bulkier molecule as compared to MDI, looser chain packing, lower rejection and higher 

flux  could  be  expected.  On the  contrary,  the  lone-pair  electrons  on  the  oxygen of  methoxy 

group and the resulting strong electron donating properties may enhance the intermolecular 

interactions inducing denser packing and ultimately higher rejection and lower flux.[186] 

Nevertheless, based on the observed flux decrease, enhanced inter-chain attractions for 

DBPD seem to have a greater effect than bigger size of DBPD. The flux decrease observed 

for DBPD was accompanied by a slightly lower rejection. I have shown in chapter 4 

(membrane transport conceptual model) that, while the flux is likely to be affected by the 

chemical structure of polymer, whereas membrane rejection performance is more likely to be 

dependent  on  maximum pore  size  and  pore  size  distribution.  Calculations  of  the  pore  sizes  

and porosities of M17/M18 and M22A are shown in Table 6.6. Description of the model used 

in calculations is presented in section 4.2.1.4. As shown in Table 6.6, membranes M17/M18 

are characterised by bigger average pore size (being responsible for higher MWCO) and 

lower porosity (being responsible for lower flux) as compared to M22A. The possible reasons 

for pore size differences between M17/M18 and M22A will be addressed below. 

Table 6.6 Calculated values of membrane average pore radius and porosity. 

Membrane 
notation rp [nm] 

Calculated porosity 
(Ak) for 25 nm thick 

skin layer [%] 
M17-01 0.38 5.4 
M18-01 0.39 2.9 

M19A-01 0.34 5.5 
M22A 0.34 10.4 
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In order to further investigate the relationship between chemical structure of P84 and PI OSN 

membrane performance, batch L19 was synthesised. During the simplified synthesis reaction, 

homopolymer BTDA-TDA was obtained and subsequently characterised, and used to form PI 

OSN membranes. A comparison between a co-polymer, i.e. P84 and a homopolymer, i.e. L19 

with the respect to membrane performance is shown in Figure 6.13. 
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 Figure 6.13 Comparison of OSN performance of M19A and M22A in DMF at 30 bar; 
DMF/1,4-dioxane ratio: 2/1. 

 

The results have shown that rejection performance of M19 prepared from the homopolymer 

is comparable to M22A prepared from P84 co-polymer. However, there is a flux reduction 

observed. This behaviour might be due to the same average pore size and simultaneously 

lower porosity for M19A as compared to M22A (Table 6.6). I will address this problem 

further on subsequent pages. In the next step, two additional DMF/1,4-dioxane ratios were 
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used to prepare membranes and check whether the behaviour of L19 remains similar to P84 

for any DMF/1,4-dioxane ratio (Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15). 
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Figure 6.14 Comparison of OSN performance of M19B and M22B in DMF at 30 bar; 
DMF/1,4-dioxane ratio: 3/1. 
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Figure 6.15 Comparison of OSN performance of M19C and M22C in DMF at 30 bar; 
DMF/1,4-dioxane ratio: 1/1. 

 

A comparison between M19A/M19B/M19C prepared from TDI-containing homopolymer 

and M22A/M22B/M22C prepared from TDI and MDI-containing co-polymer has shown that 

the presence of 20 mol % of MDI in the PI has no apparent influence on the rejection 

properties. However, in all three studied cases, lower flux for the homopolymer was 

observed. The reason for this phenomenon is following. The BTDA-TDI chain is rigid as no 

single-bond bridging atoms are present, which, along with no bulky groups present, enables 

dense chain packing. The torsional motion around -CH2- in BTDA-MDI which accounts for 

20 mol % of P84, weakens chain stiffness and increases inter-chain space.[124] An increase 

of  Tg for L19 as compared to P84 (3420C and 3310C, respectively) arises from the lower 

mobility and higher rigidity of L19 (Table 6.3). The looser polymer packing induced by the 

presence of MDI results in higher flux of M22A/M22B/M22C as compared to 
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M19A/M19B/M19C.   Nevertheless, since the flux reduction can be compensated by a higher 

surface area and the rejection is the most important membrane characteristic, with the view of 

the advantage of the simplified synthesis procedure, the homopolymer containing TDI only 

could potentially successfully replace the co-polyimide containing TDI and MDI groups.  

 

In order to gain more understanding of the effect of PI chemistry on the PI OSN membrane 

performance, solubility parameters characterising the studied polyimide/solvent/non-solvent 

systems have been calculated. Table 6.7 explains the polymer solubility parameter ( P) 

calculations on the example of BTDA-DBPD. 

 

Table 6.7 Solubility parameter component group contributions for BTDA-DBPD.[127;137] 

Structural 
group 

Group 
No. 

Fd,i  
[cal1/2cm3/2mol-1] 

Fp,i  
[cal1/2cm3/2mol-1] 

Eh,i 
[cal mol-1] 

Vg,i 
[cm3 mol-1] 

N
 

2 20 782 2388 13.4 

CH3  2 410 0 0 47.8 

 
4 2796 216 0 290.8 

C

O

 
5 710 1880 2390 67 

O  2 98 392 1434 20 

 SUM 4034 3270 6212 439 
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d = 18.74 MPa1/2          

p = 15.19 MPa1/2  

h = 7.67 MPa1/2  

t = 25.3 MPa1/2 

Table 6.8 gathers values of the calculated solubility parameters describing different systems 

studied. 

Table 6.8 Calculated solubility parameters for NS = 47.9 MPa1/2. [130] 

PI P 
[MPa1/2] 

S 
[MPa1/2] 

P/NS 
[MPa1/2] 

P/S 
[MPa1/2] S/NS 

[MPa1/2] 

C 
[MPa1/2] 

DMF/dioxane 
ratio 

DMF/dioxane 
ratio 

DMF/dioxane 
ratio 

3/1 2/1 1/1 3/1 2/1 1/1 3/1 2/1 1/1 3/1 1/1 1/2 
P84 27.0 23.8 23.4 22.7 20.9 3.2 3.6 4.3 24.1 24.5 25.2 3.7 4.2 5.2 

L17/18 26.5 23.8 23.4 22.7 21.4 2.7 3.1 3.8 24.1 24.5 25.2 3.0 3.5 4.5 
L19 27.3 23.8 23.4 22.7 20.5 3.5 3.9 4.6 24.1 24.5 25.2 4.2 4.7 5.7 

 

The analysis of the solubility parameters characterising the studied polymer/solvent/non-

solvent systems sheds some light on the reasons for the observed membrane rejection 

differences. To begin with, the effect of polymer structure will be investigated. In the study, 

three different polymers were used to fabricate PI OSN membranes, i.e. commercial P84 (co-

polymer BTDA-TDI/MDI), L17 (and L18) being a co-polyimide BTDA-TDI/DBPD and L19 

being a homopolymer BTDA-TDI. The rejection performance for the membranes prepared 

from the same DMF/1,4-dioxane ratio (2/1) has shown some variation dependent on the PI. 

M22A (prepared from P84) and M19A (prepared from L19) gave comparable rejections 

whereas M17 and M18 (prepared from L17 and L18, respectively) were shown to have 

slightly lower rejection. The values of c calculated for these membranes show relatively 

small differences as compared to, for example, differences between P84, Ultem 1000, 

Matrimid 5218 and HT P84 described in chapter 4. This is due to the relatively small 
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differences in chemical structures introduced through variation of diisocyanates. All three 

here investigated polymers have BTDA and TDI structures constituting the biggest share of 

the molecule, meaning that the differences arising from chemical structures are not that great. 

Nevertheless, although the differences in c are not big, the lower rejection of M17/M18 is 

reflected in the lower c as compared to M19A and M22A. Moreover, as the DMF/1,4-

dioxane ratio was decreasing, rejection of membranes prepared from L19 was increasing, 

which is again very well correlated with the increasing c. Polymer-solvent solubility 

parameters ( P/S) were also calculated for BTDI-MDI (batch L1), BTDA-IPDI/MDI (batch 

L12) and BTDA-DBPD (batch 13) which were found to be insoluble in DMF. The respective 

P/S are 0.75, 0.47 and 0.50 MPa 1/2. The small P/S values should indicate good solubility of 

L1, L12 and L13 in DMF (higher P/S values for P84, L17/M18 and L19 were obtained and 

the polymers were still soluble, Table 6.8). Although solubility parameters can be useful in 

solubility predictions, they can be misleading, since a compound molecular weight, being one 

of the factors influencing solubility, does not impact their values (only repetitive unit is used 

in solubility parameter calculations).  Polymers can greatly vary in molecular weight; hence, 

we conclude that one of the reasons for L1, L12 and L13 insolubility could be high molecular 

weight. The respective molecular weights of L1, L12 and 13 could not however, be 

determined due to insolubility in solvents used in GPC. Disparities with respect to PI 

solubility, which can be encountered in literature (Avadhani and Chujo[187] reported that 

BTDI-TDI is insoluble which was not a case in our study for batch L19), might also arise as a 

consequence of differences in molecular weights of the synthesised polymers.  

The observations from the study with the crosslinked membranes are also valid for the non-

crosslinked membranes. As show in  
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Figure 6.16 A, there are insignificant differences in the filtration performance for the 

membrane with the same chemical structure and different Mw of  polymer  (M9,  M10,  and  

M22A), especially when the reproducibility of the non-crosslinked membranes in taken into 

account (Figure 6.16 B). 
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Figure 6.16 Performance of non-crosslinked 22wt. % PI OSN membranes in toluene at 30 
bar; A) comparison of M9, M10 and M22A, B) reproducibility of M10. 

 

6.3 Conclusions 

In this chapter, the effect of PI characteristics on the PI OSN membrane performance was 

investigated. Polyimides having the same chemical structure but different Mw were 

synthesised and subsequently used to form PI OSN membranes. The results have shown that 

molecular weight of PI has little effect on the PI OSN membranes performance in terms of 

rejection and flux. However, PI with a minimum Mw is necessary to prepare polymer dope 

solution viscous enough to cast defect free membranes suitable for OSN applications. On the 

other hand, use of PI having very high Mw results in a very viscous dope solution which can 

also hinder membrane formation. The study on the effect of the configuration of the co-

B 
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polyimide (block vs random) has shown that it is an important factor as it significantly 

changes the membrane performance. Membranes prepared from a random PI have higher 

MWCO and flux when compared to block PI. Similarly, structural differences resulting from 

replacement of MDI with DBPD influenced the performance of PI OSN membranes. The 

presence of MDI in the PI seems to promote formation of membranes with lower MWCO and 

higher flux as compared to DBPD. Membranes prepared from BTDA-MDI/TDI co-polyimide 

have higher fluxes when compared to those prepared from BTDA-TDI homopolyimide; 

MWCO being the same.  
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CHAPTER 7. 

 

7. Development of novel environmentally friendly PI OSN 

membrane fabrication process  

Abstract 

So far, throughout chapters 3-7 I have been looking at the process of PI OSN membrane 

formation and the parameters that influence it.  I have learned how to influence membrane 

structure and performance, and I can now say that I understand the PI OSN membrane 

formation process much better. In this final experimental chapter, I wanted to address 

environmental aspects of the PI OSN membrane formation process.  

Membrane processes are generally considered greener as compared to other, often energy 

intensive processes such as distillation. However, manufacturing OSN membranes involves a 

number of stages contributing towards the discharge of hazardous chemicals as waste. 

Therefore, the environmental advantages of employing OSN are to some extent cancelled out 

by the waste released during OSN membrane production. In this chapter I have addressed this 

problem. I demonstrated that previously reported methods for producing polyimide based 

OSN membranes can be successfully eco-modified without compromising membrane 

performance. The toxic solvents used to form polymer dope solution, i.e. dimethylformamide 

(DMF)/1,4-dioxane were replaced by an environmentally friendly dimethyl sulfoxide 

(DMSO)/acetone solvent system. In order to further diminish the environmental impact, 

isopropanol was successfully replaced with water in the crosslinking step. Scanning electron 
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microscope images revealed that membranes with spongy matrix without macrovoids were 

obtained regardless the DMSO/acetone ratio. 

7.1 Introduction 

The  chemicals  and  reagents  used  in  the  current  process  of  preparation  of  PI  based  OSN  

membranes have serious environmental and toxicological problems associated with them. 

These are solvents used to prepare polymer dope solution, i.e. DMF, 1,4-dioxane, NMP, and 

THF. Moreover, big volumes of IPA are used in rinsing and crosslinking process. The OSN 

membrane manufacturing process requires the following steps:  

a) polymer dissolution in a solvent mixture (DMF/1,4-dioxane) to obtain polymer dope 

solution, 

b) casting of polymer film upon a backing material, 

c) immersion of the cast polymer film in non-solvent bath (typically water), 

d) immersion of the membrane in isopropanol (IPA) to remove water from the 

membrane matrix, 

e) immersion of the membrane in the crosslinking solution (1,6-hexamethylenediamine 

(HDA) in IPA), 

f) immersion of the membrane in the fresh IPA to remove residual HDA, 

g) immersion of the membrane in the conditioning solution (polyethylene glycol 400 

(PEG 400) in IPA), 

h) air-drying of the membrane. 

In this chapter I will focus on the underlined points: a, d, e.  

The  physical  and  toxicological  properties  of  the  solvents  and  the  crosslinker  for  OSN  

membrane preparation are summarised in Table 7.1. In this work I sought to replace the 
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environmental harmful solvent composition, i.e. DMF/1,4-dioxane with environmentally 

friendly solvents, i.e. dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and acetone, whereas the crosslinking step 

was modified to minimize the high volume use of organic solvents. 

Table 7.1 Physical and toxicological properties of solvents and reagents used in OSN 
membranes preparation.[188] 

 DMF 1,4-dioxane NMP THF DMSO Acetone HDA 

Bp [0C] 153 100-102 202 65.0 – 67.0 189 56 204 

Vapour pressure 
[hPa at 200C] 3.60 36 0.39 - 0.43 217.3 0.55 245.3 1.47 

LD 50  
[Oral rat, mg kg-1] 2800 4200 3914 1650 14500 5800 750 

TWAa [mg m-3] 30 36 103 148 - b 1210 2.3 
STELc [mg m-3] 61 366 309 599 - b 3620 N/A 

a:  8-hour  Time  Weighted  Averages  (TWA)  -  are  an  average  value  of  exposure  over  the  
course of an 8 hour work shift.[189] 

b: Contains no substances with occupational exposure limit values. 

c:  Short  Term Exposure  Limit  (STEL)  is  defined  by  ACGIH as  the  concentration  to  which  
workers can be exposed continuously for a short period of time without suffering from: 
irritation, chronic or irreversible tissue damage narcosis of sufficient degree to increase the 
likelihood of accidental injury, impair self-rescue or materially reduce work efficiency.[189] 

The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) classified 1,4-dioxane as a Group 

2B carcinogen: possibly carcinogenic to humans.[190] DMF was originally classified by 

IARC as a 2B carcinogen in 1989, but in 1999 the IARC re-evaluated the carcinogenicity 

classification to Group 3 (not classifiable as to its carcinogenicity to humans).[191] However, 

the Japan Society for Occupational Health (JSOH) has evaluated the DMF carcinogenicity as 

Group 2B  (possibly carcinogenic to humans).[191] According to the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) solvent classification based on their possible risk to human health,  

DMF, 1,4- dioxane and NMP were placed in class 2 which is defined as solvents to be limited  

(nongenotoxic animal carcinogens or possible causative agents of other irreversible toxicity 

such as neurotoxicity or teratogenicity). During the formation of PI OSN membranes there is 

a  risk  of  a  contact  with  DMF  or  other  toxic  solvents  such  as  1,4-dioxane  or  NMP  while  

preparing polymer dope solution, membrane casting, and membrane post-treatment. 
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Similarly, traces of the solvents used might be present in the prepared membranes. DMSO, 

acetone  and  THF  belong  to  class  3  which  is  defined  as  solvents with low toxic potential 

(solvents with low toxic potential to humans; no health-based exposure limit is needed). 

DMSO  is  present  naturally  in  various  plants  and  in  the  oceans.  It  is  one  of  the  least  toxic  

organic chemicals known, and hence is considered a green solvent.[192;193] Its high LD-50s 

(oral, dermal, and inhalation) show that DMSO has a much lower acute toxicity than acetone, 

ethanol and other commonly applied solvents. More importantly, DMSO is much less toxic 

than the other dipolar aprotic solvents such as DMF, DMAC, and NMP required to dissolve 

polyimides. DMSO has also been shown to have applications in medicine.[194;195] In this 

study, a less hazardous route for the PI based OSN membrane formation process which 

would have minimum environmental impact without compromising the separation 

performance of the existing membranes was investigated.  

7.2 Experimental 

7.2.1 Materials and methods 

7.2.1.1 Chemicals  

P84 polyimide powder was purchased from HP Polymer GmbH (Austria) and used without 

any pre-treatment. DMF and 1,4-dioxane were obtained from Rathburn Chemicals, UK. IPA, 

acetone and PEG 400 were purchased from VWR international. DMSO, HDA and Kaiser test 

kit materials were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, UK. Polystyrene markers for MWCO 

evaluation were purchased from Varian Ltd, UK.  

7.2.1.2 Membrane preparation 

Membrane preparation is described in detail in chapter 3. In this work, P84 was used to form 

22  wt.  %  polymer  dope  solutions  from  different  solvents.  All  membranes  were  cast  on  
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polypropylene non-woven backing material and crosslinked with HDA. Table 7.2 

summarises the conditions under which the membranes reported in this study were prepared. 

Table 7.2 Membrane preparation conditions. 

Membrane notation Solvent/co-solvent 
M0A 3/1 (DMF/1,4-dioxane) 
M0B 3/1 (DMSO/1,4-dioxane) 
M0C 1/3 (DMF/1,4-dioxane) 
M1 3/1 (DMSO/acetone) 
M2 5/1 (DMSO/acetone) 
M3 7/1 (DMSO/acetone) 
M4 11/1 (DMSO/acetone) 
M5 13/1 (DMSO/acetone) 
M6 15/1 (DMSO/acetone) 

       

7.2.1.3 Membrane characterization 

Nanofiltration experiments 

Please  refer  to  chapter  3  for  detailed  description.  All  tests  were  done  in  PS  DMF  solution  

under 30 bar.  

Ternary phase diagrams  

In  order  to  experimentally  obtain  bimodal  positions,  a  series  of  P84/DMSO/Acetone  and  

P84/DMF/1,4-dioxane solutions were prepared at three different polymer concentrations (10, 

15 and 20 %). For each dope solution, which was stirred continuously, water acting as non-

solvent was added drop-wise until non-homogeneity was observed. The minimum mass of 

water sufficient to cause turbidity was quantified gravimetrically. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

SEM (TM-1000 Tabletop Microscope, Hitachi High-Technologies) was used to obtain 

images of cross-sections of the tested membranes. Operation conditions are given in chapter 

4. 
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FTIR 

In order to confirm successful polyimide crosslinking, a Perkin-Elmer Spectrum One FT-IR 

spectrometer with a MIRacleTM attenuated total reflection (ATR-Pike Technologies) 

attachment was used.  

Kaiser test 

A standard Kaiser test was used to ensure that there is no residual crosslinker (HDA) in the 

membranes to be used for the elemental analysis. The membranes were washed until the 

Kaiser test was negative.  

Elemental analysis 

The extent of crosslinking of the membrane was determined by the elemental analysis (Carlo 

Erba CE1108 Elemental Analyser at London Metropolitan University). 

7.2.2 Results and discussions 

7.2.2.1 Effect of change of the solvents on the properties of the OSN membranes 

The prime objective of the present work was to develop a successful, greener method for 

preparation of PI based OSN membranes. The manufacturing of PI based OSN membranes is 

a multi-step  process accompanied by generation of large amount of hazardous organic waste.  

To  begin  with,  the  aim  was  to  eliminate  DMF  from  the  DMF/1,4-dioxane  solvent  

composition commonly used for the formation of the PI OSN membranes, and to replace it 

with less toxic DMSO. The performance of the OSN membranes prepared from DMSO/1,4-

dioxane solvent mixture is presented in Figure 7.1 and in Table 7.3 
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Figure 7.1 Performance of PI OSN membranes with respect to the DMSO/1,4-dioxane ratio 
in the polymer dope solution in DMF at 30 bar. 

 

Membrane M0A prepared from 22 wt. % PI solution in DMF/1,4-dixane: 3/1  has MWCO of 

350 g mol-1 and flux of  137 L m-2h-1. For comparison, the membrane prepared from 22 wt. % 

PI solution in DMSO/1,4-dioxane: 3/1 has MWCO of 700 g mol-1 and flux of 330 L m-2h-1. 

These  results  suggest  that  DMF  can  be  replaced  with  DMSO  in  the  formation  of  PI  OSN  

membranes. As the solvent is an important parameter having significant impact on the PI 

OSN membrane performance, differences in rejection and flux for the same solvent/co-

solvent ratio were anticipated, and I could reasonably expect that optimisation would result in 

the ability to achieve similar performance for DMSO/1,4-dioxane and DMF/1,4-dioxane. 

The successful elimination of DMF during membrane preparation was followed by 

investigating the possibility of replacing toxic 1,4-dioxane with acetone. It was found that the 

DMSO/acetone  system,  in  a  broad  range  of  ratios,  is  suitable  to  dissolve  P84  and  form  PI  
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OSN membranes. The impact of the DMSO/acetone ratio on the rejection of PI membranes is 

shown in Figure 7.2. With increasing concentration of acetone, denser membranes 

characterized by lower MWCO and lower permeate flux were obtained (Figure 7.2, Table 

7.3).  Similarly,  See-Toh et  al.  reported  that  an  increase  in  the  ratio  of  1,4-dioxane  to  DMF 

yields tighter PI OSN membranes with lower MWCO and lower permeate flux.[24] 

Membranes prepared from the DMF/1,4-dioxane solvent system were affected by the 

macrovoid formation when higher DMF concentrations were used.[24] However, for the 

DMSO/acetone system, regardless of the solvents ratio in the dope solution, hardly any 

macrovoids were formed. This aspect is covered in detail in section 7.2.2.2.  
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Figure 7.2 Rejection of PI OSN membranes with respect to the DMSO/acetone ratio in the 
polymer dope solution in DMF and at 30 bar. 
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The reproducibility of the membrane performance for the example of the two selected 

DMSO/acetone ratios, i.e. 3/1 and 15/1 is shown in Figure 7.3 and Table 7.3. The membrane 

coupons for the filtration test were cut from the membrane sheets cast from the independently 

prepared dope solutions having the same composition. Good reproducibility of the MWCO 

curves as well as the permeate flux was achieved for both DMSO/acetone ratios (Figure 7.3, 

Table 7.3). 
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Figure 7.3 Reproducibility test of PI membrane prepared from the dope solutions with 
varying DMSO/acetone ratio in DMF at 30 bar. 

 

In order to compare the performance of PI OSN membranes prepared from DMSO/acetone 

and DMF/1,4-dioxane, membranes with similar rejection were compared. Figure 7.4 shows 

the comparison between M0C and M1. Please note that for the DMF/1,4-dioxane system, the 

fraction of 1,4-dioxane needs to be higher to obtain a dense membrane, whereas for the 
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DMSO/acetone system the acetone fraction is relatively low even for dense membranes, as 

acetone is a strong non-solvent for polyimides.  
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Figure 7.4 Performance of PI OSN membranes with respect to the solvent composition in the 
polymer dope solution in DMF at 30 bar. 

 

The  analysis  of  performance  of  M1  and  M0C  shows  that  the  membrane  prepared  from  

DMSO/acetone yields higher flux with comparable rejection compared to the membrane 

prepared from DMF/1,4-dioxane (Figure 7.4, Table 7.3). 
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 Table 7.3 Performance of the PI OSN membranes prepared from DMSO/acetone solvent 
composition. 

Membrane 
Notation 

DMSO/acetone 
ratio 

MWCO 
[g mol-1] 

DMF 
steady flux Fs 

[L m-2h-1] 

Membrane 
compaction 

expressed by 
DMF flux 

decrease DF [%] 
M0A 3/1* 350 137 62 
M0B 3/1** 700 330 72 
M0C 1/3* 330 7.0 57 

M1-01 3/1 280 17 43 
M1-02 3/1 280 15 44 

M2 5/1 320 51 66 
M3 7/1 290 120 69 
M4 11/1 380 129 80 
M5 13/1 480 171 66 

M6-01 15/1 590 214 70 
M6-02 15/1 590 249 66 

* DMF/1,4-dioxane , ** DMSO/1,4-dioxane 

 

7.2.2.2 Effect of change in dope solution solvents on the morphology of the membranes 

Figure 7.5 presents cross-sections of PI membranes prepared from dope solutions with 

varying DMSO/acetone ratios. Regardless of the DMSO/acetone ratio, a spongy membrane 

matrix  was  obtained  with  hardly  any  macrovoids  present.  Formation  and  growth  of  

macrovoids has been related to the kinetics of phase inversion. Instantaneous liquid-liquid 

demixing is thought to provide conditions for macrovoid formation.[55] Studies have shown 

that the morphology of the matrix of PI membranes prepared from DMF/1,4-dioxane and 

NMP/THF changes according to the fraction of solvent (DMF or NMP) to volatile co-solvent 

(1,4-dioxane or THF).[24;76] Higher concentration of solvent (DMF or NMP) results in an 

increasing  number  of  macrovoids  in  the  membrane  matrix.  DMSO,  DMF  and  NMP  are  

solvents with high affinity towards water (octanol/water partition coefficient logo/w = -2.03, -

1.01, -0.46, respectively), with DMSO having the highest.  Commonly added volatile co-

solvents, such as acetone, 1,4-dioxane or tetrahydrofuran, have lower affinity towards water 
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(logo/w = -0.24, -0.27, 0.46, respectively), as compared to the solvent. It has been reported that 

addition of 1,4-dioxane to DMF  delays the phase inversion process, shifting systems with 

instantaneous liquid-liquid demixing into delayed demixing.[43] As a result, denser 

membranes with lower MWCO and permeate flux, and with less macrovoids are formed. The 

high water affinity of DMSO may suggest that membranes with a high number of macrovids 

will be formed.[153] Unexpectedly, a spongy membrane matrix is obtained. The formation of 

sponge-like structures in  membranes prepared from the PI/DMSO/water system might be 

associated with a high freezing point (17 C) of DMSO and high viscosity of PI/DMSO dope 

solution.[153] The absence of macrovoids might be also a consequence of the characteristic 

thermodynamics and kinetics of the PI/DMSO/water system. The system is characterized by 

a very narrow miscibility gap and solidification boundary very close to binodal curve. As a 

consequence, the phase inversion process in the PI/DMSO/water system does not proceed 

continuously but is stopped by a quick solidification process. Hence, solidification process 

refers to the time interval between the immersion of the polymer film into the coagulation 

bath and the onset of liquid-liquid demixing.[83] As a result, the polymer-poor phase might 

have insufficient time to grow macrovoids.[153]  

The addition of a non-solvent to the dope solution creates a highly complex, multicomponent 

system. Its thermodynamic/kinetic behaviour cannot readily be predicted. The impact of the 

non-solvent addition on the membrane structure is dependent on non-solvent power and 

volatility, its concentration and specific polymer/solvent interactions.[76] SEM images 

(Figure 7.5) showed that increasing concentration of acetone, which is a non-solvent for 

polyimide, did not cause any substantial changes in the membrane matrix morphology. 

Regardless of the share of acetone, spongy structures with hardly any macrovoids were 

obtained. Figure 7.6 shows position of binodal for two studied systems: DMSO/acetone and 

DMF/1,4-dioxane. A shift towards polymer-solvent axis is known to induce shorter demixing 
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induction time. Perhaps surprisingly, although spongy, macrovoid-free structures were 

obtained for all PI membranes regardless the DMSO/acetone ratio, the compaction problem 

was still observed (Figure 7.5, Table 7.3). This may imply that the presence of macrovoids is 

not central to the occurrence of membrane compaction phenomenon as it is commonly 

assumed.  I  conclude,  similarly  to  my study  on  the  TiO2/PI mixed matrix OSN membranes, 

that it is rather collapse of the pores in the top layer as well as the pores of the spongy 

sublayer, or the pore blocking, rather than the presence of macrovoids, that accounts for 

compaction and flux decrease.[25]  
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Figure 7.5 SEM pictures of cross-sections of 22 wt. % PI membranes prepared from dope 
solutions with varying DMSO/acetone ratio; A) M1, DMSO/acetone: 3/1 B) M2, 

DMSO/acetone: 5/1; C) M3, DMSO/acetone: 7/1; D) M4, DMSO/acetone: 11/1; E) M5, 
DMSO/acetone: 13/1; F) M6, DMSO/acetone: 15/1. 
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Figure 7.6 Ternary diagram for P84 polyimide for different solvent systems at 200C; 
solvent/co-solvent ratio was 5/1. 

 

7.2.2.3 Effect of crosslinking medium 

The stable performance of the PI OSN membranes in aprotic solvents such as DMF, NMP, 

DMAc, etc, requires crosslinking of the PI. Crosslinking was previously achieved by 

treatment with an IPA solution of HDA.[111] IPA was suggested to swell the membranes, 

allowing effective diffusion of HDA and subsequent crosslinking of the membranes. 

However, crosslinking of membranes in IPA demands substantial use of IPA in a number of 

stages such as washing the membrane before and after crosslinking. In the present work the 

possibility of crosslinking in aqueous medium was explored as a way of reducing the use of 

IPA. It has been reported that surface of the polyimide membranes for supported liquid 

membrane applications can be successfully crosslinked with p-xylenediamine  in aqueous 

solution.[196] Moreover, Vanherck et al. have studied reactivity of different polyimides in 

reaction with a range of diamines dissolved in water coagulation bath.[197] The major 
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concern about using water as a crosslinking media was the protonation of HDA in water. 

Hexanediamine can exist in aqueous solutions in three different forms: +H3N-CH2-CH2-CH2-

CH2-CH2-CH2-NH3
+, +H3N-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2-NH2,  and  H2N-CH2-CH2-CH2-

CH2-CH2-CH2-NH2. The existence of these forms is highly dependent on the pH of the 

solution. In the present work the membranes were crosslinked using 1, 2.5, 5 and 10 wt. % 

aqueous solution of HDA, giving solutions with pH values of 11.6, 11.8, 12 and 12.1, 

respectively. At the pH of crosslinking medium the complete di-protonation of HDA was 

ruled out with possible existence of mono-protonated HDA (4-1% depending on pH of the 

crosslinking solution).  The FTIR spectra of the membranes treated with aqueous solutions of 

HDA are presented in Figure 7.7. Compared with the original membrane, the signal intensity 

of imide bands at 1780, 1718 and 1351 cm 1 were signi cantly attenuated, indicating 

reduction in the imide bonds. Concomitantly, the amide bands at 1648 and 1534 cm 1 were 

observed to increase, which further confirms the crosslinking reaction.  
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Figure 7.7 FTIR spectra of the non-crosslinked and crosslinked membranes. 

 

However, the presence of amide bonds can be contributed to the reaction of monoprotonated 

HDA  with  PI  leading  to  instability  of  membranes  in  DMF.  In  order  to  confirm  the  

crosslinking reaction between unprotonated HDA and PI, the treated membranes were tested 

for the polystyrene oligomer rejection performance in DMF at 30 bar pressure. The results 

are presented in Figure 7.8. Sample discs of membrane M1 were crosslinked in HDA water 

solution having 10, 5, 2.5 and 1 wt. % concentration. Additionally, a reference M1 was 

crosslinked in a HDA IPA solution of 10 wt. %. Crosslinking time was 17 hours. Mass of 

HDA was always used in 20 fold excess to the amount required based on a stoichiometric 
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crosslinking reaction presented in Figure 1.7. Changes in concentration were achieved by 

varying volume of the crosslinking solution.  
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Figure 7.8 Performance of M1 crosslinked in: A) 10 wt. % HDA in H2O, B) 5 wt. % HDA in 
H2O, C) 2.5 wt. % HDA in H2O, D) 1 wt. % HDA in H2O, E) 10 wt. % HDA in IPA. 

Filtration was conducted in DMF at 30 bar. Each entry corresponds to a test coupon cut from 
an independently prepared membrane. 

A B 
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The performance, in terms of rejection and flux, has been proven to be dependent on the 

concentration of HDA in water (Figure 7.8). Membranes crosslinked in 10 wt. % water 

solution showed significantly decreased rejection and increased flux as compared to the 

reference membrane crosslinked in IPA. Worsening rejection and higher flux were also 

observed when 5 wt. % water solution was used. On the surface of the membranes 

crosslinked in 10 and 5 wt. % HDA in water, a few small brown spots were observed; more 

in case of the membrane crosslinked in 10 wt. % solution. The possible cause for this etching 

of the membrane may be attributed to the degradation of the polymer due to high 

concentration of HDA. Although the coupons for the filtration tests were cut from spot-free 

regions, the performance was found to have deteriorated. Rejections comparable to the 

reference membrane with simultaneously improved DMF flux were observed for membranes 

crosslinked in 2.5 % water solution (Figure 7.7 C). When 1 wt. % water solution was used, 

membrane was characterized by a slightly higher rejection and lower DMF flux (Figure 7.8 

D). The surfaces of the membranes crosslinked in 2.5 and 1 wt.  % HDA in water were free 

of brown spots.  

In order to ensure the long term stability of  membranes crosslinked in aqueous medium, the 

membranes M1 crosslinked in 1 and 2.5 wt. % solutions of HDA in water were also tested for 

a long term filtration (7 days) in DMF at 30 bar. First permeate samples were collected after 5 

hours of the filtration. From that time on, the permeate samples were collected at intervals of 

24h. No changes in rejections were registered even after day 7.   

To investigate the degree of crosslinking of the membranes M1 crosslinked in 1 wt. % and 

2.5 wt. % solutions of HDA in water, and for the reference membrane crosslinked in IPA, 

elemental analyses were conducted.  
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The  theoretical  C/N  ratio  (%  mass)  can  be  calculated  in  the  crosslinked  P84  as  6.7.  The  

elemental analysis results have given the following values of C/N ratio: 6.6; 6.5 and 6.6 for 

M1 crosslinked in 1 and 2.5 wt. % solutions of HDA in water and the reference membrane 

crosslinked in IPA, respectively. The C/N ratio results confirm the equivalent degree of 

crosslinking  of  the  polyimide  with  HDA in  water  in  comparison  to  HDA in  IPA,  and  they  

also suggest complete crosslinking. 

Based on the results gathered, it can be concluded that IPA, which was until now widely used 

as the crosslinking medium for PI OSN membranes, can be replaced with water. In order to 

ensure that membrane performance is not affected by the degradation reactions, a maximum 

concentration of 2.5 wt. % of HDA in H2O is recommended.  

7.2.2.4 Environmental impact of the change in PI OSN membrane manufacturing process 

The wastewater containing DMSO can be divided into two classes dependent on the 

concentration. The wastewater of the first type has DMSO concentration higher than 1000 mg 

L-1. The second type contains DMSO at a lower concentration ranging from 10 to 1000 mg 

L1.[198] In general, DMSO in the wastewater of the first type is concentrated and 

combusted.[198]  The Theoretical Chemical Oxygen Demand (ThCOD) method can be used 

to calculate oxygen required to complete stoichiometric oxidation of the water pollutant to its 

corresponding highest oxidation state.[199] ThCOD DMF = 2.53 g O2 per 1 g DMF whereas 

ThCODDMSO = 2.02 g O2 per 1g DMSO, respectively, which shows that the incineration of 

waste  water  with  DMSO  consumes  less  oxygen  compared  to  DMF.  Wastewater  of   a  low  

concentration of DMSO coming from rinsing processes or water coagulation bath of lab scale 

membrane casting can be biodegraded as a range of biodegradation processes is 

available.[198;200-202]. On the contrary, DMF is ranked as ‘‘not readily biodegradable 

substance’’ based on the results of the aerobic biodegradation study by Chemical Substance 
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Control Law2.   However,  although there  are  only  few studies  on  bacteria  which  can  utilize  

DMF, promising studies are now becoming available.[203]  

Based on this work it appears that toxic polar aprotic solvents such as NMP and DMF could 

be successfully replaced with benign DMSO in further membrane separation areas such as 

reverse osmosis (RO) process having a far greater environmental impact due to the market for 

its application in water desalination. In RO, cellulose acetate membranes were predominantly 

chosen until the development of new thin film composite (TFC) RO membranes in 1972. 

Most TFC membranes are prepared via coating of a cross-linked aromatic polyamide film on 

a porous support such as polysulfone (PSf), which appears to be the most popular   polymer 

for TFC support.[45;204] To prepare PSf support, the PSf is dissolved in NMP or DMF and a 

porous film is obtained by phase inversion method.[204-208] As DMSO is a good solvent for 

PSf, it could be researched as a less toxic alternative for TFC support preparation.[209;210]  

To summarize, the advantage in terms of the environmental impact reduction of my PI 

membrane formation process is the following: 

- formation of the dope solution waste with environmentally friendly chemicals 

(DMSO and acetone instead of DMF and 1,4-dioxane), 

- significant reduction in the amount of IPA (removal of two washing steps present 

in the conventional process, i.e. before crosslinking and after crosslinking, and 

changing IPA for water as the crosslinking medium). Based on the conventional 

lab scale process, 5.7 L of IPA was used per 1 m2 of PI OSN membrane. This is 

now reduced to 2.3 L of IPA per 1 m2 of membrane which accounts for almost 60 

% reduction of the use of IPA. 

 

                                                
2 The Law concerning evaluation of chemical substances and regulation of their manufacturing in Japan. 
Translation is available from: http://www.safe.nite.go.jp/english/kasinn/kaiseikasinhou.html 
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7.3 Conclusions 

Polyimide membranes applicable in organic solvent nanofiltration were prepared in a less 

environmentally harmful process. A highly toxic solvent composition, i.e. DMF/1,4-dioxane, 

used to prepare polymer dope solution, was successfully replaced with an environmentally 

friendly solvent mixture of DMSO/acetone. Variation of DMSO/acetone ratio achieved a 

shift  in  rejection  curves,  thus  allowing  engineering  of  the  PI  OSN  membranes  to  meet  

specific requirements for different applications. SEM pictures revealed that regardless of the 

DMSO/acetone ratio, a spongy, macrovoid-free membrane matrix was formed. Surprisingly, 

the absence of macrovoids did not improve the membrane compaction resistance, which 

questions the common assumption about the link between the presence of macrovoids and the 

compaction phenomenon. PI OSN membranes prepared from DMSO/acetone have similar 

performance in terms of rejection compared to PI OSN membranes prepared from DMF/1,4-

dioxane, with the advantage of higher DMF flux, macrovoid-free structure and elimination of 

toxic organic solvents in the membrane preparation step. The study has shown that 

isopropanol, previously used as a crosslinking medium, can be successfully replaced by water 

without compromising membrane performance. 
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CHAPTER 8. 

 

8. Final conclusions 

In this research project different aspects of PI OSN membrane preparation process and its 

parameters were investigated. Thanks to the knowledge about this interesting area of 

membrane science gained during the work on this dissertation, understanding of PI OSN 

membrane formation and methods of influencing the membrane performance has been 

substantially deepened. I have learned how to improve membrane structure without 

compromising rejection. And so, macrovoids present in some of the PI OSN membranes have 

been shown to be suppressed by the incorporation of TiO2 nanofillers. Nevertheless, the 

compaction problem seemed not to be fully overcome by the suppression of macrovoids, 

which questions the theory about the macrovoid-induced compaction. Membrane 

performance was proven to be strongly influenced both by the choice of a polyimide as well 

as a solvent system. The effect of polymer and solvent could be qualitatively predicted by the 

introduced simple tool, i.e. complex solubility parameter. Its higher value was very well 

correlated with increasing rejection. The importance of the implications of a polymer 

chemical  structure  has  been  emphasised.  Differences  in  flux  of  the  studied  PI  OSN  

membranes could be explained from the perspective of the proposed PI OSN membrane 

transport conceptual model and differences in porosity. Performance of PI OSN membranes 

have been shown to be strongly dependent on the evaporation time. Elongated evaporation 

time resulted in lower flux and unaltered rejection. High-rejecting PI OSN membranes could 

be also prepared from dope solutions containing no volatile co-solvents, proving that the 

evaporation step is not a necessary condition to obtain NF membranes. Insensitivity of PI 
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OSN membrane rejection to the evaporation time could be explained through vitrification-

induced skin layer formation, in the case of both, membranes prepared with and without the 

evaporation  step.  Lower  flux  for  membranes  with  elongated  evaporation  time  was  

presumably due to higher thickness of the skin layer. Study on the effect of molecular weight 

of  PI  has  shown that  there  is  no  significant  effect  of  this  parameter  on  PI  OSN membrane  

performance in terms of rejection and flux. However, there is a minimum Mw of PI necessary 

to prepare mechanically stable PI OSN membranes. On the other hand, too high Mw resulted 

in a very viscous dope solution which can also hinder membrane formation. The study on the 

effect of the configuration of the co-polyimide (block vs random) has shown that it is an 

important factor as it significantly changes the membrane performance. Membranes prepared 

from a random PI had higher MWCO and flux when compared to block PI. Similarly, 

structural  differences  resulting  from  replacement  of  MDI  with  DBPD  influenced  the  

performance of PI OSN membranes. The presence of MDI in the PI seemed to promote 

formation of membranes with lower MWCO and higher flux as compared to DBPD. 

Membranes prepared from BTDA-MDI/TDI co-polyimide had higher fluxes when compared 

to those prepared from BTDA-TDI homopolyimide; MWCO being the same. I have also 

shown that a highly toxic solvent composition, i.e. DMF/1,4-dioxane, used to prepare 

polymer dope solution, could be replaced with an environmentally friendly solvent mixture of 

DMSO/acetone.  PI  OSN  membranes  prepared  from  DMSO/acetone  were  found  to  have  

similar rejection performance as compared to PI OSN membranes prepared from DMF/1,4-

dioxane, with the advantage of higher DMF flux, macrovoid-free structure and elimination of 

toxic organic solvents in the membrane preparation step. Although spongy-like membrane 

matrix resulted in DMSO/acetone membranes, compaction problem remained questioning the 

validity of a link between the presence of macrovoids and the compaction problem. The study 
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has also shown that isopropanol, previously used as a crosslinking medium, could be 

successfully replaced by water without compromising membrane performance.  

Finally, I wanted to stress that all the findings from this work are specific to the studied 

polymer/solvent/non-solvent systems and may not be true for different systems. 
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CHAPTER 9. 

 

9. Future directions 

Given the high complexity and interdependence of the parameters governing PI OSN 

membrane performance, there are still numerous aspects of this work to be recommended for 

further investigation.  

In this dissertation, in chapter 3, I have shown the potential of the use of TiO2 nanofillers in 

fine-tuning of PI OSN membranes. The advantages of incorporation of TiO2 could be further 

investigated with the respect to hydrophilicity-enhancing and anti-fouling properties. And 

yet, these aspects may have significant importance, for instance, in natural extracts 

purification and separation, where PI OSN membranes could be successfully applied, and 

where more hydrophilic membranes could contribute to higher fluxes and less fouling 

problems.  Additionally, the encouraging results for TiO2 could be compared with alternative 

nanoparticles, for instance, SiO2 or Al2O3. As the compaction problem was not eliminated via 

macrovoid suppression (which was also observed in DMSO/acetone, macrovoid-free 

membranes), further studies of this aspect, focused on the search for underlying reasons and 

methods  for  the  elimination  of  compaction,  would  be  recommendable.   In  chapter  4  I  have  

shown a new and simple approach for qualitative predictions of PI OSN membrane rejection, 

i.e. the complex solubility parameter. Given its usefulness and robustness proven for PI OSN 

membranes, I think that this approach should be extended to other membranes prepared from 

different polymers via immersion precipitation. Moreover, as I have shown that chemical 

structure of polyimides seems to greatly influence flux, fine-tuning of the polyimide chemical 

structure is very recommendable. In view of my findings from chapter 5 I recommend to 
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further investigate the impact of the evaporation time and a choice of a co-solvent on the 

process of the skin layer formation and its properties. Here, studies of vitrification 

concentrations for different PI dope solutions would be helpful. Subsequently, membranes 

with evaporation time long enough to ensure reaching the vitrification boundary could be 

prepared and coagulated in different non-solvents. Insensitivity of rejection to different non-

solvents would indicate the formation of the skin layer via vitrification process during the 

evaporation step. New methods for membrane structure characterisation, especially in terms 

of the thickness of the skin layer and its porosity, are required to further confirm the 

undesired effects of the prolonged evaporation time and the effect of different polyimides on 

membrane flux, as well as to further elucidate the role of a co-solvent. I think that a method 

based on transmission electron microscopy (TEM) technique, which is currently being 

developed by Joanna Stawikowska in my research group, could be very useful for these 

purposes. Additionally, usefulness of positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) 

technique could be explored. In order to enable more accurate theoretical studies of the effect 

of evaporation on membrane structure, improved diffusion model should be developed. This 

would require incorporation of concentration dependency of the diffusion coefficient, heat 

effects and addressing the moving boundary problem. Given the encouraging results showing 

a strong effect of the mode of co-polymerisation (block vs random) on membrane 

performance which I have shown in chapter 6, further investigation of this topic is of great 

interest. The synthesis parameters could be further varied and studied with respect to the 

effect on MWCO and flux of PI OSN membranes. As the understanding and awareness of the 

need for greener processes is growing, I think that the more environmentally friendly process 

of PI OSN membrane formation presented in chapter 7 should be fine-tuned by further 

diminishing of the use of solvents. This could be achieved, for instance, by exploring the idea 

of instantaneous casting and crosslinking, or alternatively, instantaneous crosslinking and 
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conditioning. Finally, the potential of the PI OSN membranes improved via the 

implementation of the methods and ideas developed in this dissertation should be 

demonstrated in real separation processes such as natural extracts or pharmaceuticals 

separation and purification. 
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CHAPTER 10. 

 

10. Appendix 

10.1 Volume increase measurements. 

Motivation of research 

Volume increase ( V)  measurements  of  PI  dope  solutions  were  conducted  with  the  aim of  

exploring whether there is any correlation between V of PI solutions and PI membrane 

performance. 

Methodology 

An increase in volume ( V) of PI dope solution was calculated using: 

%100*
0

01

V
VVV

              
Equation 10.1 

where V0 is volume of DMF/1-4 dioxane, V1 is volume of PI dope solution obtained by 

dissolution of PI in DMF/1,4-dioxane solvent mixture. All solutions had low concentration of 

5 wt. % to enable conduction of the experiment. 

Values of V0 and V1 were calculated from density measurements conducted using a density 

meter, Anton Paar, DMA 5000M at T = 20oC. 

Results 

I  have  found  that  upon  PI  dissolution  in  a  DMF/1,4-dioxane  the  V was increasing with 

increasing 1,4-dioxane ratio for all studied PI (Table 10.1). However, increasing 1,4-dioxane 
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ratio did not result in lower MWCO for all of the studied membranes (for instance, that was 

not a case for UT based membranes, see section 4.2.2.1). Similarly, there is no clear 

correlation when the effect of PI is concerned. And so, if we consider, for instance, P84 and 

UT, one could say lower V can be linked with lower MWCO. However, when we compare 

L17 and L19, DMF/dioxane: 1/3 with P84 DMF/dioxane: 1/3 we see that even though L17 

and L19 have lower V, they do not yield   membranes with lower MWCO (Figure 10.1). 

Table 10.1 Volume increase upon 5 wt. % PI dissolution in a DMF/1,4-dioxane mixture at 
200C. 

PI 
V[%] 

DMF/1,4-dioxane weight ratio 
3/1 1/1 1/3 

P84 3.102 3.445 3.602 
HT 3.155 3.377 3.518 
UT 3.694 3.764 3.869 

MAT 3.659 3.761 3.867 
L17 3.414 3.490 3.561 
L19 3.281 3.456 3.517 
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Figure 10.1 Performance of 22 wt. % PI membranes prepared from P84, L17 and L19 in 
cross-flow filtration test in DMF at 30 bar. 
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